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PREFACE.

The publication of the present Volume has been delayed beyond the usual
period, under the hope that much information of professional value, on subjects
connected with the late war, would ha Ye been by this time recei'ved. 1Vith the
exception, however, of the interesting account of the passage of a wet ditch at
the siege of Strasburg, supplied by Colonel Lennox, the Editor has as yet been
unable to procul'e any authentic details of Engineering operations 1 and it has,
therefore, been thought desirable to issue the present Volume without fort.her
delay, and to publish another one ns early as possible more especially composed
of papers bearing on Lhe war.
As it was under the Editorship of the late Lieutenant-General Sir W. T.
Denison, K.C.B., that the Professional Papers were first published in the year
1837, the present seems a fit place to record the general regret experienced at
the death of this distinguished officer, which occurred on the 19th January, 1871.

The Committee purpose to publish in connection with, but bound separately
from, the next Volume (XX.), a complete index of all the papers that have been
printed in any of the series up to the 20th volume inclusive.
The Committee also propose that the sense of the next Annual Meeting be
taken upon the question raised at the last Annual lVh:eting, by Colonel Lennox,
as to the discontinuance of the plan of publishing an annual Volume, and of in
iil'u thereof, printing and distributing Papers as soon as possible after theil'
ll'Cl·ipt.

C. S. HUTCHINSON,
Licut,•Colonel, Royal Engineers,
Editor.
Rail way Departmeht,
DoarJ. of Trade, ,vhitt?hall,
March, !Sil.
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I.

DESCRIPTION OF A LANDING STAGE ERECTED AT
DRAKE'S ISLAND FOR HOISTING HEAVY GUNS.
BY LIEUTENANT H. DENISON, R.E.
As the old lift on the north side of Drake's Island, in Plymouth Sound, was
deemed unsafe for hoisting guns of as large a calibre as 9 ins., a landing stage
was designed and erected by Lieut. Hare, R.E., on the north-east side of the
islnnd.
The total height from the beach to the level of the platforms in the case•
mates is about 48 ft. 1 and the rise of the tide is 18 ft. at high-water spli.ng tides.
The beach is very rocky, and1 consequently, a passage had to be made by
blasting, so that the lighter in which the guns were conveyed from the gunwharf might ground in the sand at the end of the pier.
The stage is made entirely of red pine, and consists of two ways, 6 ft. apart,
supported on trestles and struts, which again are guarded from side strains by
additional struts. At the end of the stage is a small sort of mole, upon which
is constructed a level platform capable of receiving four or five 12~ton guns at a
time. The height of this platform is exactly the same height as the baulks
fixed on the deck of the lighter when grounded at the end of the pier.
There were originally two footways between the ways, but one was removed
in order to allow room for the revolution of the trunnions of the gun when
parbuckled up the incline. The outside of the mole is made of rough rub ble
masonry laid in Roman cement, half sand; and the interior consists of a sor t
of coarse concrete made out of the dunstone gathered from the beach. The
time taken in erecting the stage was three weeks ; and the entire cost was
£167. The diagrams explain for themselves the method of construction.
1\iloori.ng chains were afterwards added to guard against the force of the sea
during the equinoctial gales, but their services have never been required .
.fhe following are the calculations which were made to ensure the stage being
sufficiently strong:lst. To find at what intervals the struts and trestles supporting the ways
,hould be placed: Assuming the trunnion of the 25-ton gun to be l ft. in
B
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diameter, the greatest weight which can come upon one of the ways is when
the trunnion of the gun touches it as shewn in the section of the trestle, since
the centre of gravity of the gun lies nearly in the axis of the trunnions.
This weight will be about {I X 25 tons, since the ways are at 6 ft.. central
intervnls,
46666 lbs.
Disregarding the slope of the ways, the case will be simply that of a beam
supported at both ends and loaded in the middle;

=

then W.x
2

where W
;r

f

= fYol

= total weight = 46666 lbs.
= length in inches

= coefficient = 9510
½fid2 = 14"xl4"Xl4"
___ 6_ _ _

I
"ii;,=

=

factor of safety
4
'l'be dimensions of the ways were assumed 14 in. by 14 in., being the biggest
timber C[l:.ily procured. '£hen
_,,=2 X 9540 x 14 X 14 X 14 inches
4 X 6 X 46666

= 46f' = 3' 10½"
'!'he actual distance between the centres of the points of support is about
4 ft. Gin., but as a factor of safety of 4 has been taken, they will be amply
strong enough.
'l'hc only other points requiring calculation are, the depth of the struts i ,
and the thickness of the uprights of the trestles to resist buckling.
'l'hc struts are inclined to the yertical at 35°, the maximum thrust dowa
each would be therefore
W

2 cos 35°

= -46666
2-

x ·81 lbs,

= 18900 lbs.

As the sectional area of these struts is 72 square inches, and 1,000 lbs. per
square inch may be safely put upon deal without fear of crushing or loosenic.g

the joints, they are amply strong enough.
Kcxt to find the depth of the vertical timbers to resist buckling. The longest
om-is ubout 17 ft. 6 in. '£he formula is
p
f
---t-•

I+
where P

s

er-

= breaking load = 46666 lbs.
= sectional area ::. ld = 12d'
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= 7200

f.

/ = 17·5 X 12 inches

= 3000

C

r'

= h'12 here h = 12

= 12
Assuming one dimension 12'' and factor of safety 4
7200
l

or

d

=

+

li·J

x 12Xl7·5XJ2
3000 X 12

46666 X 2·225
12 x 1800

= 6 inches nearly.
As the timbers are 12 in. by 12 in. they are amply strong enough.
The lighter in which the guns were conveyed from the gun wharf, is shew11
in plan and section; as also the additional timbering used for the support of
the guns.
Three or four 12-ton guns were brought over at a time at high water, and the
lighter was allowed to ground at the end of the pier, so that the timber upon
which the guns rested had a slight inclination towards the pier, as shewn in the
sketch.
A 6.in. preventer rope was passed round the gun through a leading block on
the deck of the lighter to a capstan. This rope was then eased off gently, and
the gun heaved forward by handspikes until it rolled on to the pier. As soon
as the gun arrived on the ways, the p1·eventer rope was cast off, two parbuckling
6.in. ropes were passed round the gun, one just above and the other below the
trunnions; a thil'd 6.in. rope was also fastened to the pry-pole of a gyn which
was placed in the bore for the purpose of hauling the muzzle forward as the
breech gnined ground. In order to make the gun rotate upon a nearly horizontal axis, 12 in. by 12 in. skids were lashed on to one side of the ways, as
shown in the section. The three ropes were worked on three winches placed at
the top of the incline and fastened by ropes to two large spars laid across the
interior of the casemate. When the fall had to be shifted, the winches were
eased off, one by one, until the gun was kept from slipping back by two
" scotches" of the form shown in the figure. These scotches were worked by
two men who advanced up the incline with the gun. The time taken in getting
one gun up the incline was 4.5 minutes, and three guns were disembarked and
hoisted in one morning. The carriages and slides had been pre,·iously hoisted
up the slip, and arranged in the casemates. The guns were brought into the
casemates on rollers.
H.D.
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DESCRIPTION OF A CONCRETE BRIDGE CONSTRUCTED
OVER THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT RAILWAY.
COMMUNICATED BY THE EDITOR.•
The tests applied to tho experimental bridge of concrete, set in cement,
erected over that branch of the Metropolitan District Railway which forms one
of the junctions between the Inner Circle and the \Vest London Extension,
proYe conclusively the reliable character of concrete exposed to compressive
strains. The structure experimented upon spans the open cutting between
Gloucester Road Station and Earls Court Road. It is a flat arch of 75 ft. span,
and 7 ft. 6 in. rise in the centre, where the concrete is 3 ft. 6 in. in thickness,
increasing towards the haunches which abut upon concrete skewbacks. The
concrete of which the bridge is made is composed of screened gravel and Hilton's Portland cement, mixed in the proportions of about se,en to one, carefully laid in mass upon close boarding set upon the centering, and enclosed at
the sideS.
'l'he concrete was mixed by hand labour, as many men being employed to mix:
and wheel into place as there was 1·oom for.
The bridge was formed in three portions; the centre portion, 1~ ft. wide,
being first made and tested. Each portion was formed in one operation.
The amount of concrete employed in the centre portion was about 4,800 cubic
feet, which weighing 1¼ cwt. per cubic foot, gave a gross weight of 300 tons for
tbc structure alone. The centre of gravity in the half-span being 16 ft. 6 in.
from the abutment-the weight of the same, 1,50 tons, and the rise of the arch,
7 ft. 6 in.-the thrust at the crown is equal to 330 tons.
'!'ho arch being 8 ft. 6 in. deep in the centre, and 12 ft. wide, a sectional area
of 42 square feet, is available to resist the thrust, which is, consequently, equal
to 7 tons 17 cwt. per square foot. The additional strain imposed upon the con•
cretc in the arch for every ton per foot run of distributed load is equal to 2t
tons per square foot, and the maximum strain for a rolling load of 1 ton pc-r
foot run is about 3t tons per square foot. It occurs when the load covers about
five-eighths of the span.
,. The Ei.l.itor is indchtcd to T, Mnrr Johnson, Esq., Engineer of the Metropolitan Di.strict Rail•
'l'l"ay, for the tlCSCl'iptiou nnd drawings of this concrete bridge.
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In testing th~ centre portion of the bridge, rails were laid upon sleepers over
the arch, which brought a load of -.?r; of a ton per foot run upon the structure.
Seven trucks, weighing together with their loads 49 tons, were formed into a
train, having a wheel base of 57 feet; hence the rolling load amounted to tt of
a ton per foot run. The deflection produced by the passage to and fro of this
train four times wns noted with a spirit-level upon a standard cemented to the
sides of the arch at a distance of one-third the span from the abutments. When
one side of the bridge was loaded, the extreme rise of the haunch on the
op11osite side was about -h of an inch, which was producP.d by a maximum strain
of 10 tons 14 cwt. per square foot.
At a subsequent trial, a mass of gravel 10 ft. wide, 3 ft. thick at the crown,
and 6 ft. deep at the haunches, was laid over the bridge, and upon this ballast
was placed the permanent way. After an interval of a few days, the trucks,
loaded ns before, were passed over the bridge, at first in pairs, and finally all
together.
In this test the strain upon the concrete was as follows:Tons. cwt.

7
4

17
8

Strain per square foot from dead load . . • . . 12
Strain per square foot from passing load . • . • 2

5
17

Total strain per foot . . • • • • • • 15

2

'!'he weight of the arch as before . . . . • • • . • •
170 Tons of ballast . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • . . .

After repeated transit the load was left upon the bridge all night, and the
arch u.pon examination, ehowed no signs of failure or distress under the severe
strains to which it had been exposed.
That a very small stress was developed upon the underside of the arch was
evidenced from the fact that none of the comparatively loose pebbles on the
inner surface of the arch became detached; the interior of the structure was
much denser than the outside and at 6 inches from the outer surface was
excessively hard.
The exterior of the work was rendered in Portland cement to resemble
Ashlar.
Some fine cracks appeared in the spring, attributed to the further shrinkage
of the concrete by drying, but these have not extended.•
• The porous nature of even such good concrete as that used in this bridge is shown by the fact
of rain passing through it in tllo course of a few hours.
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PAPER III.
REPORT OF THE DEMOLITION OF THE
SHIP "LE IC HARDT."
B Y LIE U T. J E K Y L L, R. E.

,)

The" Leichardt," a fall-rigged ship of over 700 tons burden, was run down
while lying at anchor at the Nore, by a steamer named the "North Star," in
November, 1868.
The ship was outward bound for New Zealand. She went down on the tail
of the Nore Spit, about a mile to the eastward of the light-ship, where the
depth of the water is 4! fathoms at low water spring tides. She lay on an even
keel, and shortly after sinking assumed a position up and down stream 1 with
her head to the ebb tide. Soon after she foundered, endeavours were made to
save the cargo, and with this object divers were employed for nearly three
months, but they recoyered nothing but an anchor and cable, two coils of rope,
and three casks of provisions ; they ascertained, however, that the wreck was
clear all round, and that no obstruction such as cordage or debris existed to impede the operations of the divers ; before they left they attached buoys to the
bow and stern, which shewed at three-quarters ebb.
The nature of the bottom is hard mud covered with a thin Jayer of sand ; as
usual in the case of an obstruction in a strong tideway, a trench was washed all
round her, the depth of which varied from 12 to 18 feet. The masts of the
ship, which, together with the bows11rit, remained standing for some months,
were carried away by passing ships in the course of the winter, and the wreck
itself was frequently fouled in the same manner, notwithstanding the precautions of the Trinity Board, by whom a_ wreck-buoy was la.id close to the ship,
and a cutter of 34 tons, moored alongside, to shew a light at night. On the
23rd April, a large ship, called the "Lord Raglan," came into collision with the
wreck and carried away the starboard quarter, a good deal of timber floating
to the surface.
By this time, however, the wreck had sunk a considerable distance into the
mud, so much so, that there was never less than two fathoms of water over her
deck, and consequently she did not cause so much annoyance to the navigation
as she had done during the winter months, when her deck was barely coverei
at low water.
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Aw it was known that the value of some portions of the cargo was considerable, she had been purchased by Mr. Henry Sykes, a. civil engineer, by whom
the divers just referred to were employed. He, finding the process of recovery
adopted to be unremunerative, applied in ~lay, 1869, to the Director of the
Royal Engineer Establishment to have her blown up, thinking apparently that
by this means some of the cargo or timber of the ship might be saved. I accordingly received instructions to examine and report upon the condition of
the wreck, and to send in a. project for demolition, with an estimate of the
expense. On the 10th of 1\1ay I proceeded to the Nore, made an examination,
and obtained particulars from the Master of the Trinity tender, the substance
of which is derailed above, and next day sent in a report and project in which
I recommended that gun-cotton should be employed in charges of 90 lbs., to be
rxplodcd by means of detonating fuzcs, and stated my opinion that 800 lbs ..
would be required to complete the demolition, and that the total cost would not
be less than £17.i. Mr. Sykes was at once made acquainted with these particulars, and wa:; requested to supply the gun-cotton, and in the meantime a
design for sheet iron cases, suitable to the proposed cha!'ges, was prepared.
The estimate of £1 i5, did not, however, meet the approval of l\Ir. Sykes, who
thereupon, declined to avail himself of our services. The negotiations then
dropped, but were renewed towards the end of July, by the Trinity Board, to
whom Mr. Sykes had surrendered his right to the vessel, and who now requested that imtnediate steps might be taken to effect the removal of the obstruction.
The plan as originally proposed was finally adhered to, and the same
estimate sent in. The iron cases were ordered to be made in conformity
with the design (Fig. I) by Messrs. Spencelayh and Archer, of Rochester, and
the 800 lbs. of gun-cotton were ordered from Messrs. Prentice, of Stowmarket.
The iron cases differed in construction to any that have hitherto been made,
and as they were found to answer extremely well, a description is here given.
The thickness of iron was ¼inch, which for the curved portion was sufficiently
strong to resist the pressure of 50 feet of water, but the flat ends required
some sort of strengthening, for which purpose three standards of ½-inch iron
rod were introduced, abutting on a }-inch plate at the bottom, and a ring of the
same thickness at the top. Bf this means the pressure of the water on the top
and bottom was transferred to the rods, which were placed at such intervals as
not to interfere with the packing of the 7-inch discs of gun-cotton. The tops
and bottoms were made of the best charcoal iron, and a flange of an inch in
width was turned down all round the e<lge. The diC\meters of the tops and
bottoms were made ¼inch larger than that of tho body into which they fitted,
and the latter was heated and shrunk on, and lastly rireted. An aperture,
8 inches in diameter was left in the top, and was closed by a flat plate of ~-inch
iron, secured by nuts and bolts, the joints being rendered water-tight with au
India-Tubber ring and red lead.
The cases were of two sizes, viz., 2 ft. and 1 ft. 4 in. in length, the same
diameter, 1 ft. 4 in , being preserved in each case, and they were calculated to
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contain respectively 90 lbs. or 60 lbs. of compressed gun-cotton; six ea.sea of
the large size and four of the small were manufactured, and their aggregate
cost was £38 10s. complete. The cases were all tested by being submerged for
24 hours, when empty, in 6 fathoms of water, and they all remained dry. 'l'bey
were all delivered by the manufacturers during the second week in August, by
which time also the first instalment of gun-cotton, amounting to 484 lbs., was
received from Messrs. Prentice.
The plan of operations now decided upon was to fire the whole number of
charges in two series of five each; one series extending along the entire length
of each side of the ship. The five charges, consisting of three large and two
small, were, therefore, loaded, and wires of the proper lengths to correspond
with the intervals of the charges were sealed into the tops, which were subse•
.quently screwed down. The cable used was Gray's wire coated, and by adopting the plan just mentioned, all joints were done away with. 1.'wo detonating
fuzes were inserted in each charge, thus making 10 to be fired in continuous
circuit. The earth was made by soldering the wire from the last fuze to the
inside of the top of the extreme charge.
The wreck was visited on the 17th August, and a staple was driven by the
diver into the stem, to which a buoy was attached. It was endeayoured to
commence active operations the next day, but bad weather interfered, and on
reflching the spot we were unable to work, but left the charges on board the
smack.
On the 20th, however, the weather was favourable; the Nore was reached at
3.30 p.m., and in the course of an hour the buoys began to show. The launch
steamed out and dropped her anchor 50 yards aboye the bow of the ship, and
then d1·opped down the stream until she took up a position clear of the wreck
and a little to the north of the bow; the cable was then belayed and two more
anchors were laid out, one from the stern and the other from the starboard bow;
with these three holdfasts the launch maintained a perfectly steady position. (See
Fig. 2.)
The diver now went down by the rope which he had made fast on the last
occasion to a staple driven into the stem of the ship, and which led him direct to
that spot; his instructions were to examine the staple, and if possible render it
more secure by driving it in a little further. He did not succeed in accomplishing this, but found a better point of attachment in the shape of a cha.in cable,
partially imbedded in the sand, and close against the ship's bow; he then came
up having been under water 9½ minutes.
Meanwhile, two other operations were going on, conducted partly by our
own men and partly by those employed by tho Trinity Board. A weight of
1 _cwt. was ~unk a few yards south of the ship's stern; to this weight a long
p1e~e- of 1&-rnch rope was a~tached, and paid out round the stern, and up to the
position of the launch, the bight being kept swung out of the way by the tide.
(See Fig. 3.)
The five chorg_es were placed in a row-boat, and brought out to the launch,
the drum remammg on board the tender, and the electric cable being paid out
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from it. A tail block was attached to the line charge, and a buoy fastened
with spunynrn to each of the charges; these were then placed in the water in
succession and swung out into a straight lino by the tide. A dingy held on to
the line charge, antl rove the 1~-inch rope, already mentioned, through the tail
block, the other end of the rope being held tight by the sunken weight. These
operations were complete by the time the diver came up. (Sec Figs. 4 and 5.)
The latter now went down again, taking with him a metal block, to which a
pair of clip hooks were attached, and through which a rope was rove. He
hooked the block into a link of the chain cable mentioned abo\'e, and immediately signalled to this effect on the rope. The earth charge was bent on to
one end of the rope, and its buoy having been cut off, it was hauled down by
pulling on the other end ; by this means the earth charge was sent down dll'ect
to the diver, who at once unbent the rope, unhooked the block, which was
hauled to the surface, and fastened the charge in its place. He then came up,
having been 16 minutes in the water. (See Fig. 6.)
The position of affairs at this time was as follows, (see Fig. 7) :-Charge I
securely fastened to chain, and in contact with the ship's stern; charge II with
its buoy cut off, a few feet under water; charges III, IV, and v, floating in a
line with buoys attached ; the electric cable, connecting charge V with the
tender, and a rope from the weight at the bottom, passing through the single
block on charge v and held in a dingy.
The next thing to be done was to bring the whole line of charges in contact
with the ship's bottom. For this purpose, the dingy containing the running
fall of the lj-inch rope, rowed to the tender; the fall was then passed on to the
deck, and manned, preparatory to hauling. The buoys on charges III, JV, and
v, were simultaneously cut off, a small line was attached to charge v, and the
men commenced hauling on the rope, continuing until stopped by charge y
jamming against the vessel's starboard qual'ter. The small line was held at the
surface, and buoyed to indicate the position of charge v. (See Fig. 8.)
To avoid the possibility of doubt, as to the situation of the charges, the moor~
ings of the launch were shifted and again laid out, so as to bring her close to
the stern of the vessel, and the diver went down, using the small liue to guide
him to charge v. He was provided with a large staple and a hammer, and finding the charges correctly placed, secured charge v, by driving the staple into
the ship's bottom. It took six minutes to accomplisfl:this. As the two extreme
charges, I and v, were known to be correctly situated, there could be no doubt,
that the intermediate charges were also in a proper position, otherwise the
length of the line of charges would not have corresponded with the length of
the ship.
The anchors of the launch were weighed, and she steamed to the tender,
moored at a distance of 100 yards from the wreck. The friction machine wns
taken out and proved, connection was made, and the five charges exploded
simultaneously.
The effect of the explosion was as follows :-First, a sharp sudden concussion,
indicated on the surface by a sort of shiver, and innumerable little jets of water
C
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about a yard high; this was instantly followed by the rise of a huge bank of broken
water extending the whole length of the ship, and about 30 feet in height; as soon
as this subsided, masses of black mud and discoloured water came up from the
bottom, bringing up broken spars and timbers, with which the surface soon became thickly strewn. Among the debris were hundreds of corks, bearing the
brand of Cope and Co., the appearance of which was evidently due to a large
consignment of bottled stout, known to be in the hold; there were also numbers of candles floating about; some of these were captured and found to burn
remarkably well in spite of ten months' submersion. The timbE:r consisted
chiefly of deck planks and other articles of pine or fir wood ; the ship being
built of oak and teak, noue of the principal limbers floated, as both of these
descriptions of wood become quickly water-logged. A number of fish were
kill~d, consisting chiefly of eels, whiting, and cod, besides small fry, these
floated to the surface, and were caught by the boatmen, numbers of whom had
congregated on the spot. 'fhe timber was also secured by them, but its Talue
cannot have been great. As soon as the electric cable was hauled in the party
returned to Chatham, which was reached at 9.30 p.m.
An examination by sounding with the lead was made next day by the
Master of the Trinity tender, from which it appeared that very considerable
damage had been inflicted on the Wl't!ck, and that u. quantity of broken and
detached timber lay all round her.
I w1~s afterwards informed that during the three days succeeding the explosion, a great quantity of timber was washed ashore at Sheerness, Southend and
the Isle of Grain.
We were unable at this time to pursue our operations further for want of
gun-cotton, Messrs. Prentice having failed to send the remainder in proper
time, a fortnight was, therefore, allowed to elapse before anything more was
done. In the mean time the spring tides had been 1·unuing, and the effect of
the strong current had made itself Ycry apparent upon the now shattered wreck,
so much so, that it was all level with the sand, with the exception of the stern.
On the 3rd Sept. we again made an expedition in the steam launch to the
Nore, taking one 90 lbs. charge only, which was loaded with the gun-cotton
that happened to be in store, the second instalment not haying yet made its
appearance though nearly a month overdue.
The same_ precautions w~r~ adopted that have been described above to keep
the launch in a steady position, and the charge was placed by the diver in contact with the stern-post and securely lashed. It was exploded by the frictional
machine and produced a great effect.
8~undings, taken immediately afterwards, showed that in no place did any
portion of the wreck stand more thrui 3 feet above the saud, the depth of water
being 4! fathoms.
Thereupon a eommm:icati011 was _addr~ssed to the Trinity Board, informing
them of the state of affairs, and askmg 1f they were satisfied with the extent
of the demolition. Up to the present time no answer has been received.

H.J.
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NOTES ON THE MODE OF DRIVING THE
MONT CENIS RAILWAY TUNNEL.
BY LIEUTfu',ANT FRASER, R.E.
The gl'eat length of the railway tunnel under the Mont Cenis, as well as the
unusual difficulties that have had to be overcome, have made it so celebrated that
there is need of some excuse for referring to it. There are, however, some
points connected with its driving that are, perhaps, not generally known, and
may be useful.
The tunnel, which is driven from both ends, has a large portion on each side
already completed. At the ends of these portions, advanced galleries are
pushed forward; the latter are about 2½ metres square. (See Fig. 1.)
In the completed parts the traffic runs on a double line of rails; while in the
advanced gallery (Fig. 2) the following lines are laid down, and keep pace with
it, viz., two very narrow gauge lines, al>, cd, along which small trucks travel
and remove the rubbish from the forehead; between these1 a line of broader
gauge is laid, to take the carriage of the boring machine, the projecting portions of the latter being high enough to allow the trucks to pass under them.
The rails are so laid that the distance between the inner ones of each of the
small truck lines, viz., b and c, is the same as in the completed tunnel, aod they
continue to be used throughout.
Drainage is secured by giving the tunnel a rise from both ends to the centre.
The motive-power of the boring-machine is compressed air, produced at the
Italian side by means of a natural head of water; and at Modane by pumps,
worked direct by a set of large over-shot wheels turned by the river. Here the
air is carried up to the level of the tunnel in strong iron pipes placed on short
lengths of smaller pipe as expansion rollers, which latter are supported on
brick piers; these pipes then go up an incline and into a storehouse just outside the tunnel, whence the machine is supplied. The air is not worked
expansively, as the ventilation depends on the waste air from the machine,
which is not more than enough to keep the advanced gallery cool and pure.
The machine is generally armed with from 8 to 10 borers, the bars of which are
drawn out so as to have cutting edges of the Z shape shewn in Fig. 3. These
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borers have a motion of rotation, as well as a forward motion, and they can
be inclined to a certain extent so as to allow of the holes being angled as
required. Above each is a small pipe which squirts water into the hole and
helps to clear it and keep down dust.
'!'he men work in three reliefs, averaging about 8 hours each ; about 40 of
them work at a time with the machine, which takes from 5 to 15 hours to bore
the necessary holes; generally, about 62 of these are enough, though sometimes as many as 80 are used; their depth is from 1 to 1 ·4 metres, and they
are generally arranged as follows : a large central hole, about 10 centi-metres
in diameter, is first made ; the othei· holes, each about 3 centi-metres in
diameter, are roughly arranged round the central one, in three concentric
rings; the outer ring is driven close to the edges of the gallery, and the holes
are angled, (see longitudinal section) so as to bring away as much as possible of
the rock. When the boring is done, the machine is drawn back about 1.5 metres,
and is protected by moveable doors. The central hole is not charged at all ; the
inner ring of holes is first loaded, and all its holes fired as simultaneously as
possible with Bickford's fuze, or the "Meche de surete." The discharge breaks
away a cone out of the face, the large central hole causing the rock to yield
more easily. The other belts are fired in succession, each blowing in more of
the rock towards the centre.
The effect of the firing of each belt is roughly shown by the chain-dotted lines
on the longitudinal section.
Those holes which fail have to be untamped and re-charged. It seldom happens (perhaps once or twice a year) that the machine has to be brought up again
to act on the work it has already done The progress of the advanced gallery
is said to be only from 7 to 10 per cent. less than the depth of the holes.
It is stated that roughly speaking, 440 lbs. of powder are used each day in
the two tunnels, Assuming that in each advanced gallery 140 holes per day are
fired, of an avernge length of l ·2 metres, and of a diameter of 3 centi-metres,
the 280 holes would together hold, when full, about482 lbs. of powder; so they
must be nearly quite filled with powder when charged, as it appears that very
little of the 440 lbs. is used except in the machine-made holes. Firing by electricity has been tried and rejected, because it was thought that tamping would
be dangerous, except with copper wire, and this makes it too expensive. Gun
cotton also had a trial, but was not liked, as its action was so violent that it
did much damage in the gallery, very likely by the effects of an after explosion,
such as gun cotton ill known to be liable to ; it also poisoned the workmen, so
that in the language of the engineer who described it, 11 they fell like flies."
The advance of the gallery is very variable, as veins and bands of quartz are
constantly met with in the mica-schist, which ia not itself very hard. Under
favourable circumstances, each advanced gallery progresses almost 2 metres in
24 hours on the average.
I am indebted to the kindness of Mons. Sommeilier, the directing ena-ineer at
Turin, for the following table, complete up to the end of September, 1869, which
gives an exact history of the progres::1 of the work. It will be seen from it, that
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nftcr the machinery was fairly started, it shewed itself superior to hand labour,
and that increased experience caused an improvement each year in the annual
progress ; this is very marked up to 1867, particularly as it is to be remembered that eaoh year the further advance of the headings increases the difficulty
of working. In the present year very good progress has been made ; thus at
Bardonneche, the average for each day of March was over St feet, an extraordinary rate, considering that the heading had advanced nearly 3¼ miles into the
mountain, and that the rock is Mica slate, with constant beds and veins of
quartz in it. From external observations, it was feared at an earlier stage, that
there was a thick bed of quartz rock, which, from the direction of its dip, was
likely to cross the tunnel ; but happily this has not proved to be the case, and
it may reasonably be expected that the headings will meet in another 18 months,
after which the tunnel can be widened with ease to the full size, and the railway communication will be complete from Calais to Naples.
It is rumow·ed that after the Mediterranean line, as it is called, is completed,
the French government may buy up the Fell railway, to be kept in working
order as a military line. It would form an admirable supplement to the
other, and would very likely be the only one along which a passage could be
forced in the face of an army on the Italian side, as, probably, a small
fo1·ce in possession of the Bardonn8che end of the tunnel could prevent all
egress, and it seems almost impossible that an advanced guard could be
passed over the mountains to dislodge them, as Bardonneche is among the spurs
of the Alps, many miles from the line of the Mont Cenis pass, and is, in this
respect, much more secure than the end at Modane.
17th Sept, 1869.

T. F.
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Table of the progress, in Metres, made at each end by ordinary and by

Detail of the Monthly progress in MetreF-, made in each Tunnel
during the years 1868 and 1869.

mechanical means, up to the 1st of October, 1869.
Entrances of

PROGRESS MADE,

YEARS.

I

Bardonnt!che,

Modane.

Monthly, 1Quartcrly,1 Total,
Monthly, 1Quarterly,\ Total.
- - -,- - - - - - - - - - - - - -1

Progress to
1st Jan., 1868

,,

I

1868 July .
Aug..

Sept..
Oct. •.
Nov..

Dec.,.
rJan. .
Feb.. .
March
April.

j
11869

I
1

I

I

May..
June .

July .

ISept. .
Aug. .

Oct...
Nov..
loec ...

64·30
49·00
49·30
46·90
61·30
59·80
63·90
52·10
50·00
52·20
56·10
43'70
50·90
60·60
8 l ·90
76·75
71·90
70·55
69·10
68-40
72·80

[

4724•50

,,

11

168·00
166·00
152·00

193•40

I

219·20

I

210·30

I

11

622·90

56'45
s1•75
54:05
48·25
53'70
45·30
50·90
58·25
58· ]5

Years.

5986·00
metres,

II

I

Pro!!'l'ess
m

Total.

1857

i~!~

~~~::~

Labour.

1860

203·80

I

I

Workwith
Mechanical~
Appliance,.

I
l

1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869

725·00

170·00
380·00
426·00
621·20
765"30 5261·00
8 12·70
824·30
638·60
622·90

162·25
147·25

I

I

Total progress made to} 5986·00
1st October, 1869 • • • • 1 metres.

Total of tbe
two Entrances.

Modane.

Years.

!:::
1857

27·28

Ordinary {
llanual

(
681·55

1860
1861
1862

1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869

Progress
In
Metres.

Total.

--10·80
201·95
132'75
139·50
193·00
243·00

Wor~ndoncj Gilncrnl
each Year. Total.

38·80
459·52

:irn

921·00

-170·00

---

380·00
802·00
1067'85
1223-70
458·40
212·29 3359·50 1024·99
1512• 1J
687·81
1320·1 5
68 1·55
1099·70
476·80

376·00
466·65

I 8620·50

--14280·5

10266·50

metres.

metres.

161•30

Metres.
12220·00
Total length of Tunnel
Length completed to 1st October, 1869 ...... ........• 10266·50
4280·50
metres,

I 1646·00

193·00
243·00

I
476·80

I

'l'otal progress made to 1st of
October, l 869.

Bardonneche.

3122·15 _ _ _ _ _ _ Metres. _ _ _ _ __

i\1it.9()·

152·60

I

!I

--- --Metres.
159·80
47·05
60·85
62'45
171'10
54·50
54'15
638·6011 6-1'80
178·45
56·80
56·85
63·25
112·20
61'85
47·10

Metres.

Metres.

Jan . .
Feb ....
:March
April .
.llay ..
June.

u

I
I Description
of Work.

Length not completed ................. ..

1953·50
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FIG I
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PAPER V.
NOTES

ON

FIRE-BRICKS.

BY LIEUT, G. E. GROVER, R.E.
In almost e\'ery branch of modern manufacture fire-clay plays a very important part. Variously employed, it assumes for different purposes different
fo1·ms; such as, for example, gas retorts, smelting crucibles, glass-house pots,
seggars for baking porcelain and pottery, muffles for glass enamelling and gilding, sieges and cuvettes for plate-glass fusing, blast furnace tymps, fire-grate
lumps, oven tiles, calcining bars, flue linings, boiler seatings, pyrometers, and
fire-bricks.
On the last of these it is proposed to treat in the present paper, because-in
addition to the interest attaching to so important an element in the fabricatit)n
of small arms, ordnance, projectiles, and armour plates-it often falls to the lot
of the military engineer to have charge of machinery or manufacturing appliances, which necessitate the use of such special materials. And though, of
late years, fire-bricks have been used on a very extensive scale to meet the
several demands of domestic as well as of manufacturing requirements, it does
not appear that their various properties or their special charactel'istics have
been duly studied by those who largely use them, and who are thus in a position to supplement theory by practical observation.
For instance, it is common in the present day to find English building specifications providing vaguely for " brickwork to steam boilers, air furnaces, flue
linings, &c., with Stourbridge fire-bricks and fire-clay," shewing an ignorance,
or neglect, of the fact that the Stourbridge fire-clay district covers an area of
from eight to nine square miles, and comprehends the scattered works of at least
a dozen fire-brick makers, whose modes of manufacture differing slightly, and
natural clays differing greatly, produce, of necessity, the most unequal results.
And, again, there may often be seen among the newspaper advertisements of
the day, invitations in general terms for tenders to supply 1 • Stourbridge,
\Velsh, and ,vindsor fire-bricks, fire-clay, loam, and sand, according to sample"
-such a condition being, of course, too inexplicit to be of any real value.
Yet, though, the general knowledge of this technical subject appears to be
somewhat inexact, the most valuable contributions to it have been made from
time to time by such eminent authorities as Messrs, Abel, Siemens, and
Rankine, Drs. Percy, Richardson, and others; and frequent allusions to it are to
be found in chemical, geological, and metallurgical treatises too numerous to
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NOTES ON FIRE-BRICKS.

here cntnlogue. • However, the subject does not appear to have hitherto
received, at manufacturers' or metallurgists' bands, the careful attention which
it certainly deserves. The ch oice of refractory building materials is usually
determin ed (as is very natural) by local considerations, and there is not thrown
upon the question that light which might, according to reasonable expectation,
be derived from a series of comparisons by practical men of actual tests under
similar conditions.
The intended object of the following remarks is as much to elicit, as to
impart, information. For it is conceived that the only true method of advancing
knowledge in this particul ar branch of manufacture is to take stock, so to speak,
of what has been already determined exactly or accepted indisputably. and
thence to proceed-as from a starting point-to careful investigation and
deduction. With this view, it is proposed to compile briefly the recognized
theories of reliable inquirers into the subject, and to combine therewith the
practical experience as to the production and use of fire-bricks, derived from
visits paid by the writer to some of the most noteworthy manufacturing establishments in the country, and from the employment of many distinct kinds of
fire.bricks and fire-clays in the furnaces, cupolas, gas retort benches, and boiler
flues, of the Royal Arsenal, and other stations in the Manufacturing District.
Fire·bricks are so named from their property of comparative infui;ibility when
exposed to very high temperatures. I say comparatiT:e, because no known
material seems to enjoy absolute immunity from decomposition under the
attacks of unlimitedly intense heat. Even the nominally infusible substances
-pure silica, alumina, lime, and magn esia-the natural varieties of rott enst one (a very aluminous silicate of alumina, decomposed from rock), and the
silicates of magnesia-talc, asbestos, and st.eatite or soapstone-have been
k110wn to succumb in the flame of an oxy-hydrogcn blowpipe or between the
poles of a galvanic ba.ttery.
It is, however, clearly unnecessary to discuss in this paper any materials but
those practically obtainable in large quantities ; and of these the chief components, in Great Britain, are the so•called fire-clays, with the exception of the
siliceous Dinas rock in the Vale of Neath, Glamorganshire, to which fuller
reference will be made hereafter.
Clays proper are chemical compounds, occurriag under different phases in
numerous geological formations, and consisting of hydrated silicates of alumina,
either alone or in combination with silicates of potash, soda, Jim e, magnesia,
iron, manganese, &c. Though n sediment from water (be:ng, in fact, decom• As it is troublesom e to crowd t he pngcs with frequent refcr cneei,, it may be mentioned t hat
t he most notewort hy of t hese works arc :-' ' Tl'aitt! des A rts C'tramiqucs," by M. Brongninrt, 1844 ;
"Chemical Technology : or Clwmistry oppHe,i to the .d.1·ts ana to Mmwf acturcs," hy Drs. Knapp,
Ron nhls, and Rlclianl son , 1848 ; " Treatise on the Manufru:ture nf B 1·il'J,·s and T ila~." hy B. Dobson,
1850 ; "Dictio11ai·y of A1·ts, Mmmf actures, and M ines,'' by Dr. Ur e, 1853; "Bl'ick-making," by
H. Chamberlain, 1856; " Hanel-book of C,wnistry," by Messrs. Abel and Bloxnm, 1858; "Economy
of Fuel," by T. S. PrldcnlL"C ; " .Atlvancea Text Book of Geology," by Dr. P nge, 185~; "The I ron
M(l)wfacturcof Gl'cat Britain;' by W. Tmran, 1862 ; "Mctallw·gy ,'' by Dr. P ercy, 1864; " R eportJJ
on the Birniillyhani and M id laml H m·dware District," Edited by S. Timmins, 18GG; "Mmmal of
Ci vil E n9incetiu9," by W. J . M. R nnklne, 1867; and " On th~ Reqcncr ativc Gas Fiirnace as ,,1,pliC<l
!o lhe Mairn/acturc of Cast Steel," by C. W, Siemens, 18Ci8.
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posed rock, characterized by n very minute division of constituent particles)
they nre tough and plastic-differing from mud in these respects, as well as in
the absence of "t"egetable nnd animal matters. The plasticity and tenacity of
n.rgillnceous cnrtbs are due to the prominence of the ingredient alumina (which
has a strong affinity for water), and are diminished by the presence of iron,
lime and magnesia. Clays appear to be the result of the slow decomposition by
water of felspar or some similar material, containing either potassa or soda.
The so-called Fire-clays owe their refractory properties to a variable absence
(differing, that is to say, in different clays) of lime, oxide of iron, and the
nlkalies of magnesia, potassa, and soda. The two last-named constituents produce in the clay a considerable degree of fusibility: lime, oxide of iron, and
magnesia, exercise a much weaker effect.• In refractory bricks, formed of baked
fire-clay, the silica may be considered as a. passive ingredient, acting mechanically to prevent excessive contraction, whilst the alumina forms the cement
which binds the particles together.
The following is a list of the usual constituents of fire-clay, with their respective chemical symbols:Silica ( or silicic acid) • • . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • . • • • . Si O 1
Alumina (or sesqui-oxide of aluminum) . . . . . . • • • • •• Al. Os
Peroxide (sesqui-oxide or red oxide) of Iron
Fe, Os
Lime ( oxide of calcium) . . . • . . • • . • . • • . . . . • . • • • • • • Ca 0
Nagmsia (oxide of magnesium) , , , , , , , , , . , , . • . • • . Mg 0
Potassa {oxide of potassium) . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • K 1 0
Soda (oxiJe I f sodium) ...•....... , ..... , . . . . . . • • Na 1 0
and the following table details, for the sake of example, their proportions found
in chance samples of several well-known classes of English fire-brick:-

iin· j~ I1~~i I .§ -f~ ~~ ~ I£.,;
~~ I Total.
------------------·30
...............
<I

p...

H

,,,.

P...

oo

2G·48

5·68

·28

·33

1·26

'30

100·00

Plympton, Devonshire ...... 74:02 21·37

1·94

·40

·36

·82

·09

100·00

Newcnstle-on-Tyne .......... 64:63 2(1'78

3·23

·42

·41

l '09

·24

Burton.on-Trent ............ 58'08 36·89

2·26

·SS

·14

·20

1·8S

Wortley, near Leeds ...••... 6G·25 29·71

3·07

·40

·Gl

·43

•]2

3·33

Stourbridge

65·37

roule, Dorset.shire •.•.•..•.. 59·35 34:32

2·31:i

·4:'I

·22

s·s;;

4:25

1·90

·3G

Kilmarnock, Ayrshire ••.••• 68·92 35·65

2·49

·~9

·35

·49

·29

Hedgerley, Buckinghamshire 84:65

Dinas, Glamorganshire .••••• 97·62

1 ·40

~

·,O

100·00

·41

100·00

100·00

100·00
1 100·00

l ·14

1·0G

·10

·10

I

100·00

100·00

• The presence of a small quantity of lime uniformly diffused through a fire-clny may not be
injurious and may possibly tend to render the substance of a crucible made of such cla.r compact
and elosd in grain. 'rhe presence of pota1sa or soda in sensible proportions in a fire-clay would
certainly make it less refractory; but in the proportion in which they appear to C:'ilst in some of
the best fire-clays, their effect may be beneficial rather than otherwise, by soldenug, as it were,
the particles firmly together.-Dr. Percy·s MelallW'{J!J, p. 218,
D
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It should be observed, however, thn.t the infusibility of any substance
depends, not merely upon the chemical natures of its com1tituents, but also upon
the manner in which those constituents are combined with one another. For
example, granite per se is infusible at ordinary high temperatures, whilst
pounded granite (or, in other words, a fine powder of quartz, felspar, and mica,
mixed in the same proportions) can be readily melted by the same degree of
heat. The porosity in structure brought about by a coa1·seness of elementary
particles would seem to add to the chemical infusibility of a material.
A most important physical peculiarity of clay-second only in importance to
the property of plasticity-is its behaviour on exposure to high temperatures. It is well known that, as a general rule, all bodies are expanded by heat.
Clay, however, appears to be an exception to this rule, being a mechanical mixture and not a homogeneous body; and it was obsened by Mr. ,vedgwood•
that alumina, or clay in which alumina predominates, on beiug exposed to a
red heat, begins to contract, and, as the heat increases, continues to contract
regularly until it finally vitrifies, and so (by its permanent diminution in bulk)
furnishes an approximate indication of the temperature to which it has been
subjected.
Hence the ,vedgwood pyrometer, which, by a comparison of the diminution
in diameter of small cylinders of aluminous porcelain clay, placed between
cylindrical brass rods forming a graduated gauge, supplies an <:mpirical text of
the degree of heat which those cylinders have sustained. It is proper, however,
to remark that, as clay is a heterogeneous substance, and its contractions are not
of necessity regular at different temperatures, this pyrometer-though useful
for most practical purposes-fails to record the degrees of heat with precise
accuracy; and there has yet to be devised a thermometer which will indicate
with absolute exactness the very high degrees of furnace temperature.
Again, the moulds of bricks are usually mnde larger than the intended products by about ~u or l'I of each dimension, that being the ordinary proportion
in which the dimensions of the brick shrink in burning.
The cause of this stra11ge property of clay is, I believe, still a matter of question. By some it is supposed to result from an expulsion of the water of combination, and a consequent contraction of the primary pons, \'fhich produces
an increased density of the mass. J3y others it is ascribed to an actual rearrangement of the constituent atoms by the influt:nce of heat, which brings
them into more intimate union. But, whatever be the cause, the property is
important and noteworthy in its bearing upon the present subject of investigation.
Fire-clays able to resist exposure to a high temperature without melting or
becoming. in a sensible degree, soft and pasty, occur in Ynrious gt:ological Jormations, and they abound in the coal ml'asures of the c:~rboniferous systt-m, The
following are a few of the best known localities in this country whence fireclay is extracted :-The valley in Derbyshire between Burton-on-Trent and
• Communlcntc<l to the Roral Society in a paper dated Mny, 1;8:?. See" Philosoph1c::il Trnnsnctlon.s," Vol. 7:\ page 30.5,
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Ashby-de-la- Zouch; the Stourbridge district, in Worcester and Staffordshire
(including Dudley, Tipton, Gornal, &c.); Newcastle-on-Tyne, in Northumberlnnd; Wortley, near Leeds, in Yorkshire (including Elland, Starr's Bridge,
Stannington, &c); \Volverhampton, in Staffordshire; Poole, in Dorsetsbire;
Newport, in Monmouthshire; Kilmarnock, in Ayrshire; and Glcnboig, at Coatbridgc, near Glasgow, in Lanarkshire. To these should be added, as sources
of some of our most celebrated fire-bricks, the aforesaid Dinas rocks in the Vale
of Neath, Glamorgansbire; the kaolinitic refuse from porcelain clay at St.
Austell's, Cornwall, and Plympton, DeYonshire i and a peculiar stratum of sandy
loam, known as ",vindsor loam," OYcrlying the chalk at Hedgerley, a village
about five miles north of Slough. Buckinghamshire, whose II red rubbers," were
in the times of our grandfathers, thought to possess surp1·isingly refractory
powers.
In the following table is shown the per-centage of the three most important
constituents of these different kinds of fire-bricks, which have been practically
tested in the Royal Arsenal furnaces, and analysed by Mr. Abel, F.R.S.,
Chemist to the War Department. The makers' names are, for obvious reasons,
omitted ; but samples of most of these fire-bricks are to be seen in the School
of Military Engineering at Chatham:-
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Experience with these samples justifies the general asserti~n that the _refra_ctory values of fire-bricks vary inversely with the amount of iron contamed m
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them ; and, as a general rule, the presence of 6 per cent. of peroxide of iron
warrants the absolute rejection of a fire-brick. This component usually takes
the form of little black specks or mottled particles, which are embedded in the
material, and can be plainly detected on breaking the brick.
The essential qualities of a good fire-brick may, I think, be classified as fol.
lows :-Infusibility, regularity of sliape, uniformity of composition, facility for
cutting, sfrengtli, and cl1eopnes3,
The property of infusibility has already been touched upon in this paper; and
it seems to forbid in the brick's composition so much as even 5 per cent of peroxide of iron, or 3 per cent. of combined lime, soda, potassa, and magnesia.
Generally speaking, a fir~-brick should contain either silica or alumina in excess,
accordiug as it is intended for exposure to extreme heat, or for a possible contact with metalic oxides, which would exert a chemical re-action, decomposing
it and acting as a flux. Thus, in theory, the arches of a furnace should be
built of siliceous bricks; its sides, bridge, and neck, of aluminous bricks. Dr.
P,rcy considers ( Metallurgy, p. 23/i) that, to boast properly of the quality of
infusibility, a fire-brick must well resist sudden and great extremes of heat; it
must support considerable pressure at a high temperature without crumbling;
it should not melt or soften in a sensible degree by exposure to intense heat
long and uninterruptedly continued;• and it should withstand, as far as practicable, the corrosive action of slags, rich in protoxide of iron. He recommends, as a test, that the fire-clay should be formed into small sharp-edged
prisms which, on being enclosed in a covered crucible and subjected to an
extreme temperature in an air or blast furnace, would denote a yery high degree
of refractoriness if the edges remained sharp, an incipient fusion of the material
if the edges were rounded, and a thoroughly inferior quality of the fire-clay if
the prisms were melted down. M. Brongniart recommends the following process of test (TraitC des Arts Ceramique1S, tom. 11 p. 342): 11 Si on ,·cut juger la
qualite refractaire d'une brique, c'est de faire un pctit massif de six ou huit de
ces briques sur deu:x rangs, et de !'exposer, un rung en avant, dans uu four ll
porcelaine ii l'entree du fou dans le four. Le poids affaisera les infel'ieures si
elles sont seulement ramollisables. Le rang antel'ieur ne doit pas entrer dans
le jugement; il est toujours attaque, quelque l'efractaire qu'il soit; mais il sert
i garantir le rang posthieur de l'action de la potasse des cendres ;\ laquelle la
tene la plus 1·efractaire ue peut resister. C'est done sm· les alterations de
ramollissement, de fusion, ou de boursouflement du rang postfaieur qu'on peat
juger la qualite refractaire d'une brique. Aucun moyen d'analyse ou d'essai en
petit ne peut supplee1· ii ces vfaitables essais techniques." It may be remarked,
however that in this investigation, analysis, theory, and practice, nearly always
• Uno des quulitCs importnntes et recherche'.cs dnns lcs briqucs qul doiYcnt scnir b. construire ou
au moins a faire lo. chemise inte'.rleurc des fotu-ncaux et fours qu'on chauftc b. trCs-bauto t<:mJ>tiraturc, c·est la propr!Ute de rCsistcr sans so fondre et ruemc sans sc rnmolllr a ccs huutes tcmj)eruturca
pllilllcurs tola r~pCtCes ou longtemJ)S conUnuCca. On nppcllc gCuCrnlcroent briqucs rijractaires
..:cllc!! qui possedeut comp!Ctcment cctto iuult6rabillt6 par l'actiou d'un fon vloknt.-.J.. Bro119niart.
(TraltC des arts cCrnmlques, ou des potcrie.s t-onshl.cn·cs d;tnl$ Jew· hbltuire1 letrr pratlcJuc1 et leur
tllcorle.)
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ngreo pretty c'.osely. In many works there is adopted the rough and ready,
but very efficient, mode of comparing the relative qualities of fire-bricks by
placing them side by side upon the bridge of a reverberatory furnace, where
they are subjected to the same heat and the same corrosive action of the fuel,
and show very clearly, after a few days or weeks of firing, which brick can best
withstand these destructive influences under precisely similar conditions. I
think that this test is even superior to those suggested above. The corrosive
action of suspended coal dust in fluxing and gradually cutting away the ex~
posed surfaces of brickwork is extraordinarily great-even superior to the
disintegrating influence of extreme heat. Hence, a great claim to economy
of the Siemens' Regenerative Gas Furnace; and Mr. Siemens affirms that the
heat at which a suitably designed furnace can be worked is limited in practice
only by the difficulty of finding a material sufficiently refractory of which it
can be built.
Regularity of shape requires that the brick's opposite sides should be truly
parallel planes (excepting, of course, the special cases where key hollows are
left) and the arrises sharp right-angled edges. The necessity for this requirement is obvious. In all forms of brickwork regularly-moulded bricks produce
even joints, prevent settlements, and effect economy as well as stability in the
work. But in fire-brickwork, especially, an uniform shape of each individual
component of the furnace permits, under extreme changes of temperature, an
uniform expansion or contraction in all directions : it tends to preserve the
relative proportions, and thus to ensure the general stability, of the entire mass
of the brick work.
Uniformity of composition. The brick, on fracture, should present a compact
uniform structure-not necessarily close, for indeed some maintain that a
coarse grit of texture is the chief requisite, and that a close uniform structure,
though pleasing to the eye, is not favourable to the refractory powers of a firebrick, since the particles should have a facility for contraction or expansion
under heat, and the air cavities act as valuable non-conductors of heat. But the
brick should be free from stones, cracks, and irregular air-hollows; and, on
being struck, it should emit a clear ringing sound. The existence of this property usually involves that of the next.
Facility for cutting, i".e. a capability for being easily dressed with perfect
accuracy, so that the brick shall not require a very violent blow, or split in a
direction other than that intended, or fall to pieces under a trowel. This pro-perty is certainly an advantage in both building and repairs; but that it is not
of paramount importance may be inferred from the fact that the best fire-bricks
ever used in the Manufacturing District least fulfil this condition i yet no onenot even the bricklayers whose tools suffer from the bricks' excessive hardnesswould discontinue their use on that account. A fire-brick should never have its
dressed sut'face, but only its "fire-skin" exposed to the furnace flame, for reasons
similar to those against the exposure of the rubbed surface of an ordinary building brick to the weather. Hence it is desirable to employ as many forms of
differently-moulded brick as possible, and the accompanying diagrams show the
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dimensions of the special shapes found most convenient in actual practice.
Though it is impossible to propound an exact rule as to the per-centage of cost
of labour and materials in furnace work, their relative proportions may be
roughly said to average 33 to 67 in new wol'k, and 60 to 40 in repairs, such as
cutting out bridges, clearing the neck~, &lag-holes, &c.
Strengtl, is obviously necessary to enable the brick to avoid breakage in transport, and to withstand the pressure and cross strains to which it will be subjected when built into the work. It is stated by Rankine ( Manual of Civil
Engineering, p. 367) that the resistance to crushing by a direct thrust-the
bricks being set on edge in an hydraulic press-is per square inch, in weak
red bricks, from 550 lbs. to 800 lbs.; in strong red bricks, 1100 lbs.; in firebl'icks, 1700 lbs. But experiments recently made in the Royal Arsenal upon
isolated cubes of 1¼-in. side, cut from fire-brick "soaps," and placed between
small squares of sheet lead, gave the following results:Cracking Weight.•
lbs. per sq. in.

Crushing Weight.•
lbs. per sq. ln.

2400
1478
A
Stourbridge
2245
1156
D
Ditto
1512
889
G
Newcastle
2666
1689
Q
Plympton
1288
1123
U
Dinas
3378
2134
W
Kilmarnock
1556
1067
X
Glenboig
and the average crushing weight of ordinary stock bricks was found to be from
666 to 866 lbs. per square inch. Hence, all fire-bricks known may be said to
have n strength far in excess of that which would be ever required of them in
actual work.
Cl,eupness may appear an impolitic, and therefore unworthy, consideration,
but it practically determines the selection of nine-tenths of the fire-bricks used in
this country. For example, the freightage to London per ton , (from 320 to
370 9-inch bricks) costs, on an average, 5s. 6d. from Newcastle, and 13s. from
Stourbridge. Hence the great advantage possessed, c<.eteris pa1·ibus, by the
manufacturers at the former place over those at the latter. And supposing the
cost in London of one class of fire-bricks to be one-half that of anothet·, and
the above statement to be true-viz., that in the cost of new ,vork, labour
: materials : : 33 : 67 -it will be readily understood that, from a monetary
point of view, it might be perfectly immaterial to the furnace owner whether
he used the cheap or the dear fire-bricks-always supposing that the former be
not so bad as to disintegrate and drop into the metal, and that a comparatively
frequent u standing'' of some furnaces in his establishment were of no great
consequence to his pocket. But, in point of fact, the p1·os and cons of this
question are seldom so nicely balanced as in the hypothetical case I have
• TM term '' cracking weight" Is mcnut to imply thnt which prorJuced the firot perccptii.Jlc
'l'hc "crushing weigh!.." Is thnt which causcU pii.:i.:co of the e.•q,o~cd bllrfoc<'fl
to crmnble nnd llnkc oll,

crnck in 1..hc mnlcrittl.
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assumed, and the invariable experience of the Manufacturing District is that
the best fire-bricks prove always to be ultimately the cheapest.
I now propose to attempt some general descriptions of the usual processes in
vogue for making certain of the best-known classes of English fire-bricks. In
this manufacture a more than ordinary care is found requisite to ensure an
uniformly regular success from its processes, and it should be observed that
there is almost as slight a similarity between the modes of manufacturing fire
and building bricks as there is analogy between their uses. 1Vith the former
use involves incessant repair and, after a few mouths' wear in a busy furnace,
entire renewal: with the latter, even if of worthless quality, a builder, careless
of reputation and indifferent to the possible discredit of distant failures, can
often construct without fear of immediate detection. Yet, even with this
practical check upon quality, all experience in fire-bricks induces a certain wise
toleration, so that isolated or exceptional cases of failure should not be allowed
to justify the sweeping condemnation of an entire class.
In the following remarks care will be taken, for obvious reasons, to avoid
identifying those make1·s who have courteously allowed the writer to inspect
their works. Yet the official recommendations of a certain agent's fire-lumps
(I.G.F. Circular No. 43, dated 20th November, 1862), taken in company with the
experience of some the most eminent iron and steel firms of Sheffield, may be
allowed to sanction the opinion that a very high degree of excellence should be
attached to the fire-clay manufactories of the Burton-on-Trent district. ,vith
these manufactories, therefore, it is proposed to begin.
The clay is dug, at a depth below the surface of about 20 feet,
Burton-onfrom open pits whose sides display the following strata:'!'rent.
Thickn('ss,
ft. in.

•.••.•..••. 6 0
2. A kind of coal, locally termed " smut " .......•.......... 1 0
6 0
3. A kind of marl, locally termed" clunch" .. . ..•...
4. A kind of coal, loca11y termed "smut" .....•.... , ....•.... 0 6
5. Marl .•.•.•••.... , . . . . .. , . . . . .. . . . . • • . • • . . . ....... 6 0
6. Fire-clay :-a bluish-black or slatc-colcured clay, of which the
upper stratum lOin. or 12 in. thick (locally termed" top
. . •. . . •• •• . . . . . . . • •. •• . • • •••. 6 0
black") is best
7. A kind of shaly coal, locally termed "smut,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 1 0
8. Bottle-clay, for sewage and drain pipes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 0
9. Iron-stone and "smut" . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 0
1O. Pot-clay, for yellow ware, ••....••.............•... , succeeds.
The fire-clay is worked up into bricks as fast as it is obtained from the pits.
It is not here the custom, as in many districts, to " weather" the clay by long
exposure before use, but it is sometimes moistened with water in order to lay
the dust. It is usually transported from the pits, and through the works, in
trucks upon a tramway of 1-in. rails and 18-in. gauge; but the wire-rope overhead transport system• is being generally substituted, and this will permit the
1. A common earthy or brick clay (burns white)

~ Wlre Tramway Company, 21, Grc.sbam Street, Old Jewry, London 1 E,C.
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easy transport of about a 4 cwt. load in each of the " trunks" or boxes, upon
nn endless steel wire rope suspended from poles, passing over Fowler's clip
drum pullies, and worked by small portable steam engines.
The clay is pulverized in Carr's Disintegrator,• composed of four cylindrical
cages, 6 ft. 3 in., 5 ft. 7 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 4 ft. 7 in. in diameter, arranged con•
centrically on wrought iron disc plates, so that the steel bars or beaters are
about 4 inches apart nnd I foot 4 inches wide. These sets of beaters revolve in
opposite directions, by means of an open and a crossed driving band working
their disc axles, so that the first and third cases rotate in a clirection contrary
to that of the second and fourth; and they make about 200 revolutions a minute.
The clay is lifted and delivered through a hopper into the interior of the machine, (whose capacity is about 31 cubic feet,) by means of buckets upon a
"Jacob's ladder'" endless band, 10 inches wide. It is then driven through the
mill and ejected from it in a finely granulated state, by centrifugal force, at the
rate of from 20 to 30 tons an hour. The clay is in this manner sufficiently
pulverized to render a riddle unnecessary, if meant for fire-bricki ; but if for
mortar or cement clay, it is passed through a wire mesh of 5 or 6 to the inch.
The chief advantages of this machine over the ordinary II edge~runner and pan"
system of a mortar mill, consist in its ability to pulverize a moist plastic clay
as well as a dry clay, and in its power to disintegrate about 200 tons of clay per
diem, in which time the roller and edge runner process can, with the same
steam power, grind only about .50 tons.
The bricks are fired in Hoffmann. and Licht's Annular Kilns, where, in successive chambers (each 15 feet wide, 8 feet 6 inches high, aud holding about
20,000 bricks) different sets of bricks are dried, heated, burned, and cooled, by
the currents of air feeding and escaping, with the products of combustion,
from the same one fire. This form of kiln is found most economical, in consequence of-firstly, the fuel being burnt with air already at an incandescent
temperature; nod, secondly, the waste heat from both cooling and burning
goods being entirely utilized in drying the new fresh bricks about to be burnt,
and raising them to a high temperature. The consumption of fuel in this form
of kiln is therefore -very small, in comparison with that in one of th e ordinary
form of construction, and it is found that the burning of 1000 bricks in the
annular kiln requires only 2½ cwt of Stavely dust coal, at 0s 6d. a ton, instead
of 20 or 25 cwt. of large "Grosby Slack" coal, at 7s. a ton. The difference of
cost for coal alone amounts therefore to about Ss. per 1000 bricks, and the
saving of labour is also very considemble. The bricks so fired are peculiarly
well formed and well burnt; the former, because they escape the additional
handling and transport required by the drying-shed process; the latter, because
they are practically annealed by the gradual heating and gradual cooling in th e
successive processes of drying, heating, firing, and cooling, which extend over
a period of about three weeks.
In the Stourbridge fire-clay district, situated about 20 miles
Stou,cb<ldge,
south-west of Birmingham, the mechanical contrivances for the
• PAtcntcc1 Thomas Carr, Richmond Road, Montpelier, Bristol.
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brick manufacture are of less novel description than those mentioned in the
foregoing account. For upwards of three centuries the Stourbridge fire-clay
has. been celebrated; and in 1566 a lease of land near the present railway
station was granted for the purpose of getting and digging pot-clay for glass
manufacture, which had been introduced into England by refugees from Lorraine,
about 10 years previously. In Dr. Robert Plot's "Natural History of Staf~
fordshire," published in 1686, the Stoul'bridge fire-clay is thus spoken of (chap.
3, par. 24, page 121) : -11 But the clay that surpasses all others of this County-1
is that at Am#Jlecot, on the banks of the Stour, in the parish of Old Swynford,
yet in St<fffordshire, in the lands of that judicious and obli~ing Gent. the
"\Vorshipfull Harry Gray of En.field Esq.; whose beautifull i\Jansion, perhaps
the best situat of any in the County, is here represented Tab. 7. I say the most
preferable clay of any is that of Amblecot, of a dark blewish colour, whereof
they make the best pots fo1· the Glass-liouses of any in England : Nay so very
good is it for this purpose, that it is sold on the place for sevenpence the bushell,
whereof Mr. G,·ay has sixpence and the Workman one penny, and so very
necessary to be had, that it is sent as far as London, sometimes by Woggon,
nnd sometimes by Laud to Beaudley, and so down the Severn to Bristol, aa d
thence to London: the goodness of which clay, and cheapness of coal hereabout,
no doubt has drawn the glass-houses, both for Veuells and broad glass, into
these parts; there being divers set up in different formes here at Amblecot, Old~
Swynford, Holloway's-end, and Cobourn brook."
The Stourbridge fire clay district, including Amblecote, Brierley Hill, and the
Lye, covers an area of from eight to nine square miles, with six fire.brick manu~
factories in orcestershire, and seven in Staffordshire. From the pits on these
works about 100,000 tons of fire.clay are annually raised, and the supply of firebricks has increased within the last fifteen years from fourteen to thirty millions
per annum. In the neighbourhood, the Quarry Bank Church is built entirely of
Stourbridge fire-bricks; the Brockmoor Church is built partly of fire-bricks and
partly of blue bricks; and £re-bricks have been extensively used in the construction of the railway stations between Stourbridge and Birmingham.
A few miles distant from Stourbridge are the fire-brick works of Dudley,
Gornal, Hanford, Basford, Tunstall, Tipton, &c., the quality of whose clay, for
refractory purposes, is very naturally disparaged hy the manufacturers at Stourbridge proper.
The processes through which the clay passes during its manufacture into fire•
bricks are nine in number, viz., digging, weathering, grinding, sifting, tempering, pugging, moulding, drying, and bm·niog.
The Stourbridge fire-brick black cla.y,or coal-measure marl-a species of shale
or slate clay- is dug from pits (whose shafts are 6 ft . or 8 ft. in diameter, and
steined) varying in depth from 120 to 570 feet. It is generally found below
thi·ee workable coal measures, between marl or rock and an inferior clay. The
form.er, overlying the fire-clay, is generally about 48 feet thick. The fire-clay
seam averages 3 feet in thickness, never exceeding 5 feet, and thinning down to
5 or 6 inches when close to faults or small disturbances in the measures. The
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middle stratum of the seam is always selected for the fire-clay, the top and bottom being thought too "strong." After being raised from the pits, the fireclay is picked over by women, who select the best lumps or "kernels" for glasshouse pots, and reject for stains and mineral impurities. The pot clay is only
found in small quantities-about sufficient for the glass manufactories-and costs
on the spot 55s. a ton, whereas ordinary fire-clay costs on the spot only 10s. a
ton; and four tons of clay (about 3l cubic yards) are required to make 1,000
9-inch fire-bricks 1 whoso local price is 50s. Some of the glass-house pots recently made for one of the large plate. glass manufacturers at Ravenhead,
weighed as much as 30 cwt. each when dry, and stood Gfeet high.
The clay is exposed in spoil heaps, over as large an area as can be secured, for
from 3 to 18 months, according to the state of the weather. The action of frost,
as with ordinary brick earth, is of great service in disintegrating the compact
tough lumps of clay, and in dry weather the clay is frequently watered. In
very wet weather, a three months' exposure will suffice for its proper "mellowing"
or "ripening"; it ultimntely slacks and falls to pieces. ,vhen new it is termed in
the local phraseology II short and rough" ; after due exposure it becomes "mild
and tough." On some Qf the works the spoil heaps of clay contain oTer 10,000
tons, and it is estimated that 7 tons measure about 6 cubic yards.
After sufficient weathering, the clay is ground in a circular pan by two
rollers or cylindrical stones, shod with iron rims 2½ inches thick, and weighing
from 2½ to 3¼ tons apiece. Thl'y are driven by steam power.
After being ground, the clay is carried on an endless band to a "riddle" of
about
4 or 6 mesh to the inch for fire-bricks,
fine cement clay,
6 or 10
glass-house pot clay
12 or 14
the larger sized mesh being used for the sifting of the clay in wet weather.
The lar~e particles, which will not pass through the "riddle," are carried back
on an endless band t~ t~e pan, nnd there re-ground.
As a general rule, 1t 1s only for very large fire-brick lumps (such as blast~
furnace '' tymps," 40 in. long and 12 in. by 10 in.) that re-ground pots, crucibles,
01· bricks-local!! termed" grogg 1'-are added to the clay before grinding i and
fire cem~nt clay 1s always ground pure.
After passing through the O riddle,'' the clay is tempered, or brought to a.
proper degree of plasticity by the addition of water.
It is_ then ~l1oroug~ly ~tirred and kne_aded, in a circular cast iron pug-mill, by
revol~mg kmves proJectrng fr~m ~ vertical shaft driven by steam power. The
clay 1s forct•d down by the obhqmty of the rotating knives, aud streams slowly
f~om n. hol_e near the b~ttom, whence, after being cut by wires into parallelo~
p1pedons,_ 1t travels on 10 an endless band to the moulding sheds.
The_bricks arc. then moulded by hand, in the usual manner, (in moulds 10 in.
by 5 in •. by 3 m., or thereabouts). and dried at a. temperature of 60 or 70
degr~es, _m sheds about 120 feet long and 30 ft. wide, beneath whose floors run
long1tudmally two flues heated by small furnaces. In fine weather howeve
r,
'
the aun heat is made to economise fuel.
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The bricks are burnt in circular domed kilns, or cupolas, locally termed
u ovens," where they remain for from 8 to 14 days i being fired with the real
intensity of flame, or white heat, for about 4 days and 3 nights : they usually
require 7 days to cool down. The fire is slowly increased, and gradually
lowered, the time of burning being regulated by the kiln-man in charge, ,vho
inspects the baking bricks from time to time through holes in the domed roof of
the u oven." The chimney stack is on the outside of the kiln, and the flame
burns with a down draught, descending through holes in the floor-the fireholes being merely openings left in the thickness of the wall of the kiln, and
protected from the wind by buttresses long enough to allow room for the firemen
to attend the fires. The coal is of course obtained from the pits which provide
the clay. Most of the kilns hold each 12,000 bricks, but some are made large
enough to contain each 30,000 or 35,000 bricks, the capacity of a kiln being
roughly calculated upon the assumption that 10 bricks require one cubic foot of
space in the kiln.
For conveyance of the clay and bricks about the Stourbridge works, little
trucks called "skips" are employed in the pits, and throughout the brick
fields. Their platforms, standing 1 ft. high, are 4 ft. sq11are, and consist of
11 inch planks. Their wheels, of cast iron, are 10 inches in diameter, with
2-ineh axles. The rails, 2 feet apart, consist of ¼-inch wrought iron angle rails,
3 inches wide and 1½ inches high.
The colour of Stourbridge fire-bricks is a "foxy" reddish or yellowish gray;
and it is noticeable that the colouring matter of this material consists essentially
in the amount of ferric oxide it contains. " I remember," says Dr. Bancl'oft
(when treating of iron in his Philosophy of Permanent Colours), 11 having#been
told by ~fr. Wedgwood that nearly all the fine diversified colours applied to his
pottery were produced only by the oxides of this metal."-(Miss E. Meteyard's
Life of Josiah Wedgwood, 1866; vol, ii. p. 74.)
The mode of fire-brick manufacture in the Newcastle district
differs from that of Stourbridge in a very few and unimportant
NcwcaS t10 •
particulars. The clay, in a spoil heap of 30,000 tons, is often weathered for
seven or eight years, dllring which time it is picked over by boys, who remove
pyritous fragments exposed on disintegration. '\Vhen required for fire-bricks,
it is ground by cylindrical edge-stones, weighing 3 tons each, in a revolving
pan, or else upon the ground, and then passed through a wire '' riddle" of 6
or 8 mesh to the inch. Throughout the works are 18-iach tramways, and
pony trucks convey the materials from place to place. After tempering,pugging,
moulding, and drying, the bricks are burnt in kilns about 15 ft. by 14 ft. by
10 feet high, holdiug each 15,000 bricks. They are fired for eight or nia~ days,
during which time 5 tons of coals are consumed. The flame and hot air pass
from a fire-box at one end of the kiln to outlet flues at the other end of it, and
thence into an external chimney. About 80 millions of fire-bricks are produced
annually from the Newcastle di&trict, i.e. nearly three times the annual supply
of the Stourbridge works.
Very excellent fire-bricks are made fi:om the refuse of !fa_oli'n or
St. Austcll's
Kaolm 18 proand Plympton. china clay, found in Cornwall and Devonshire.
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duced by the disintegration of II pegmatite," or felspathic granite, under the
action of the carbonic acid and moisture of the atmosphere: it then becomes a
basic silicate of alumina. The kaolinitic fire-bricks, containing very little
iron or lime (see analyses on page 17) possess extremely refractory powers and
have, in fact, been found in the Royal Arsenal air furnaces to be equal or
superior in this respect to any other known fire-bricks in the kingdom. With
their 1·ivals they compare as favourably for economy as for endurance i but the
former is, of course, a specially local advantage, which might possibly disappear
in another district.
Kaolinitic fire-bricks enjoy, however, a very high reputation in lead smelting
furnaces, converting vessels of the Bessemer steel process, the retort furnaces of
gas-works, kilns for burning iron pyrites, &c., &c. For the moderate heat to be
withstood by ordinary boiler seatings, a burnt compound of kaolin, sand, and
local clay, in equal parts, is found to be as good as the fire-lumps ordinarily
employed. The refractory powers of a clay will, of course, be always increased
by the addition of pure siliceous sand, which can be produced by grinding sandstone, if it is not obtainable in a state of nature.
The so-called fire-bricks of Hedgerley in Buckinghamshire, are
IIedgerle,r.
made from a stratum of very sandy slate-coloured clay, found at a
depth below the surface of about 40 or 50 feet, overlying the chalk and sup•
porting the ordinary reddish brick marl or London clay. They consist mostly
of sand, coheriug by means of a very small proportion of alumina, and their
siliceous nature makes them chiefly useful for r11bbed and ganged brick-work.
After due exposure to the weather for from 3 to 12 months, the clay
is mixed with water in a wash-mill, or circular trough, where it is worked by
harrows drawn by horses, until it is thoroughly mixed up into a fhiid state. It
is then strained through gratings (16 mesh to the inch)-which intercept all
impurities and small rag stones, locally termed" srap·'-into settling tanks 3ft.
deep and about 10 yards square, whence the water is drained off, after the su.bsidence of the washed clay. The clay is then twice passed through a pug-mill
worked by horse power. The bricks are moulded, dried, and fired, like ordinary stock bricks. They lose about one-fourth of their weight in drying, and
one-twelfth in burning; the latter process necessitates a temperature of some
20° ,:vedgwood, whereas the Stourbridge fire-bricks require upwards of 80"
Wedgwood.
It must be confessed, as the result of real experience, that the Hedgerley
bricks, as fire-bricks, contrast very unfavourably with those produced from the
other localities. It is not too much to say that, in reverberatory furnaces, they
,:i re almost worthless; and, in all probability, their employment in boiler~mating flues, or similarly cool situations, led to their high reputation in olden
ti mes, when they were thus spoken of : -11 For the making of such bricks as will
f;tand the fiercest fires, Sturbridge clay or W'indsor loam are esteemed the best."
~ Ellf'yclopa!dia Britannica, Ed. 1797); and, "At Hedgerley, a village near
"~ mdsor, an excellent brick is made, capable of resisting the greatest violence
r,f fire. These are called '\Viodsor Brick.!' or Fire-Bricks."-( Course of Practical
.4rchitectw·e, by Colonel C. W. Pasley, R.E.); and again, an article by Mr.
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JJetcr Burlow, F.R.S., ou "Manufactures," in the Encyclopmdia Metropolitana,
1845, contains the following passage, (copied apparently from Rees' Cgclop@dia,
1~19) :-" The \Vindsor bricks, or fire-bricks, which are made at Hedgerley, a
village near Windsor, are red bricks, containing a very large proportion of
sand; these are used for coating furnaces, and lining the ovens of glass-houses,
where they stand the utmost fury of the fh-e."
On the other hand, the Dinas fire-brick is well worthy of atten•
Dinns.
tive consideration, if, indeed, solely for the reason that it is, in the
opinion of Mr. C. 1V. Siemens, F.R.S., "the only material of those practically
available on a large scale that I have found to resist the intense heat at which
steel~melting furnaces are worked."• Now, the average heat c,f a steel-melting
furnace, measured by electrical resistance, may be accepted as 2200° Centigrade
(= 3992° Fahrenheit}, and that of the ordinary air furnace, at welding heat, as
!600° Centigrade (= 2912° Fahrenheit). In the very intense heat generated by
the former, the Dinas bricks will last, it is found, for four or five weeks, though
their thickness will, in that time, have been even reduced from 9 to 2 inches.
But these extraordinary results, it should be remembered, have been only
obtained in the Siemens' Regenerative Gas Furnace, wherein-the flame being
quite pure and free from the suspended dust which is usually borne from the
fuel by 1he keen draught of air through an ordinary reverberatory furnace-the
brickwork is not fluxed on its surface and gradually cut away thereby, but it
fails, if at all, from a general softening and fusion throughout the entire mass.
For the ordinary puddling, mill, or air furnace, the Dinas bricks-notwithstanding their ability to resist very high temperatures-are somewhat troublesome
in actual practice. They are very friable, porous (and thus imbibe moisture
freely), they swell extremely with heat, and do not contract to their original
dimensions. If allowed to cool down (and it is customary, in most works, to
let the fw·naces "stand" from mid•day on Saturday till mid-day on Monday)
they are apt to crack, flake off fragments, and then fly to pieces, in consequence
of the decrt>pitation of portions of the quartz composing them. From their
extreme tenderness, they are unlikely to J)rove durable if applied in portions of
furnaces where they would be subjected to much mechanical wear. Yet their
refractory powers are remarkably great; and they bear a very high reputation
with many owners of coppcr•smelting, iron, glass, and gas works, coke o,·ens,
&c., and they seem to be highly esteemed for the arches of reverberatory furnaces in the copper works of Swansea, at Middlesborougb, and at Ebbw Vale.
'l'he tnb11lated analyses on p. 17, show the high per•centage of silica which
these bl'icks contain; and from their siliceous nature it is obvious that they
should not be exposed to the action of slags rich in metallic oxides, or to the
fumes from lend ores, or to proximity with alkaline substances generally.
The Dinas fire-brick manufacture was regularly established 48 years ago, at
the instance of the inventor, Mr. W. Weston Young, a land surveyor of
Newton Nottage, Glamorganshire, who, in 1820, discovered a method of pro•
ducing a brick from the Dinas rock in the Vale of Neath. This rock, consisting
• Lecture delivered beroro the Fellows of the Chl.'mh.:al :::ocidr ou til e ith Mar , l &iS, hr C. \\".
Siemens, F.R.S., McmlJ. Inst. C.E.
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of almost pure silex, rests upon the limestone, so that the raw material contains
a small proportion of calcareous matter and a very minut~ quantity of metallic
compound, either iron or copper.
The rock, after being quarded, is subjected to a rude crushing operation
between iron rollers, which reduces it to a coarse powder; and this is mixed
with a little water to give coherence to the mass, and with about 1 per cent.
of lime, which, in the process of firing, exercises a fluxing action on the surfaces
of the quartz fragments, and so causes them to agglutinate. The particles of
the resultant clay are so large and coarse that it is impossible to mould it by
hand; it is, therefore, pressed by a machine into iron moulds, and the workmen
find it even necessary to use stout leather gloves as a protection against the
sharp edges of the rock's fragments The bdcks, laid on the iron plates which
supported them when compressed, are dried upon floors warmed by flues
beneath, and are then baked for 6 or 7 days in circular domed kilns, holding
each about 32,000 bricks.
The foregoings remarks may serve to show that the manufacture of fire-bricks
in the present day is a subject embracing a great diversity of treatment from
local circumstances, the varying compositions of the clay, and the different
mechanical contrivances introduced into the several processes of formation.
,vith them may be contrasted the remarks of M. Brongniart, a quarter of a century ago:-'' On a fait un grand bruit de la fabrication de ces briques refractaires, et cependant leur principe de fabrication est des p 1 us simples et des plus
facilement applicablea. 11 se reduit a posseder une argile deja tres refracta.ire
par elle m€me; on lave cette argile •..•... " It has been already observed that
the main object of these notes is as much to elicit, as to impart, information;
and this consideration, combined with the daily progress in the arts of manufacture, forbids the expression here of a final decision as to the absolute merits, or
demerits of any particular fire-brick localities or makers, especially as the results
of experience, from time to time, can be always communicated to those who may
wnnt them. And, though this paper doubtless contains much that is elementary and well known to the majority of our officers, to some perhaps even the
elementary principles of the subject are unknown, although its practical applicati.:,n may be of interest to them. For such have these notes been compiled,
with the hope that, however imperfect, they will not be altogether useless, and
that they may be some day expanded by the researches of inquirers 1 more co 1114
petent to the task, and less restricted in opportunity, than the writer, into a
thorough investigation of the resistance to fire exercised by refractory materials
-a subject of which there is yet much to be learned i one which must be
grounded upon a series of most careful experiments; but one which would
amply repay the labour of inquiry.
Royal Arsenal, ,voolwich,
1st January, 1870.
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ON

DEFENSIVE

VI.
REFORM.

BY CAPTAIN A. PARNELL, R.E.

(!.)-PRELIMINARY REMARKS,

The following propositions are submitted regarding an Engineer's duties in
land defence.
In the first place they do not consist merely of fortifying.
The Engineer is, or should be, entrusted with the defence of a place.
Defence should be his end, and fortification, one of the means to be used
towards this end.
His means lie principally in the application of the following, viz :1. Fortification,
2. Artillery,
3. Musketry, (including all kinds of bullet fire)
4. Sorties, and
5. Mines.
The application of any one of these is as much a part of his duty as the application of any of the others.
There is, in fact, no limit but his own knowledge and the materials at his
command, to the means he may employ in defence.
Of the means enumerated, Artillery is, obviously, the most effective at present known. Its application should, therefore, be developed to the utmost, and
every other instrument, fortification included, should be made subservient to it.
The method of defence about to be proposed consists, accordingly, not of an
armed system of fortification, but of a fortified system of Artillery.
As regards the application of musketry, sorties, and mines, these are clearly
most valuable branches of defence, and should be made the most of, as circumstances permit,
(Il.)-PROPOsED METHOD OF DEFENCE,

Artillery, in direct fire, is the basis of the proposed defence.
Fortification is also applied, and the general features of the Polygonal System
are adhered to.
The direct al'tillery of n fortified place, bearing on the attack, must be subPrinciplC.i,
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dued, if not wholly,nt all events, to a very great extent, before the 2nd paralld
can be commenced.
In this fact the gist of successful defence appears to lie.
The issue of the siege is practicnlly bound up with the result of the fight
between the two artilleries.
The direct fire of the place should, therefore, be developed to the utmost reasonable extent, and should be applied and disposed in the most excellent
manner.
Assuming a certain sum of money to be granted by the State for purposes of land defence, the maximum reasonable proportion of this should be
appropriated to the application of direct artillery, in order that the fire of it
may be preserved to the last, and that the greatest damage may be inflicted on
the besiegers at the earlier period of attack, when they are at some distance
from the place,-in fact, that they may be kept at arm's length.
When the direct artillery is silenced, the besiegers must, in the ordinary
com·se of things, and in spite of flanks, ravelins, redoubts, and all other out~
works and close defence, eventually take the place.
If the direct artillery can be kept unsu bdued, the besiegers may be kept off
altogether.
Now, in order to obtain this maximum of money for expenditure on direct
fire, it is proposed to spend a minimum on flanking defences, out works, and
on the excrescences of fortification generally.
We will treat, firstly, of this saving on flanks, &c., and afterwards of its expenditure on artillery.
Saving on
Ravelins, redoubts of ravelins, couvrefaces, counterguards, rel<~Janks, &c.
doubts of re-entering places of arms, and in fact, all outworks in
fortresses except the glacis, will be abolished. (See Pl. I.)
Ravelins, which are the principal outworks in use, were necessary features
of the bastioned systems of fortification ; but, although they appear to haYe
been retained in the polygonal system, they are not essential to it.
The following are their chief disadvantages:1.-Their great expense, whereby money is detained from more important
objects. The estimated cost of the rave!in shewn in the polygonal system
taught at the R. M.A. is £19,478.
2 -Their being open to enfilade fire, and thus inviting destruction to themselves, the guns, gunners, and gun carriages. Attempts to defilade them by means
of cavaliers, traverses, and crotchets, only add to the complication and expense.
3.-The fnct of their masking to a certain extent the direct fire of the
enceinte.
4.-Their causing gunners, musketeers, guns, carriage3, ammunition, and
stores generally, to be detached from the main defence, i.e. that of the enceinte,
which thereby loses in proportion.
The following appear to be their chief advantages in polygonal fortresses:1.-They bring, whilst tliey are tenable, a fire of artillery and musketry to
bear on the attack.
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2.-Being more or less thrust out beyond the enceinte, they impede the
enemy's approaches when he has: arrived near the fortress.
It is submitted that the advantages are completely overborne by the disadvantages, and that ravelins should therefore be disused.
Both in fortresses and detached forts, the fixed masonry caponiers, usually
constructed for flanking ditches of works built on polygonal principles, will be
abolished, and for them will be s11bstituted small moveable bullet-proof iron-sided carriages (see Pl. II.), which will be recessed behind the face of the escarp
till wanted, and whose fire will consist principally of clustered bullets or II mitraille." It is considered that these flanking carriages will be much cheaper
than the present caponiers, and sufficiently effective when the effects of the
breech-loading rifle and mitrailleur used in direct fire from the parapet and
mur-des-rondes against assaulters are taken in to account.
There being thus in fortresses no exposed faces of masonry caponiers, the use
of masks or couvrefaces is rendered 1mnecessary.
The saving effected by these means, and indeed a.lso by any other
Esi,enditureon
ArtillC'ry, &c. means that can be thonght of, is to be spent, as already said, on
the application of direct artillery.
There may be diversities of opinion as to the best means of carrying out this
application, but these are minor considerations compared to the principles themselves. It is bowe"Ver thought best not to bring fo1·ward any general principles without at the same time suggesting means for putting them into practice.
Hence, the following list of objects is given, to which it is proposed chiefly to
devote the expenditure. (See Pl. I.)
1. Very heavy artillery, such as the 8-inch and 9-inch muzzle-loading rifled
guns, for the armament.
2. ~loncrieff's carriages for mounting the bulk of these guns in protected
barbette, so as to obtain the greatest effects from their lateral range, and consequent possible concentration of fire, and the greatest reasonable protection to
the guns and gunners.
3. An effective arrangement of the guns on the ramparts.
4. Railways, and fixed steam engines, to moYe the guns.
5. Artillery parks behind the ramparts, in which parks the guns would be
massed, when not required on the ten·eplein.
6. High. and very thick parapets, for the protection of guns, gunners, gun carria"'es, and interior of work generally.
7. As a consequence of the massive parapets, but also as inherently adrn.ntao-eous, unusually deep ditches.
An effective profile generally, both as l'egnrds security from the besiegrrs'
fire, and from attempts at a coup-de-main.
9. Ample bomb-proof cm·er as follows;
a. Haxo casemates for a certain number of guns on the ramparts, 1n·otcctccl
in front by iron shields.
b. Grand powder magazines.
c. Expense powder magazines.

8.
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d. Bombproof shelter rooms for gunners, on the ramparts.
e. Casemates for the garrison.
f. Covered communications from the casemates to the ramparts above, to the
chemin-des-rondes 1 and to the caponiers.
1O. Iron plates to cover the superior slope of the parapet to a certain extent
in front of a proportion of the Moncrieff guns.
In the foregoing objects, any, or all, of which might be adopted, according
as money was available, it is conceived that there is ample scope for profitable
expenditure. Perhaps iron turrets might be advantageously employed in cer•
tain cases, or uncovered guns mounted on ordinary traversing platforms, and
·
protected in front by iron shields.
In fact, whatever may at the time be considered as excellent for the effective
application of direct artillery, is a legitimate object for defe11si,·e expenditure.
The proposed fortification hinges on the artillery. For the due
Fortlflcntion.
PI. I., Figs, 1, 2, application of the latter massive 1·ampa.rts, big ditches, a high
3 • 4 • notl 6 •
glacis, a broad parapetted chemin-des-rondes1 well revetted ecarps
and counterscarps, an efficient apparatus for bringing a flanking fire to bear,
when wanted, along the ditches, and unenfiladeable faces to the J.'amparts, are
all necessary.
As regards the trace, the polygonal principles will be carried out.
Thus the lines of defence will be as long, and the salient angles as obtuse, as
possible. As mitrailleurs are efficient at 800 yards, the lines of defence may be,
when necessary, of this length; consequently the length of a front of fortifica•
tion may be 11600 yards. Every face and front will be unenfiladeab1e, and there
will be no re-entering angles in the trace, except those necessitated by the shape
of the ground. The trace of a fort or fortress will be as simple as that of a field
redoubt or of a coast battery. (See Pl. I.)
The p1·oposed fortification is merely the disposal of a certain profile in such
lines, best suited to the circumstances of the ground, that the place to be de•
fended is covered in the manner most advantageous for the employment of its
offensive artillery. There are no sinuosities of any kind in the trace. The reverse batteries, crochets, couvrefnces, ravel ins, first flanks, second flanks, orillons,
low batte!'ies, wings, &c., of the Antwerp enceinte, which may be taken as a
type, in some respects, of the polygonal system, will not be required.
Choumara's device of making the rampart take a course independent of the
ditch will be rendered needless. The object he had in view is gained by the
immense training the Moncrieff guns are capable of.
The field for ingenuity is limited to the profile, to the arrangement of the
art illery, and perhaps to the small flanking carriages; but the latter are not
considered as permanent parts of the fortification, and would only be supplied
at time of siege.
In detached forts protecting each other1 there will be no need ofjlanks, which
being enfiladeable, necessitate numerous Haxo.cascmntes, and are consequently
sources of expense. The fi,ces, which will be unenfiladeable, will be prolonged
sufficiently to mount the necessary armament, and the sides and gorge of the
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work will be enclosC'd by ditches and parapet ,valls, which will be sufficient to
resist field artillery, or a coup-de-main. Mutual pl'Otcction will be afforded by
means of the capability of horizontal range possessed by the l\foncrieff guns.
Mm,kotry.
~Musketry fire, including that of breech-loading rifles, mitmilleurs, wall pieces, and one-pounder swivels, is used to the utmost extent in direct
fire from the parapets, mur-des-rondes, (i.e. parapet of chemin-des.::rondes), glacis,
and rifle pits in advance, according as circumstances permit during the siege.
The effect of breech-loaders in direct fire will, owing to the rapidity with
which it can be sustained, be \'ery great, especially from the mur-des-rondes,
when resisting a coup-de-main. The rapidity is JO times as great as can be
effected with muzzle-loading rifles, and these, it must be remembered, were the
weapons in the bands of our Infantry, when most of the caponiers of the forts,
lately built, or now building in England, were designed.
The effect also of mitrailleurs ( weapons not yet introduced into the English
service), will, in direct fire against troops advancing in the open, be tremendous
In an artic]e from the Standard newspaper, quoted with approbation by Major
Fosbery, V.C., B. S. Corps, who has been endeavouring to procure tlie introduction of this arm into the service, the power of one of these weapons is considered
Equivalent to that of 120 infantry, armed with breech loaders. Mitrailleursare
light and handy, with no recoil, and could probably be mounted on, and fired
from, any banquette available for musket1·y.
With these and breech-loaders combined, acting in direct fire against stormers,
there can hardly be any question that the amount of flanking fire which it has
l1itherto been considered necessary to bring to bear aloug the ditches, may be
materially reduced.
It is partly owing to this that it has been ventured to propose the small
caponiers detailed hereafter.
(Ill.)-DETAILS.
The caponiers are n2t provided until a time of war likely to ncFlgs. 1, 2, 3, 4, cessitate the employment of these works. Sufficient material will be
;:~ ; 1
placed in store at a time of expected attack, to provide in fortres3, 4, ::;, o, 1.
ses, 4 caponiers, viz., 3 for the fronts attacked or co1lateral thereto,
and 1 iu reserve; and in forts the number requisite for flanking the whole of
the ditches. The ca110niers need not be put together and mounted in recesses
behind the esrarp until the attack is about to commence. They are disposed
acco1·ding to the length of the ditches to be flanked, either in the centre of the
face, or at every alternate salient angle. 'l'he former course will be adopted as
a rule in fortresses and fronts of fortification, or where the faces exceed 500
yards in length, and the latter would be the rule in forts.
In fortresses, the fronts not attacked will depend on th~ir direct fire for resistance to a coup de main. The parapets, mur des rondes, and glacis of these
fronts will, owing to their not ha,·ing been assailed by the besieger's rutillery,
be in a comparatfrely perfect state when attacked by esoaladers.
Cnponiers,Pl.1
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These would meet with the following resistance, ,,iz. :-Shrapnel and case
Bhot from the heavy guns, with bullets from mitrailleurs and breech-loaders
from the ramparts, until they reached the crest of the glacis, when they would
come under the fire of the mitrailleurs and breech-loaders posted behind the
mur-des-rondes.
As reo-ards the pi·oposal not to supply caponiet's until time of war, it is suggested that before the fort or fortt·ess is employed, the effect of direct fire may
eo increase, owing to improvements in the arms in use, that flanks may be rendered needless altogether; or if needed, temporary ones, hastily thrown up in
the ditch, may be found to answer every purpose. Leaving out the caponiers
nt the time of the fort's construction may thns be a great advantage, and the
form of moving cn.poniers proposed in this paper need not necessarily be
adopted. The question of the best form to be event ually given may be digested
at leisure.
The caponier proposed consists of a long low rectangular box, with the rear
end open, and mounted on small flanged iron wheels, which run on iron rails.
The box or carriage is formed of two long girders supporting a wooden framework, to which a1·e bolted the iron plates constituting the roof, front end, and
hrn sides. The bottom or :Roar ia made of 2.inch planking, laid on joists framed
into the girders. 1he plates are ~•inch boiler plate iron, which appears to be
bullet proof. The sides are pierced by musket holes 3 inches in diameter, and
Dy mitrailleur holes 12 inches in diameter. The caponier is, when not required
for use, drawn up in an a1·ched bomb.proof recess, formed behind the eicarp
wall. In this position the only exposed portion of the caponier is the front
end. It is completely protected from fire along the length of the ditch, It is
run out or drawn back (the latter being done at leisure) by means of a certain
number of men hauling on tackle. To facilitate the running out, which might
require to be done quickly, the rails on which the carriage runs are given an
inclination downwards of 1 in 50.
\Yhen recessed, the mitrailleurs forming the armament are kept in it, with a
certain amount of ammunition, all in readiness for immediate use. The lower
tier of loop-holes is formed en machicoulis, by simply projecting the upper portions of the sides of the carriage, which is thus rendered self-defensive. The
l'Oof, part of the sides, and the main ditch in front, are commanded by musketry
from a small loop•holed gallery built above the recess. 1\1 nsketry is also directed
from the recess along the roof and sides, and under the floor of the carriage,also from the mur-des•ronde11 on the roof and sides, and adjacent main ditch.
The recess and the ga1lery leading thereto from the interior form a pastern,
available for sorties, and the caponier acts as a gate. It can be run out 4 feet
beyond the face of the escarp when necessary to facilitate the passage of troops.
The carriage is placed, when run out, in a c1rop ditch 7 feet below the main
ditch. This secures the mitrnilleur-holes from being made use of by assnulters.
The construction of the caponier is intended to be as slight and cheap as possible, consii:itent}y with efficiency in time of need, It should be easily put
together, taken to pieces, or repaired.
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The exact shape of the carriages for the mitrailleurs is not shewn. They
would, however, be very light and handy, the mitrailleurs themselves being
light, and having no recoil. The rails and their bearers would be laid so as to
be easily repaired, if injured by the enemy's vertical fire.
The capouier now under consideration, and shewn in Pl. II., is the model
proposed for all ordinary forts. It is pierced on each side for 4 mitrailleurs and
30 breech-loaders. The weight of it, exclusive of mitrailleurs, is estimated at
9 tons 13 cwt., and including them, at 11 tons 5 cwt.
The caponier in a maximum form, as proposed for fortresses having very long
ditches, is shewn in elevation in Pl. I, fig. 4. It is 2 storied, and carries, on
each side, 12 mitrailleurs and 90 breech-loaders, Any form can, however, be
adopted which might be thought most suitable to the particular work. The
ends of the posterns, or recesses, in which, in fortresses, caponiers were not
mounted at the time of attack, would be closed by strong gates.
From a careful detailed estimate, based, so far as practicable, on the Chatham
District Schedule for 1869, the final expense of the caponier, shewn in Pl. II,
including excavation for site and disposal, arched recess, loopholed gallery,
railway, and all accessories, with ,futh added for contingencies, would amount
to £600, of which only £270 would constitute the first cost, that being the estimated value of the recess, gallery, excavation, and everything except carriage
nnd railway, which (costing together £330) would not be provided until the
f01'tification was attacked.
1'he advantages claimed for these moving caponiers 1 are as follows:1. Their great cheapness as compared with the usual style of caponiers in English forts. The expense of one of these caponiers, average sized, 2 storied, double
faced, built of masonry, covered with bomb.proof brick arches, mounting 4 guns
on each side, with flanking galleries, expense magazine, passage in rear (to
the same extent as the arched recess for a moving caponier), excavation and
disposal for site, extra excavation and disposal necessitated by the increased
width of ditch round the head of caponier, and all other contingencies, is probably not Jess than £4,000. Thus the estimated saving at first is £3,730, and
this is also the estimated eventual saving if the fort is never used; whilst
£3,400 is the estimated saving if the fort is attacked. Allowing, in an ordinary
fort, that there are caponiers, (double or single) and flanks, together equivalent
to 3! double caponiers, which seems a not unreasonable assumption, it is estimated that there will be a possible saving of £13,055, and a certain one of
£ll,900, on the whole fort, neithe1· of which sums arc by any means inconsiderable proportions of the value of ordinary forts.
2. The caponier is in such a form that it need not be provided and put together till it is wanted. This is an advantage, when the rapidity with which
all things used in war become obsolete is taken into account, for an obsolete
thing, when the time of action arrives, may be not only useless, but worse than
useless.
3. They can be placed in ditches in the most convenient positions for flanking
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them, without reference to the prolongation of the ditches being taken up by
the enemy's artillery.
.
4. Their liability to injury, from the enemy's fire, whether the latter be dlStant, or from the edge of the couuterscarp, is far less, owing to their comparative lowness, and to their being recessed behind the escarp, except when wanted
for us~.
5. Their facilities for repairs are greater. New wood-work, or new plates,
can easily be fixed.
6. Their facilities for the fire of breech-loading musketry are greater, on
account of the thinness of their sides, and the number and smallness of the
loopholes.
7. Their immunity from injury by mining is greater.
'l.'he following appear their chief disadvantages:1. The inconvenience (though only temporary) of shutting up a number of
soldiers in a comparatively small iron box, against which the effect of many
bullets striking at once would be very annoying.
2. The loss of bombproof cover, occasioned by not adopting the usual roomy
arched caponiers.
3. The possibility of the mitritille and musketry not being sufficiently effecti,•e
to stop cscaladers,
4. The possibility of the stormers of a breach being masked by the debris of
it from the fire of the carriages, they being so low.
5. "\Var may be so suddenly declared, and an attack on the work so quickly
made, that the place mu.y be taken by coup-de-main before there has been time
afforded to supply it with caponiers.
The proposed caponier is as applicable to a wet ditch as to a dry one. In the
former case it would float, both in ditch and recess, the bottom being formed of
water-tight iron plating.
1'he idea of these carriages first occurred to me in 1867, after reading Sir
John Burgoyne's JlOte, in Corps Papers, Vol. XIII. "On the Bridges of Fortified
,voi•ks." Sir John therein suggests a fixed bridge "of masonry with vertical
sides, loopholed, and acting as a caponier." The connection thus made between
a moving bridge and a cnponier, originated the idea of a moving cnponier. An
attem1>t to work out a project for such a caponier was frustrated by the difficulties which appeared to be attendant on the weight and recoil of the guns
which were considered necessary for the armament. On the appearance, however, of Major Fosbery's interesting paper on mitrnilleurs, in Vol. XIII. of the
"United Service Journal," (1870), the idea presented itself in a more feasible
light; hence the introduction of it in the present paper. It seems, however,
not impossible that these moveable caponiers might be constructed to carry
guns, if the latter are deemed esseutial.
It may also be noticed here with reference to Sir John Burgoyne's note, above
quoted, that one of the caponiers made sufficiently high and of the requisite
t:Strength, might IJOs;ibly be uiscful a.:; a moving bri.lyc to n fortress.
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Some description will now be given of the Mitrailleurs, several
Pl. ll. Fig. 2. times mentioned previously in this paper. The best known one in
use, in America, or on the Continent, appears to be the "Montigny."
The following details concerning it are condensed from Major Fosbery's published accounts. It consists of 37 steel barrels, with Metford rifling, and enclosed in a Wl"Ought-iron tube. It is provided with vertical and horizontal
adjustments, bas no recoil, and ranges to l ,000 yards. The calibre of each
barrel is ·534 inch; the bullet is hardened, weighing 600 grains, and can penetrate at 60 yards, without. much deformation, 29 half-inch dry elm planks. The
charge is 115 grains, but might be advantageously 125 or 130 grains. The cartridge is by Fusnot, of Cureghem, near Brussels ; but it carries the Boxer
cartridge admirably. It is fired by a man revolving a handle at the breech, by
which revolution the whole of the 37 barrels can be discharged in one second.
Each barrel can be fired separately, or at any interval of time. The piece can
be discharged 12 times in a minute, thus throwing 444 bullets in that time.
The single discharge of 37 bullets covers a space of about 10 feet by 12 feet.
at 800 yards, at which range the elevation is 2° 5'. It can be modified. to allow
of the fire of a single discharge being distributed through a larger horizontal
area than that due to the natural cone of dispersion. Three marksme~ from
the infantry suffice for its management. It weighs about 400 lbs. A piece
on the same principle could be constructed by Major Fosbery, excelling it both
in range and efficiency.•
savlngoncnpoIn estimating the saving effected in fortresses, or fronts of forti~i;:/nd out- fication, by using these moving caponiers, not only the cost of the
·
fixed caponiers must be taken into account, but also that of the
usual " couvreface" or " mask" appertaining thereto. 'l'he estimated cost of the
caponier (in its maximum form) shewn in figs. 2 and 4, Pl. I, as applied to a
front of a fortress, is £1,800, of which £810, the value of the recess, gallery, &c.,
would be the first cost.
The estimated cost of the caponier and mask shewn in the front of the polygonal system taught at the Royal Military Academy is £28,330. There is thus
an estimatecl certain saviag on the flanks of £26,,530, and nn estimated possible
saving (realised should the front never be attacked) of £27,520. If to each of
these sums the estimated cost of the abolished ravelin, i.e. £19,478 (as already
mentioned) is added, the saving per front becomes £46,008 or £46,998.
Taking into account the cost of the two redoubts of re-entering places of arms,
the two flanks to the ditches of the ravelin, and the sinuosities of the trace of the
enceinte, all as shewn in the front taught at the Royal Military Academy, and
all of which are abolished, the certaiu saving per front, if the above estimates
are tolerably correct, cannot be put down nt less than £50,000.
Defensive
It is obviously good economy in defensive expenditure to provide
expenditure.
in time of peace, or before they are wanted, only such works and
materiel as cannot be provided in time of war, or wl1en they are wanted.
There is hardly any doubt that the fact of the existence of permanent fortifications, though unarmed and unfurnished, tends against their employment, and

M:itnilleur1.

• Since wrltlng the above, the Montlgny mitrailleur hae been tried at ShoeburynesJ!.
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tbnt n compnrntivcly ~cry smnll proportion of fort,; or fortresses, (which it may
·
be, howcHr, very sound policy to build) nt·e actually ever engaged.
Agnin, when they nre actually rcqui1·ed for use, perhaps a long time after
their construction, tile art of wnr will probably have undergone great changes,
and what mny have originally been considet·cd most formidable, will, owing to
these changes, have become harmless. For these reasons there is much in permanent fortifications which need not be provided till war is declared, and an
attack imminent.
The following list shews the personnel, materiel, and works, which it is considered may be thus treated:1. The garrison.
2. The m·mament.
3. The ammunition, and artillery mnteriel.
4. The an·angement of the mmpnrts to receive the armament, including the
provision of Haxo casewates and iron plates.
6. The railways and engines.
6. The mitrnilleurs1 spare breech-loaders, wall pieces, one-pounder swivels,
spa1·e bayonets, and small arms generally, ,vith all necessary ammunition.
7. The caponiers.
S. The mur-des-rondes.
9. The stores, tools, and materials for the engineer park.
10. The interior fittings to the casemates, and to the bombproofs generally.
11. The commiss1riat and transport supplies, also the barrack and military
stores.
The number of the garrison will be based upon the number of
Garrison.
hcai:y guns. The I roportion will be 30 men per hellvy gun. They
will be divided into three reliefs, thus giving 10 men per gun per relief. As a
rule, however, not more than two-thirds of the heavy guns will be required for
use at the same time. There will thus be at the commencement of a siege 15
men per gun in use, per relief. Of these, 10 will be wanted for the service of
the gun, and the other five (or one-third of the relief) will be engaged in tho
other necessary duties connected with defence, for instance in the following, viz.
1. Shifting guns on the railways.
2, Attending artillery park and stores.
3. Attending powder magazines.
4. Keeping up musketry fire (including mitraille, &c.) from various portions
of the work.
5. Guards to mur-des-rondes, caponiers, qu::irters, &c.
6. At work in engineer pnrk, or carrying out defensive arrangements, works
and repairs, under the engineers.
7. Fatigues, cook's mates, &c.
The relief next for duty will be al ways ready to turn out at a moment's notice.
They will be wanted on special occasions, such as when all heavy guns are
needed to be served at the same time, or when an attempt to escalade has to be
repulsed. The relief last on duty will have absolute rest for 8 hours, unless
extremely urgent circumstances require their attendance.
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By the above _arrangements, two-thirds of the men, one-third of the hea,•y
guns, and one-third of the emplacements for the latter, are as a rule in reserve.
There will be a great advantage in having fresh guns to fall back upon from
time to time, also in being able to shift the guns to new emplacements, the parapets of which will be comparatively intact.
The rules laid down ,vill be adhered to with more or less strictness throughout the siege, according to the relative rates at which men and guns become
disabled. The garrison will be composed thus:Artillery-4 out of every 10 men per gun, or,; of garrison.
Engineers , . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . 711"!
,,
. _. 1'"3'
Infantry . . . . . • . . • . • • . . . . .
Applying the foregoing rules to the fort, shewn in Pl. I, fig. l, the garri.son
will be 24 X 30 = 720 men, composed as follows:Artillery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 288
29
Engineers .. _
Infantry . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 403
M _.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Total..... . . . . .

720

For the front of fortress shewn in Pl. I, fig. 2; the garrison will be 120 X 30
3,600, composed thus : Artillery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . 1440
Engineers...... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 144
•.•............. 2016
Infantry

=

Total ••.•..... 3600

The artillery should be trained to engineer and infantry duties, the engineers
to those of artillery and infantry, and the infantry to those of artillery and
engineers. Thus every man will be comparatively handy for any work he may
be called on to do. Great advantage will ensue if every man is an artificer, or
accustomed to labour on works.
There appears no doubt that the 7-inch breech-loading gun of
Armament,
72 cwt. or 8~ cwt., throwing 90 lb. shells, will form part of the
equipment of future siege trains.
This fact necessitates the use of the 7-inch 7-ton muzzle-loading gun, throwing a 115 lb. shell, as the minimum weight for the heavy guns of the fortress or
fort. Since, however, it is intended to apply to the heavy guns a regular system of 1·ailways, by means of which they may be moved with comparative ease,
it is considered that a still heavier gun than that weighing 7 tons, may be used
with advantage for the bulk of the armament, and one that will carry a more
decided advantage over the 7-ineh breech-loading gun of the besiegers,
The 8-inch 9-ton muzzle-loading gun, which throws a 180 lb. shell, will therefore constitute the main portion of the armament. It will be mounted on the
Moncrieff principle, for there can be no doubt that Moncrieff's carriage will
serve this gun equally well as the i-ton one.
&
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In the shielded Hnxo casemntes, advnntnge will be taken of their great
security to the utmost, and th e g uns mounted in them will be 9-inch 12-ton
muzzle-loading, which throw shells weighing 250 lbs.
The armament will be composed as follows : -Three-fourths of the whole number of pieces will be heavy guns; (the number of these, as already stated 1 is the
basis of the number of the garrison); -/r; of these guns, or H· of the whole, are
8-inch 9-tou muzzle-loading, mounted en bnrbette a la Moncrieff; the other fa
or ·lcr of the whole, consist of 9-inch 12-tou muzzle-loading, mounted on
tra'fersing platforms in shielded Hnxo casemntes.
'l'he remaining¼ of the whole number of pieces is divided thus :-One-half, or¼
of the whole, are 40-pr. breech-loading, mounted on siege or travelling carriages;
¼, or "fo of whole, are 12-pr. breech-loading, on field gun carriages; and ¼or ""frf
of whole, are 10-inch mortars.
The number of the heavy guns in a work is based on its sizr.
The rule will be as follows, whether in forts or fortresses :-The number of
heavy guns should equal "'ir; of the combined length in feet of the three longest
adjacent fronts or faces likely to receive attack. The heavy guns can thus be
massed on these fronts, at 40 feet central intervals; but, as before obsen•ed,
only two-thirds of them would probably be mounted at one time.
The armament for the front of fortification shewn in Pl. I, fig. 2, would be as
follows:Number of heavy guns
X 4800 = 120
~
9-inch guns
1/0"'
12 }120
8-inch guns
= n,X 120= 108
40 prs.
=
1 60
: :~} 40 (or';•)
12 prs.
- 16
10-inch mortars
= 10

=

=

=

1:0

Total ...... 160
For the fort shewn in Pl. I , fig. 1, it would be thus:g4~00 = 24
Number of heavy guns
1 .. (at salient)

9-inch guns
8-inch guns

23

=

¾. 24: 4
40 prs.
12 prs.
10-inch mortars

= ~ J8

"

32

The 40 prs., 12 prs., and 10-inch mortars are provided, not necessarily for
employment, but because circumstances might arise rendering their use beneficial. They may be considered more as supplementary, than as essential, to the
armament. 'l'he 40 prs. will be useful in relieving occasionally the heavy guns,
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but would come into employment, as a rule, only at a late period of the siege,
when o. g_reat many ~eayy guns would possibly be disabled. The 40 prs. would
be fil'ed either on ordmary barbettes, or through iron-shielded embrasures.
'l'he number of rounds of ammunition furnished will be as follows:
Ammunition.
for heavy guns . . . . . . . • 300 rounds per gun.
,, piece.
,,
for supplementary pieces, 75
In fortresses, for heavy guns . . • . . . • • 400 rounds per gun,
., piece.
u
and for supplementary pieces, 100
'!'he projectiles will be proportioned thus : In forts [

Heavy guns.... [

'Tlr common shells
1 \,

Shrapnel shells

,'o case shot

= 210 rounds.
= 60

=

Total

300

T°h common shells :::
40 prs. and 12 prs. [ ,'\, segment shells
,'o case shot

=

Total

30

•• • • •• • .

52 rounds.
15
8
75

10-inch mortars,-all common shells . . . • 75 rounds.
The amount of gunpowder provided is based on the number of rounds required for the heavy guns, and somewhat exceeds a proportion of 30 lbs. per
round. This, taking into account the different kinds of heavy guns, charges,
and projectiles, is about the average amount that, including bursting charges,
would be expended per round. There is one expense magazine holding 100
barrels, or 10,000 lbs., to every two guns, which are thus each supplied with 167
rouuds. A grand magazine, containing 1,000 barrels, or 100,000 lbs., is provided for every 24 guns in forts, and for about every 13 in fortresses, in the
former case affording 133 rounds, and in the latter case, 233 rounds, per gun,
which make up the respective complements of 300 nnd 400 rounds.
No extra provision of powder is made for the service of the supplementary
armament.
Applying the abol"e arrangements to the 24-gun fort shewn in Pl. I, fig. 1,
the ammunition will be as follows:...••• ,
250-lb. common shells
1
(
300
60
j 9-inch 250-lb. shrapnel do ... . ........ . 210
30
JOO-lb. case shot •..•.......•.•
gun

t'

!:'i

~

J

J

23 ( I 80-lb. common shells ......••.. 4830
1380 6900
8-inch 174-lb. shrapnel do •.•...•••
l guns 68-lb. case shot .••....•.....• 690
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(

4
I
_;;~" 140-prs.

.,
S

1/
i

2

12-:rs.

10-in.
Lmortrs.

l
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40-lb. common shells .. .. .....•
40-lb. segment do ...... ... .. ..
31-lb. cnso shot ............ ..

f 12-lb.
shells ..•.• .. , •
11-lh. segment do ........... ..
common

1

9-lb. case shot ....•.......••

208
60
32
104
30
16

l

300

J 150
150

Common shells .•...•..••..••••
lb~.

or

powder .

12 expense magazines nt 100 barrels,
or I 0,000 lbs .................... .
1 grand magazine nt 1,000 barrels, or
100,00011,.......... ........... .

j 120,000
j 100,000

Totnl.. • •

220,000

The above gives an average charge per round for heavy guns of 30! lbs.
As it is proposed not to employ in forts or fortresses, as a rule, more than
two-thirds of the heavy guns at the same time, the number of rounds afforded
per heavy gun in use will be in forts 450, and in fortresses 533.
Artillery arIt will be seen that the proposed application of the Artillery is
2 , mainly based upon Captain Moncrieff's magnificent invention.
3,4, 5, 6, 7, s.
This is now adopted into the serrice, and the present scheme is
one intended to utilize it to the utmost. If any other system of mounting guns,
based on the protected barbette principle, be hereafter introduced , there will
probably be no difficulty in applying to it the details proposed in this paper
for Moncrieff's carriages.
It is not proposed that any of the guns should be mounted on the ramparts,
nor provision made for their being mounted, until war should be declared, and
an attack on the work imminent. The employment of Moncrieff's guns for the
bulk of the armament of land forts, with Haxos at intervals, is the principle
already laid down by the authorities for adoption in England.
The arrangement of the Moncrieff guns with their attendant magazines, shelter rooms, turn-tables, and railways, shcwn on Pl. I, fig. 3, is that which is proposed for adoption in all attacked fronts or faces and of fortifications generally.
The guns, mounted on their Moncrieff carriages, rest on turn-tables, formed of
pairs of parallel girders pivoted at the centre, and traversing by means of small
wheels on circular racers. Each turn-table is connected with a line of railway,
by meaus of which the gun can be readily removed, it being presumed that the
counterpoises of the 1\Ioncrieff carriages can be detached and left behind, and
afterwards attached1 if necessary, to a new gun and carriage.*

i~:e:;~t!;

• The counterpoises might probably be mnde to work in the casemates beneath the terrepleio
and, if so, might be of s~cb a nat ure that th_ey could readlly be detached from the guns,
would moreover not reqmre to be constructed till t,he guns were mounted,

and
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The turn-tables nre disposed in semi-circular recesses, 20 ft. in diameter, cut
in the parapet at 40 ft. central intenals. There is thus a splinter proof traverse 20 feet wide between eYery pair of guns. For every two guns thus
paired, there is provided, under the parapet, a bomb-proof shelter room for the
gunners and for side-arms, &c.
Underneath this shelter room, to which communication is afforded by a manhole (provided with a ladder and forming also a liftJ is an expense magazine
holding 100 barrels. This magazine is entered from the passage running along
the back of the men's casemates. Covered access is thus given from the latter to
the guns above. This arrangement is on the system devised by the late Colonel
Owen, C.B., R.E.
'l'he Baxa casemates are disposed in fortresses at the rate of 1 to every 10
Jvloncrieffs, and in fol'ts, each shoulder or salient would be occupied by a Haxo.
The training of each Moncrieff gun, under ordinary circumstances, and when
disposed as above-mentioned, is 120°. But, in case of necessity, they can each
be trained the whole circle, or 360°. ,vhen the adjacent emplacements are unoccupied, a training of more than 120° can, wi·hout difficulty, be effected. In
forts, the power of firing to the rear on the gorges, or on the adjacent ground,
might occasionally be of great use.
,vhen the besieg<'l' bas decided on the front, or fronts, of a fortress he intends to attack, this front and the two collateral ones, (or in the case of two
fronts being attacked, these, and half of each of those collateral), will be placed
in a state of action by cutting out the recesses from the parapet and revetting
them, laying the racer curbs and racers, building the Haxos, fixing the iron•
platee and shields, and opening and fitting up the shelter rooms and magazines.
In the case of forts, this would be done on those faces, 3 at the outside, which
could at all bear on the enemy's attack. The revetments, racer walls, and Haxos
will be built of rough brickwork set in Roman (or other cheap quick setting)
cement, by the Engineers and garrison generally. But little plant will be re.
quired, and the work will be rapidly done. A supply of bricks, cement, and
iron racers will be placed in store at the time of the expected attack, and in
sufficient abundance to allow of a large reserve for use in repairs during the
siege. Oak racer curbs will also be kept in store to be used when necessary.
The above arrangements are based on the supposition that underneath the
ramparts in question there are casemates, the roofs of which will form convenient foundations. But if it were necessary to prepare for action ramparts
under which no casemates had been built, which would probably only be the
case with faces or fronts little likely to be attacked,-whence the contingency
in question would be little likely to happen,-the revetments, racers, and Haxos
would be built on rough rubble foundations, carried up, when the work was
first constructed, to the level of the terreplein. On fronts, or faces, not likely
to be attacked, reYetments and racer foundations would be carried up, in pairs,
at intervals of 160 feet from centre to centre of pair, in lieu of 80 feet, as on
exposed fronts.
On the superior slope of the parapets in front of Jrd (or every third pair) of
the Moncrieff guns on the front, or face, or two half-fronts, or half-faces, most
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exposed, will be fixed 4-inch iron plates (ns shewn in Pl. I, fig. 8.) Iron shields,
built up to the requisite thickness, will be fl.xed in front of the Haxo cnsemates.
The expense magazines and bombproof shelter rooms are built when the work
is first constructed. They are unearthed, (their entrance being cleared) and
fitted up, when the adjacent recesses are cut. They nre only carried up nt 160
feet intervals, in fronts not likely to be attacked. It would be impossible to
build the magazines, and difficult and undesirable to build the bombproof
shelters at time of attack. It will be seen that earth for covering the Haxos,
forming banquettes, repairing parapets, &c., is obtained from the cuttings for
the recesses.
As regards building the parapet revetments of brick, it is suggested that,
although the time of building will be longer, yet the greatest interior space is
hereby obtained, and the revetments are stronger, and last longer, than the
usual temporary ones. These brick revetments, and the brickwork generally,
would be l'Cpaired from time to time, during a siege, by means of the bricks and
cement in store.
If, in a fort, it should happen, under exceptiono.l circumstances, that there were
enfiladeable faces, o.nd that it was desirable to mount guns on them, t he latter
would be spaced at 60 feet central intervals, thus allowing a traverse 40 feet
thick between every pair.
The power of conc~nfration of fire afforded to the heavy guns
it~~~m!~~:~~e
the proposed dispositions will be very great.
Pl. 1., fig. 9.
The following table shews the number of guns the fire of which can be con•
verged on any given point in lines drawn parallel to the front of a fortress, at the
distance named, the results being taken from the diagram given in Pl. I. F ig. 9,
in which are represented the outlines of three adjacent fronts, each 1600 yards
long, and each inclined to its neighbour at 160° 1 an arrangement also shewn in
Pl. 1, fig. 2. The extreme lateral range of each Moncrieff is taken at 120'\ and
tha.t of the Haxos at 70°.

by

TABLE OF CONCENTRATION.
0

;§i

c:e
.~

~a

I

Number of Guns whose fire can be concentrated on
any point in line.

9-inch Ha.xos.

i~

8-lnch
Moncrlcfl.

at I at
nt I at
_ _ Ccntre. 1~apitnl. Centre. Capital,

"

- - --

yards.

Avero.ge
No. of
Haxos
(250 lb.
shells.)

Avero.ge
Average
No. of
of
Moncrietf's number
heavy
(180 lb.
Guns.
shells.)

- --- - - 123

610

7

4

108

129

5

118

1010

12

7

108

21G

9

162

171

1570

12

13

216

216

12

216

228

2000

12

15

294

216

13

255

268

2400

12

19

32,I

216

15

270

285
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It may not be possible to crush the besiegers' batteries before they can be
armed, nevertheless the concentration of 180lb. shells, with their heavy bursting
charges, in and about the positions of these batteries, the range being, or soon
becoming, well known, will make their construction exceedingly warm work.
\Vhilst on the subject of range, it must be borne in mind that the defenders
would, or should, know the precise distance from the work of every fence,
hedge, tree, mound, land-mark, and object of whatever description, whether
visible or invisible from the ramparts, as well as the exact configuration of the
ground, within range of their guns.
The railways are laid, _at time of attack, on the fronts to be
::~~~~:r~~:~
I, figs. a and a. armed. They consist of hght rails on wooden sleepers, the whole
being laid in a temporary manner, but with sufficient solidity for the required
purpose. The gauge is 5 feet, and the radius of the cur,•e branching to each
gun from the main line is 75 feet.
The ramps are at a slope of 1 in 15, and 14 feet wide, so as to allow of a double
line being laid on them ; they are disposed in forts at the rate of 1 per face,
and in fortresses at about 1 to 170 yards of front. The ramps are disposed so
as to lead the railways, by the most convenient routes, from the terreplein to
the park.
This park consists merely of a double line of railway laid parallel to and in
front of the casemates, by which it is to a great extent protected. There will
only be one park in a fort, and it will be situated in rear of the most exposed
face. In fortresses there will be one or more parks to each front. During the
siege the parks will, if necessary, be covered from vertical fire by timber
blindages. All the heavy guns not in active use on the ramparts will be massed
in the park. Those on the ramparts will also be withdrawn thereto, wheneYer
too hard pressed by the besiegers' fire. Some of the casemates will be appropriated as artillery stores and sheds; thus the guns and gunners, with their
gear, will be all brought together. Low waggons, or trucks, will be employed
to bring up ammunition, &c., on the railways. Rails will be laid from the
ramps and park to the grand magazine, and to any other important part of the
work.
It is propoEed to haul the guns, &c., up the railways by means of steam
engines fixed in such casemates as may be conveniently situated for the purpose.
In a fort there would be two steam engines, one being in reserve. In fortresses
there might be one to each park. Ropes, or chains, led through leading blocks
wherever necessary, would be employed in connection with the engines. The
latter would, when required, be supplemented by men, horses, and capstans.
By means of the railways, the guns can at pleasure be moved to, or from, any
emplacement on the terreplein of the fronts armed. They can be massed, or
reserved, to any extent, and disabled guns can be rapidly withdrawn and
replaced.
As regards the use of railways in fortifications, I may mention that the idea
first occurred to me in the latter part of 1866, when employed at Fort
Scoveston (Pembroke), which was then being built. At this time I had not
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henrd of Captain Moncrieff's invention. A few rough notes on the proposed
use of railways were laid at the time before the Commanding Royal Engi~
ueer, at Pembroke. [They were intended to be in connection with guns
mounted on a system of protectecl barbette, somewhat similar to that proposed by
Captain H ogg, R.E., in Vol. XVI. of the Royal Engineer Papers.]
The chief novelties in the profile arc the unusual thickness of
~~tes. Pl. I., parapet and depth of ditch.
For fortresses, on fronts likely to be attacked, the width of the parapet oppo~
site the centre of the turn-table is 50 ft., nnd the original width before it is
recessed, or that at traverses, is 64 feet i but on fronts, not much exposed to
attack, these widths are respectively 30 ft , nnd 44 ft. In forts, on faces exposed
to attack, the above widths are respectively 40 ft. and 54 ft.; and on other
faces, 30 ft. and 44 ft. The exterior slope is, in all cases, 3 by 4, and the inner
slope of traverses (or of parapet when not armed) is 1 by 1. The depth of the ditch
in fortresses is 50 ft., and in forts 40 ft. The thickness of escarp and couuterscarp
walls, if required, will depend of course on their height aud the nature of the
ground. Fortresses will have covered ways, but not forts. From the latter,
sorties would not so frequently take place, and by omitting the covered way,
greater cover is given to the scarp wnll, and greater height to the counterscarp.
'l'he superior slopes of the parapet and glncis u.re in the same line, and have an
inclination of 1 in 10.
A chemin-des-rondes is in all cases provided. The advantages
Musketry.
of these are well known. The chemin-des-rondes parapet wall, or
mur-des-rondes, and its banquette, are not built till a time of imminent attack.
The wall is 8 ft. high, and formed of 18 inch brickwork, built roughly and as
rapidly as possible, in cement, from the materials already mentioned as provided
for the revetments and racers. It will be built as far as possible befo1·e the
enemy decides on the fronts or faces to be attacked, consequently before the re•
vetting, &c., for the arming takes place.
1'he thickness of 18 inches is giYen for the following reasons:1. Economy.
2. The liability of the wall to be smashed on fronts attacked, and the facility
afforded for repairs.
3. The power given to a musketeer to lean over and command the foot of
the escarp.
The wall would be repaired in brickwork during the siege, so far as prac•
ticable; but there would never be much <lifficulty in making the breached par•
tions musket proof at a time of expected attack, by means of such temporary
materials as were handy, such as sand bags, earth, fascines, gabions, timber, &c.
The banquette may be formed either of earth, old casks, and barrels, planking
on brick piers, brickwork, sandbags, or any other available material.
It will be seen by what has already been said, that great dependenco is laid
upon the effect of the musketry, including mitraille, which is capable of being
directed from behind the mur.des-rondes on stormers. Arched galleries are
built under the ramparts from the casemates to the chemin-des-rondes, in order
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quickly and securely to concentrate troops thereon. In forts there will be one
of these galleries to each face, and in fortresses, one to every 200 yards of front.
~nnquettes for musketry, will, at the time of the attack, be erected of planks,
or m any other convenient manner, along the interior revetments, including
both gun recesses aud interior slopes of the parapet, on all faces or fronts. At
the same time, banquettes will in fortresses be formed, so far as needed, on the
interior slope of the glacis,
Casemates sufficient to accommodate the whole of the garrison,
_B omhproofs.
Pl. I. ftg.4,5,7. will be built under the ramparts of the fronts of a fortress, and of
the front faces of a. fort, when the work is first constructed. No defensible
barracks, in rear of the fronts, will be provided in fortresses, or keeps, or in ..
terior casemated redoubts in forts.
By tho proposed auangement a great saving is effected, the men are kept
close to their guns, and their barracks are less exposed to the enemy's fire.
Again, a masonry keep ,vould not be of much use for defensive purposes after
the fort had sustained a siege of ordinary duration. Earthen entrenchments
thrown up during the siege, would probably answer every purpose of reserved
defence, whether in forts or fortresses. The casemates, magazines, both grand
and expense, shelter rooms, and bombproofs generally, will be merely bare
vaults when first constructed. No doors, windows 1 floors, fire-places, or fittings
of any kind, will be provided until the time of attack. They will then be furnished in the roughest and cheapest manner consistent with efficiency and com..
fort. There will be no difficulty in temporarily fitting up any casernates that
may occasionally be wanted as barracks, or for other purposes, during time of
peace.
In time of attack a certain portion in rear of each of the two cnsemates
nearest an expense magazine will be partitioned off by a brick wall, and formed
either into a shell store, or into a shell filling room.
The masonry of the bombproofs and of the work generally, as first constructed, will be of the roughest and cheapest description consistent with
efficiency. No money will be spent on anything connected with appearance.
The foregoing proposals regarding bombproofs will tend to much saving of
money at the time the work is built.
In a fort there will be usually only one grand magazine, ,vhich will be
built underground, in the most secure and central place, and a covered communication from the magazine to the casemates will be formed by means of an
underground gallery. In fortresses the grand magazines will be disposed as
above, and will be placed centrally in rear of the guns served by them
respectively.
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(IV.)-CONCLUSION,

I•

Artillery, both in personnel nnd materiel, has always been one of our strong
national points, and there is something in a system of direct fire that appeals
to the understanding and sympathies of Englishmen generally, nnd of English
soldiers in particular. Although the direct fire of artillery has been thrown
into the shade for a considerable time by ingenious systems of fortification,
there is hardly any doubt that now-thanks chiefly to 1'foncrieff, than whom
no engineer has done more for land defence since artillery was invented-it is
attaining the position that, ns the very life and soul of all defence, it is entitled
to.
The fortification of the English dockyards and naval ports is now virtually
completed, so far as desirable in time of peace; nevertheless the principles
suggested in this paper may be of service in the future, and especially if the
question of the closer defence of London be revived.
I wish particularly to observe that by no means all the suggestions contained
in the foregoing paper are set forward as novelties. I have endeavoured to
include in it everything that I could find in existing systems of fortification
and defence, and in published ideas thereon, that appeared to be excellent.
Some of the opinions and suggestions may also seem to be rather dogmatic.
This semblance arises chiefly from a desire to be brief. It would have made the
paper tediously long if all the passages in the published opinions of officers of
distinction, which have been instrumental in guiding me, had been quoted. The
suggestions are given more with a view to discussion and ventilation than with
any fixed idea as to their correctness.
Even if all the opinions submitted in this paper should be found to be
fallacious, yet, if their publication should elicit the truth on the subjects
treated of, I submit that much will be gained.
Chatham, 4th June, 1870.

A. P.
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NO TE S O N 'l' H E N AT U RE OF CLAY.
BY LIEUT. A. B. McHARDY, R.E.

Clay is met with so often in the course of engineering operations, that to
understand properly the manner of dealing with it, is a matter of considerable
importance. It would, therefore, appear that any thing that can be done to
extend the knowledge of the nature of clay, is not altogether useless. The
more so, that the extensive slips and failures, which so often occur, seem to point
to the fact that the nature of the substance is not fully realized.
The following 1·emarks are brought forward, not with the intention of point: ing out anything which is new to those who have had to do with excavations
in clay soils, but rather in order to narrate some observations made while superintending excavations in clay, during a period of five years in the Isle of Wight.
The facts observed were new to the writer, and have not apparently, as yet,
been appreciated, as to their extent, by some eminent geologists.
As is well known, the northern half of the Isle of 1'right is composed of tertiary clays, which sometimes alternate with beds of limestone. The beds of
deposition of these clays are more or less inclined to the horizon. The lines of
stratification are, as a rule, well marked by the different colours of the clay;
the prevailing colours being blue and red. Thi! clay is compact, greasy, and,
when there is a mixture of shelly limestone, very hard, but generally it is cut
by the spade with considerable ease.
Ovedying these older tertiary clays, especially near the summits of hills, are
found beds of unstratified clays and gravels, probably belonging to what has
been termed the drift period.
'l'hc clays have, no doubt, been formed by the gradual deposition of mud from
sluggish rivers, and the very lines of stratification have led to the belief tllat
the whole was a more or less regularly laminated mass. This is, to all appearances true; but it will be shown that there exist in the mass surfaces of least
cohesion, which are not parallel to the lines of stratification.
Let us suppose that a slope has been formed, partly by excavating the clay
behind, and partly by building up the excavated clay on the top of that which
remains in situ. If a slip takes place on the slope a b c, Fig. 1, it wiU be
found that it originates in the part between b and c ; and the slope will generally assume the shape a bf. If now a cutting be made at rightMangles to the
line of the toe of the slope, after the debris included in the figure a b f d
has been cut through, a g lazed surface extending from h to d and/will be
found, behind which the old clay will be apparently as solid as ever.
Ahove the line of original surface of the ground it will be found that the clay
bas simply fallen down from the want of support.
Along the cliff• on the coast of the island, in addition to the slips which
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occur in the mnnner just described, smaller mnsscs will be found scooped out,
as it were, thusTho portion a b c, Fig. 2, slipping round nnd assuming the position b cl o.
This fol'm of slipping mny be observed in slopes which hnve been cutll·ely cxcavnted in the origiual clay.
The numerous pools of water, whi ch exist nlong the face of the clay cliffs,
occupy the basins thus formed nt b.
As before observed, it will be found that the slip has to.ken place along a
glazed surface, of which a b c would be the section,
This manner of slipping is only observed in the old clay which hns remainocl
in sit11. It bas not been observed in the case of newly formed banks, or even of
slopes cut in the 1·eceut " drift" clays. ,vith newly formed banks, the slipping
will be found to be supel'ficinl, the c.lay having been reduced, near the surface,
to a more or less fluid state, by rain or the moisture of the air.
On the other hand, in the case of slips in the old clays, the mass is at the
first beginning of the motion, hard aucl compact, although afterwards, it becomes broken up, and then rendered soft and nearly fluid by moisture. It will
also be found that these surfaces, along which the slip takes place, pass from one
bed of clay into another, without alteration of direction.
It is considered, as beyond doubt, that the existence of these surfaces of least
cohesion, is the cause of most of the slipping in clay slopes, excavated in II the
solid."
How these surfaces are formed, seems to be a question of great difficulty. It
may be, that the cracks in dt·ying mud, caused by the evaporation of a certain
amount of water originally contained in the mass, point to the origin of the
.surfaces referred to. I_)ressure, has also been thought to produce a kind of
stratification at right angles to its direction, but if we consider that the surfaces
are formed in every direction, we can hnrdly suppose pressure to have been the
cause.
It is possible that the mass of the clay may be in a state of partial crystallization, produced by the nature of the material, and assisted by the magnetic
force of the ear th currents.
The same tendency in rock masses to assume a kind of partial crystallization
may be observed in granite quarries, where large surfaces may be seen, forming
the masses of granite into roughly hexagonal cry!:ltals.
,vhatever the cause may be, these surfaces exist.
1'be manner in which they cause the slip appears to be as follows:If c d, Fig. 3, be the original surface of the ground; suppose the ground
excavated to the right of the line of slope d h; and th at b a, b c, are two
surfaces of least cohesion, it will easily be seeu that the. instant that the
friction on the surface b c is overcome, the whole mass a b c will slip out, and
consequently the overhanging mass above will break away at another surface,
and a slip be produced, similar in appearance to those already described.
Now the surface, b c is at first very slippery and smooth, so that the slip
might occur at once; but if the friction is sufficient at first to retain the mass
a b c in position, it will be very soon decreased by the penetration of miu along
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a b, which will open when exposed; or else by the moisture of the air, which
would creep along the smallest fissure.
Very soon, therefore, the friction along b c would be so much reduced that
the mass would slip down.
Only two surfaces have been shewn on the sketch, but there would probably
be several joined together.
,vith regard to the manner in which the clay should be treated, it is
proposed that, to secure slopes of manageable dimensions, the surfaces of least
cohesion should be destroyed by the mass being taken down and reformed. It
will be obsenied that the greatest possible effect which any slip might produce
would be the same as that of a. :fluid of the same density ; for, if a slip takes
place along a nearly horizontal bed at the bottom of the slope, the pressure at
the toe would be almost a fluid pressure, due to the depth from the crest. It
would, therefore, appear necessary, in order to make a slope perfectly safe, to
reform so much of the clay that the horizontal distance from the face of the
slope to where the forming ceases, should be equal to the depth below the crest.
Thus, if the slope were 1 in 1, we should have the portion a b c, Fig. 4, to be
reformed.
If the slope were less, we sho1dd have the portion c f g, Fig. 5, to be
reformed where g e is equal to de.
A further allowance should be made for stability, and care should be taken to
see that the toe of the slope was quite secure.
In }Jractice also, the lines a b, and f g, would not be straight and unbroken,
but" benched" back, and in doing this, care should be given to work in the face
of the benching with the newly-formed material as it is brought up.
In the case of clay "in situ," in which the surfaces of least cohesion exist,
there is no II natural slope" at which it may be depended upon to stand; but
the newly formed clay will be found to stand at very great slopes, if the surface
be protected from the cletrition caused by rain, &c.
The forming of the clay should take place when it is in a slightly soft state,
so as to be capable of being well rammed in about 9-inch layers. It should not
be worked when hard, or when ,ery soft, or nearly fluid.
If any water is expected to lodge behind the newly-formed portion, it should,
of course, be drained off; but in most cases if the junction between the newly
formed clay and that which is left "in situ" be well executed, it is not con~
sidered likely that drainage will be n.ecessary. In addition to this, the whole
surface of the slope would require to be protected in the usual manner. The
chief point to be attended to, in dealing with a slope in the way just
described, seems to be to reform a sufficiently large mass to resist any possible
pressure from behind.
In the case of very large slopes, it would appear best to adopt means to
prevent the percolation of water or moist air into the fissures of the clay; but
it can hardly be expected that this, however well executed, will prevent the
occunence of occasional slips.

A. B. Mc H.
2ith April, 18i0.
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CYLINDRICAL STONE LEWIS.
INVENTED BY SAPPER WM. HUGHES, 27TH Coll!PANY, R.E.;
DESCRIPTION FURNISHED BY LIEUT. WALLER, R.E.
This lewis, the invention of Sapper William Hughes, 27th Company, R.E.,
is admirably adapted for use with soft stone, such as ~ialta sandstone, in which
holes can be easily bored with an ordinary drill.
It consists of three pieces, with a shackle and pin,
The centre piece, Fig. 31 is flat with a projecting wedge on either side, and n
hole in the head for the pin to pass through. The side pieces are semi-cylin~
drical, with hollow grooves on the inside, corresponding to t.he wedges on the
centre piece. A long slot "a a" Fig. 4, admits of their working freely up
and down on the pin. A certain amount of play has to be allowed between
the parts.
Fig. 1 shews the lewis in position for dropping into a stone; the hole for its
reception should be about 9 inches deep, and of a slightly larger diameter than
the lewis itself. On the strain being brought to bear, the centre piece is d;{awn
up, and the wedges force out the side piecesJ pressing them with a powerful
grip against the side of the hole.
Fig. 2 shews the extreme position which the lewis is capable of assuming.
To remove it, a smart blow on the projecting head of the centre piece is all that
is necessary; the pin, carrying with it the shackle and centre piece, slides down
the slots in the side pieces; the lewis assumes its original shape (Fig. 1), and is
easily remoYed from the hole.
The following advantages are claimed over the rectangular lewis:lst. It is never necessary to take it to pieces.
2nd. Greater safety. It grips a larger surface, and the grip becomes more
powerful as the strain increases.
3rd. Saving of time. The hole can be bored by any labourer in a few
seconds, while it takes a skilful mason 15 minutes to make the hole for a
rectangular lewis.
The cylindrical lewis has been successfully used for some time pa.st, on the
works at Malta, and stones of more than two tons weight have been safely
lifted with it.
The Committee of the Malta Naval and Military Industrial Exhibition of
1870, unanimously awaL·dcd an extra first prize of £5 to Sapper Hughes for
his invention.

s.w.

YLINDRICAL STONE LEWIS .
INVENTED BY

SAPPER. WHUCHES, 27.'!'co.RE .

MALTA 1869.
HALF FI/LL SIZE.
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ON THE RESISTANCE OF ARMOUR PLATES.
BY LIEUTENANT ENGLISH, R.E.
!.-The discovery, by Major Palliser, of the proper kind of material and
shape of head for armour-piercing projectiles has, apparently, rendered
impracticable the task of the naval architect, who may have to design a
structure capable at once of protecting, and of resisting, the guns of the present
day, and has seriously increased the difficulties before the military engineer.
In the latter case, however, the discovery referred to has at any rate enabled
us to know the worst that the artillery can do with their present means, and to
estimate, nearly, what has to be provided to meet still heavier guns.
Four or five years ago, whilst many points in the subject of ordnance and
armour were still in the dark, it was impossible to say, but that some simple
and easy change in the details of artillery might not, as actually happened in
this case, greatly increase the power of attack.
We may now however fairly reckon upon being able, by the light of experiments at Shoeburyness, to foresee the worst effect upon armour plates of any
projectile within the limits of weight and velocity at present reached.
The object of this paper is to supply a means of calculating, nearly, the
effects which would be produced by an extension of these limits; and thus to
enable us to consider, in anticipation of direct experiment, the necessary
increase of thickness and cost required to withstand the guns of the future.
Without the introduction of chilled projectiles, it would have been almost
impracticable to do this at all, on account of the difficulty of apportioning the
amount of energy expended upon the shot and upon the plate, respectively.
Whilst projectiles were employed made of materials which underwent an
appreciable change of shape during impact, it would have been necessary, in
order to determine the energy expended upon them, to calculate their distortion at any instant, and this would have been very difficult. In a good chilled
projectile, however, there appears to be no sensible change of shape under the
severest single blow ; and even though it may be broken and fall to pieces, yet,
if all the fragments were collected and put together, the shot might be reproduced in exactly its original form.
The same rigidity is observed in the best, though not by any means in all,
of the projectiles with chilled heads and bodies cast in sand, which are now
being supplied in order to meet the difficulties of manufacturing shot entirely
chilled. This result is as much due to the form adopted for the heads of the service
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projcctilc-s, ns to the material employed, for it hns been found by experiment,
thnt when a shot passes through two separate plates, with an intervening air
space, the fragments , into which it is broken, on striking the first plu.te, are
completely disiutegrated by the second blow, nnd reduced to a kind of paste.
It is therefore assumed, in this paper, that the projectile may be considered
as a rigid body ; and it has only to be determined in what manner the energy
of the blow is absorbed on striking an armour plate, if none is expended on the
shot.
It mny be here observed that the following cnlculntions a.re not put forward
as an attempt at nn exact or general solution of this problem, but simply
as an endeavour to account tolerably nearly for the amount of energy which
must be absorbed by an armour plate, in order to produce the principal results
which are observed, from experiment, to follow the blow of a service Pa11iser
projectile. In consequence, many modes of absorbing energy, such as bending
the plate, stopping the rotation of the shot, &c., are neglected, as they do
not appear seriously to influence the result,
2.-Two cases only will be considered-first (A), the determination of the
amount of energy required to force a shot of given dimensions to penetrate to
various depths into a solid mass of armour-plate; and, secondly (B), the determination of the amount of energy required to force a shot of given dimensions
to perforate completely various tbicknesses of armour-plate.
(A.) The energy absorbed by a solid mass in resisting a shot may be regarded
as made up of (1) the energy absorbed in increasing the diameter of an indefi~
nitely small hole supposed to be bored through the mass in the prolongation of
the axis of the shot, to n size sufficient to admit that part of the shot which
enters the plate, the latter being considered as an indefinitely thick hollow
cylin<ler surrounding the shot; and (2) of the energy absorbed in frictional
resistance to the relative motion of the shot and plate during penetration.
It is assumed, for the sake of simplicity, that the material of which the
armour-plate is composed is homogeneous, and that, under a force of tension or
of compression, the change of length does not commence at all until a certain
definite force is applied, in each case, per unit of area ; and that the changes of
length, after this point, increase uniformly in given ratios with the forces
applied. This is a further simplification of the assumption, made in Paper X,
Volume XVIII, that the changes of length increased uniformly, in certain
ratios to the forces, up to certain limits, and that after those limits they continued to increase uniformly, but in different ratios.
The points at which the altern.tions of length commence under tensile or com~
pressive forces, and the ratios of alteration of length to force are assumed such,
th~t the ~mounts of ~ne~gy ab_so_rb~d in _stretching the material to its breaking
pomt, or m compressrng it until it is entirely forced out laterally, agree with the
mean of the amounts ascertained from several experiments made upon armour
plates, as explained in Paper X, Vol. XVIII, and shcwn in diagram 2 of that
paper.
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The diminution of tension in successively larger rings of fibres surrounding
the shot is taken a~ following the law ol'dinnrily assumed for thick hollow
cylinders, which is given in Rankine's "Applied Mechanics,'' page 290. It is
evident, on this supposition, that the rings of plate immediately surrounding
the shot will, by the entrance of the head, be first extended, then broken, and
then corn pressed.
The energy absorbed by the plate will be that required to extend to the
breaking point, and then to compress to various amounts, the broken rings of
plate, and to extend to various amounts the unbroken rings surrounding these~
The energy absorbed in friction is found on the assumption, that the resistance
to the relative motion of' the shot and plate is equal to the force required to
shear through a section of the plate of the same area as the common sm·face, in
contact, of the shot and plate. The resistance cannot, evidently, exceed the
amount thus found, and probably approaches it nearly, as this method of calculation is equivalent to allowing a co-efficient of friction between the shot and
plate of about ·275, which does not seem too great under such intense pressure.
'l'he portion of plate immediately surrounding the shot appears from experiment to be in almost a fluid state during impact, for it invariably fills up any
crevices or holes existing in the head of the shot.
(B.) The energy absorbed in perforating a plate of given thickness is calcu•
lated on the assumption that up to a certain penetration, the action is the same
as that found to exist between the shot and a solid mass; but that, at this
point the pressure in the direction of the shot's motion becomes so intense as to
shear out the cylinder of plate in the path of the shot, or rather, to displace a
truncated cone from the back of the plate, as is observed to occur in experiment.
Every part of this cone, during its separation, appears to be stretched to the
breaking point, thereby absorbing a certain amount of energy.
'l'he remaining ·energy required to effect complete perforation is considered
to be made up of that necessary to enlarge the hole formed through the plate,
by the displacement of the cone, to the size of the body of the shot, and of the
amount absorbed in frictional resistance during this enlargement.
3.- The details of the necessary calculations, and the formulre derived from
them will be found in appendices A and B.
From these it will appear that, when shot of the same form of head but of
different radii, either penetrate into a mass to any depths, or perforate plates of
any thicknesses having given proportions to their respective radii, an amount
of energy will be absorbed varying as the cube of the radius; and in this limited
sense only, the rule laid down in the II Report on the Penetration of Iron
Armour Plates by Steel Shot," by Captain Noble, R .A.,- tbat the energy per
inch of circumference, required to perforate a plate, varies with the squares of
the thicknesses,- still seems to hold good.
4.-The numerical results worked oul from the formuloo thus found, on applying them to the service pattern of shot, with heads struck to a radius equal to
once and a half the diameter of the shot, are aa follows, if R represent:; the
radius, in feet, of the body of the s'iot :-
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For penetrationDepth of PenotraUon.

R
0·16
0·3
0·5
0·6
0·83
1·0

Foot Tons of Energy.

- -- R
- , ---

. , . • •• • ........ .... •
.... .. ..• .... .. . . . ..
.. .. .. . • .. . • ... • . • . •

1-16
1·:i
1·5
1·6
1·83
2·0
2·16

2·:i
2·5
2·6
2·83
3·0
and for perforationThickness of Plate.

47-17
401·64
1220·01
2603·00
4631·00
7341·70
10749·10
14861·90
19636·20
25091 ·IO
31267·60
380!9·80
46461·80
63484·30
62103·50
71321 ·30
81136·70
91650·50

Foot Tons of Energy.

R'

R

1-16

21860·2
23434·8
1·3
25968·8
1-5
30203·9
1·6
36309 7
1·83
..... ·· ·~·
44083·2
2·0
53494·3
2·16
64821 ·3
2·:i
77819·8
2·5
92559·2
2·6
109936·1
2·83
134041 ·6
3·0
For plates of less thickness than about the radius of the shot, so many
elements of uncertainty are introduced, owing to the probability of the bending
or dishing of the part of the pla.te surrounding the shot, that it is not considered
advisable to attempt any calculation concerning their perforation.
5.-The diagrams A, and B, shew the results of the formulre applied to the
service shot of 7 in., 9 in., 10 in., and 12 in. diameter, and 115, 250, 400 and
600 lbs. weight, respectively, and to the proposed shot for the 36-ton gun,
no,v making, of 11 ·6 in. diameter and 700 lb. weight.

....... .
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The results actually observed from experiment are denoted by circles on the
diagrams, and are ns follows:No. of
Ronnd.

Date,

7 -in. shell, l'5 D head

1413

8·45

1260

12·2

1159

14·0

1173

12·3

1530

17th

1518

10-in. shell,

1507

12-in. shell,

1528

12-in. she11,

18th
5th

"

"

"
"

"
"
"

"
"
"

1

9-in. shot, I D head.

1340

12th June, 1867

?

7-in. shot, l ·25 D head

1244

8th Oct., 1868 ..

419

7-in. shot,

1331

"

p

"

Average result }
of proof of
armour

······I

Depth of
Thickness
P enetration, perforated.
inches.
inches.

second
Velocity.

23rd June, 1868

16th

Feet per

Description.

7-in. shot,

"

950

-

-

10
7

8

6·25

No experiments have yet been made with shot having heads of the service
pattern, but it is probable that the results, under similar circumstances, would
be in excess of those given above, and would not differ much from them, espepecially in perforation.
It should be borne in mind that the formula, are only strictly applicable, if
the weight of the shot is inconsiderable in proportion to the weight of the plate;
and for plates of small dimensions the total amount of energy absorbed
is to the amount shewn above, as the total weight of plate and shot is to the
weight of plate only; the difference between the two amounts of energy being
absorbed in giving motion to the plate.
The results of the formulre, as far as can be inferred from experiment, are also
applicable to determine the effect of service shell, as the bursting charge does
not make any material difference.
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APPEND I X A.
I"ENETRATION.

1.-Lct the weight of the shot in tons be . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . • . to
striking velocity in feet per second . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • v
1·ndius of body in feet
•. .••.. , . . . . . . . . . R
radius of head at nny poiut
.....•... . , . • • . . . . r
R
radius to which curve of hencl is struck ............... .
Assuming that the material of which the plate is composed undergoes no elongation under a tensile force E per unit of area, and that the elongation increases

unif01·mly with the force, between E nnd the breaking tensile force P per unit
of area i the ratio of the original length of any fibre to its elongation under a
force P per unit of area being as 1 : n, and therefore the ratio of the original
to the broken length being as 1 : 1 + n: also, that the mate1·ial undergoes no

compression under a compressh·e force F per unit of area, the compression increasing uniformly with the force between F and a force Q, per unit of area,
sufficient to force out the material laterally so as to leave an indefinitely small
thickness over the area subjected to pressure; then the values corresponding to
the mean of experiments made by Mr. Kirkaldy for the War Department, upon
armour plate, both crossways and lengthways, are as follows :E = 1672 tons per square foot.
P
2l24
F
3857
Q
12536
n
0·125
,,
"
Assuming also that the diminution of tension in successively larger rings of
fibres in a cylinder subjected to a bursting pressure follows the law
ordinarily stated for thick hollow cylinders; so that if Yp and y_E be the

=
=
=
=

strained radii of rings under tensions P and E respectively, per unit of arc:1,

Yp
and therefore 1+n and y E the original radii of these rings, and if y be the
original radius of a ring under an intermediate tension p per unit of area;

I ~ )• <Y,E + v'l

v_ \i+n
I' -

(
y'].

l!I~

YP)'t
+(1+n j
(1.)
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since YE may be taken as the external radius of the cylinder, for there is no
extension of riugs of greater radii, nnd, consequently, not necessarily any force
acting upon them.
E
Hence, if 1'

=

y,

E

= (2P-E E)

(-2_)'
+1i

(2.)

I

Assume also that the area, measured at right angles to the axis of the shot,
of the section of any ring under tensile force remains constant, i.e., that the
length of a cylinder is unaltered by a bursting strain.
2.-Considering, first, a lamina of the plate at right angles to the axis of the
shot, of thickness dx, at a distance x, measured along the axis, from the point
of the shot; this lamina may be taken as made up of a succession of rings of
broken fibres, now under compression, whose internal radius is now r, and
external radius y p' and of a succession of rings enclosing these, of fibres under
tension; the internal radius of these being Yp' and external radius yE; the
rings of greater radius than yE not being affected.
The radii /Ip and yE vary with r, and the energy absorbed by the lamina is
that required first to stretch to the breaking 11oint, and then to compress the
broken rings, and to stretch to various amounts the unbroken ones.
3.-By the ordinary formulre, if qp be the radial or bursting pressure per
unit of area corresponding to a circumferential tension P of the ring whose
radius is Yp
11,
E

-

( Yp )'

1+,.

qp= P.

Yi +(~)'
i+n
=P-E
Hence the total radial pressure between the shot and the lamina

= (P -

(3.)

E). 2" Yp. dw

11
The original radial breadth of broken rings is 1- p , nnd since it is assumed
+n
that the area remains constant under tension ; the breadth, when the breaking
n, will be
point is reached, and the length increased in the ratio 1 : 1

+
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y
(l : n) 2

;

and the broken rings may be considered. as forming an indefinite

!

II

number of triangular prisms, of uniform height (l
being 2

'11'.

Yp' and carrying o. total pressure (P -

n):.1' the sum of their bases

E) 2

'1f'

Yp. d;r.

If:: be the distance from the apex, before compression, in one of these prisms,
of a circumferential layer of thickness dx, the area of this layer will be

+-•

= 2 " (1 + n)' z dx.

2 "Yp . dz

p

(4,)

(I+")'
and if z Q' zF be the distances from the ape:s::, before compression of the layers
in each prism subjected to pressures Q, F, respectively per unit of area.
Yp. (P-E)

(5.)

+ n)'. Q

(1

P-E

(G.)

- F-

The area of the layer under pressure Q
2,,. (I

==

2

7T'

+ n)'

zQ ,z.,

l
P-E
· ""
'!Ip. - Q-

(7.)

the
·
and the work of compression, for any value of :: less than zQ, srnce
material is wholly displaced laterally

=

Q+F

- 2-

X 2,r (!

+ n )'

z . d:,; , dz

Integrating this expression with regard to z, between the limits
~ ==O, z

= (Il + ")'

P-E
- Q-

we obtain
Work of all the layer,)_ Q
totally compressed • • - ~

+ F (p- -Q-R)'

,,

(

11

p )'
1+n

(8.)
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4.-For values of• greater than zQ, from equations (3) and (4), the pressure
per unit of area. on a layer distant z from the apex before compression
P-E

The compression Of a layer, thickness d:::, = pressure Qper_ unit
F
_P-E . ~
(1
Q - F

-

+ 1<)'

.'!3' __F_•d·

Integrating this expression with regard to z, between the limits z

,
Total compression)_ P --=_E . _ _P_ . Jog -9_ _
.

of prisms......... -Q - F

(1

+ 1i)'

F

PQ

• dz

(9.)

•

F

Q -

z

F

=z Q' z = zF,

,
E . __P__

(IO.)

(I+ n)'

Adding this to the original height, from equation (4), of the rings which are
enthely forced out laterally, we obtain
.

Tota.I compression o

fl

.

amma.

1/l'
Q _ F · (l + n)'
= P-E

· log

Q

F

(11.)

5.-The work of any layer distant z from the apex= area X compression X
mean pressure per unit of area, and from equations (3), (4), (9),

= Q '.'.:F' d,

l

11.

F• . (I+ n)' , z
:::, between ::: = : : Q and z = :F

(P-E)' ·(I+~•)' ' ~ -

Integrating with regard to

dz

d ( P - E ) ' ~ 1 Q_.,,.(-2-)'(P-E)'(Q+F)d (12.)
:r:
2Q~
1+11,
_,,,. , :r:. Q-F (1 + n.) 1 ogF

Workof)lamina

Adding to this the work of the layers entirely forced out, from equation (8.)
y )'• logi
Totalwo:kof compression}='lf"da:,Q>-E)~ . ( ~
1+11,
Q-F
ofla.mma ..................

(13.)

and with the values assumed for constants
Foot-tons of energy absorbed

= -rr

• !f

p. d:r:

X G0·6S35,

(14.)

6!
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6,-N('xt, if y be the originn.l radius of any ring under tension, lVhose raclinl
breadth is dy, n.nd p be the tensile force acting upon it per unit of nrca
Extension of ring=~=: ·

Energy absorbed by ring

=~

27ry . n,

= ex tension X mean force X area

=: .

21r y , n. X J>

t

E • dy d:c

Yp
For broken rings, in which y is less than 1

and work of ring

+ n.

== ,,,. n d:i;

+ E)

• (P

y rly
!I

== O, y = -1

Integrating this expression with regard toy, between the 1imits y
total work of all such rings

+ · __+

=- 1r 11, the , p

E

(

..,

1

y P_ )'.
n

(15.)

y
For rings whose original radii were greater than _P_, from equation (1)

1+"

and from this and eq nation (2)
Et y"'

y (p' -

E2 y•

E') = ~
2y

Energy absorbed by 1-iug

=

r,

,ulx

P-

E

~4: E'y

+ -4y i;; 9

(

R' Y"'

__!
2y

Et y•

+ __E _
4y'

Integrating this expression with regard to y between tho limits
'Y=

J

-E
;;----p
E!J

"

-

'

E

andy::::y

E

3 E2y \ d!f.
4
/

p

+n
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Energy absorbed by all auch rings

=

,r

ndz

(2
)' ~
1+,. l P-E

2P - E . E
2 . Iog

J2P -

E + p- 22E
--E-}

(16)

and adding the energy absorbed by broken rings from equation (15)
work of tension

_ d(

y P \)' { 2P - E E I
-"n"' f"+n
P-E·2 og

J2P -

E

-E-

+ --2
2P _ E
-

}

(17)

and with the values assumed for constants

Foot tons of energy absorbed="

Yp' a,. X 268·71

and adding equation (14)
Total number of foot-tons of
} - ,,. y • dx
energy absorbed by displacement P

x

(18)
329·69

(19)

7.-The compression produced in the lamina by enlarging an indefinitely

small hole to a radius ,- is evidently
Yp

= (I + ")' -

(y p -

r)

Equating this with the compression found by equation (11), we obtain
(1 +n)•
.r
P- E
Q
Q _Flog F -I+(I+n)•

==

3·4415 X r, with the values assumed.

and Yp'

= 11·8438

x

r•

Hence,

foot tons of energy absorbed }
by lamina, in displacement
= 3904·8" r•dx
(20)
and total work of displacement, in foot tons= 3904·8 X volume displaced (21)
8.-The volume of an ogival head may be found by the following formula:
If a be the angle between the axis of the shot and a tangent to the generating
curve at the point of the shot, and if 0 be the corresponding angle at any other
point.
Volume between these limits,

= r. ~ ( sin<> (2
-(a -

+ cos•

ai-

0) cos a+ (cos 0_-

sin 0 (2

+ cos• 0)

cos a) sin 0 cos"}

(22)

9.-Let r 0 be the radius of the head of the shot, at the point to which 0 refers;

then, in order to determine the energy absorbed iu friction, considering first a
K
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band or ring of the surface of the shot, of breadth,

~ de, we

may assume, as

•

before shewn, that the radial pressure per unit of area between the shot and
the plate is Q.
Assuming also that the plate immediately surrounding the shot is in the con~
dition of a fluid, and that the frictional resistance varies with the pressure ; we
see thnt the frictional resistance per unit of area is constnnt and independent of
the radius, and further, that it cannot exceed the force required to shear the
metal of t he plate. This force will be, theoretically, the same as the tensile
force per unit of area required to separate a section of the metal inclined at 46"
to the direction of the shearing strain, and thereforP. equal to t,12 P, per unit of
area exposed to shearing, provided that the metal is confined, as in the present
case, sons to offer its full resistance over the whole section at the same instant.
This value must not be confused with what is usually termed resistance to shearing, in the case of rivets, &c., which are cut by a sharp edge.
If 00 be the value of 0 corresponding to the poin t where the shot enters the
plate, we may assume the frictional work of a ring of the shot's surface
shearing force X area of ring X distance passed through in the plate

= V2 P

x 2,,. r

~ d0
•

X

!!: (0 •

==

0)
0

For an ogival head

r =!!'..(Cos 0 - Cos "')
and substituting this value

•

R'
work of ring::: 2.,,., v'2 P--;; (Cos 0 - Cos") (0 - 00 )d0

Integrating this expression between the limits
frictional work

= 2 \12- ,,.,P 7R'

{ ("'-0o) Sin

e = 00 ,

0

= "' we obtain

a
- 2 -("'
a+ Cos a - Cos 110 - Cos

- 00 ) 1

)

(23)

If the entire head of the shot enters the plate 0 0 = O, and
Frictiona'. work=

2~2,,. ,

p ~(" Sin

a+ Cos a_ a•

Co; "'_ 1)

(24 )

n?d for ser~ice shot, with head struck to a radius of one and a half times the
diameter, th1s becomes
Frictional work of entire head= 33590 R 3 foot tons.
10.-If m•R be the length of that part of the body of a shot which has penetrated a plate at any moment, by similar reasoning to the above we obtain
R
Frictional work of)
~
bands of head.... = 2 \12 P •,,. r 8 de x 8 e

(R

+

R)
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Substituting for t· its Ynlue, and integrating between the limits 0
Frictional work of head

= 2 y'2 P . .- ~ ("sin"+ cos" -

i' cos" -1 + ,n sin" -

=O, 8 =°'

m. "cos")

and for service shot

Work in foot tons

R•

= 33590 R• + 6856

1r ---;,

m (sin" -

"cos a)

The work of a band of the body, distant x from the head, of breadth dr,

= V2 P

X

2

'IT

Rdx X (

~

R -

z)

this expression between the limits x

by similar reasoning; and integrating

= 0, :c

Frictional work of body= 1,1'2 1rP R 11 •
foot tons, of the shot., for penetrations

=~

~ .' ;

R.

hence the total frictional work in

•'
beyond the head

1
"'
fm's
2if2P
1rR l 2 + a sin a.+ cos"-- 2 cos a.-1 + m(sina.-a.cosa.) j {25)
= -,-,3

11.-By adding the number of foot-tons of energy absorbed by friction, from
equation (23) or (25), as the case may be, to the number of foot-tons absorbed
in displadng the metal, from equation (~I), the total number of foot-tons of
energy required to effect any given penetration may be found, and by equating
to v 2
this expression with 2g , the striking velocity of the projectile can be deter-

mined, if the weight be known, or vi"ce versa.

APPENDIX

B.

PERFORA1'ION.

1.-Assuming the same notation as in Appendix. A, it has been shewn that
when a projectile has entered an armour plate, the pressure per unit of area
between it and the plate may be estimated at Q, hence the force tending to
shear out the portion of plate in front of that part of the head of the shot at
which the radius is 1·, will be 'IT r' Q.
Assuming, as appears probable from experiment, that the portion of plate thus
driven out is separated by direct tensile stress; the broken surface making a
constant angle of 45'' with the surfaces subjected to shearing, or in other words,
that a truncated cone of plate, with a vertical semi-angle of 45", and least
radius r, is detached: then, as this cone is not confined laterally, the force
tending to separate it from the rest of the plate must obviously be most intense, immediately round the shot; and when separation takes place, must be
equal to P per unit of area, at this part.
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Assuming that this force diminishes uniformly, from the value thus giTen, to
nothing at the junction of the conical surface ,vith the hinder surface of the
plclte: let t be the height of the truncated cone, measured nlong the nxis of the
shot, then considering n thickness dx, measured at right angles to this direction,
and at a distance x from the top of the cone,
the broken surface of lamina

=2.- (r +

%)

X v' 2. d:r

t-x

and tensile force per unit of area on this surface= P. - 1 hence tension upon surface of lamina

= 2\1 2. tp (t -

x) (r

,r

+ x) d;i.

Integrating this expression with regard to x between the limits x

Resistance to separation = v'2,,,. P. (

f + tr)

1

= O,

x

= I.

equating this with ,,,. r 1 Q

\1 2 p + 4
= r x (J~
or with the values of P and Q assumed, t = 2·136 r

.

we obtam t

3)

- 2

(1)

2.-To determine the indentation produced in the plate before the truncated
cone is separated; let xp be the indentation required, fJ the angle made with
the axis by the curve to which the head is struck, at the top of the truncated
cone, and let r /3 be the radius of the head at this point; then if 'f be the total
thickness of the plate,

t=T-x13

Z/3
d .
an since rfJ

=

R

== 8

+,
R

.
(smct -

.

sin/3)

= T + 8R

('

(cos fJ -

cos a) the minimum value of xµ will occur when

Slll " -

Slll

/3) -

2·136

r/3

=

25° 5' or, in words, the projectile will penetrate into
2·136, or /3
cot /3
the plate as into a solid mass, until the radius at the point where the curve to
which the head is struck makes an angle of 25° 5' with the axis and is _I_
2·136
'
of the thickness of plate in front of this part of the shot.
From t~e indentation,_thus found 1 the energy absorbed in penetrating the
plate, cons~dered as a soud mass, can be determined according to the formulm
of Appendix A,
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3.-If the thickness of the plate T be so small, compared with the radius of
the shot, that rfJ is greater than 2.~ 6, ihe required energy must be calculated
as being that which will produce such an indentation that the radius of the
T
shot r fJ , at the point al which it enters the plate, is equal to 2. 136 , the value of
f.J increasing in proportion to the thickness of the plate.

4.-The volume of the truncated cone displaced is

i {( fJ + t) '_
r

r fJ'}, and

all parts of it appear from experiment to be strained to the breaking poiat;
hence from Appendix A, it will be readily seen that the energy absorbed
in this manner will be

= p- +2- E X n X "3 {( ,./3 + t )'- rtJ° J .. .. •. ••. .

(2)

5.-The volume of metal further displaced by the shot, in making a clean hole
radius R, through the plate, is the difference between the volume of a cylinder
of radius R, and length equal to the distance from the front of the plate to the
surface of the cone, and the volume of that part of the shot and displaced cone
lying within this cylinder, or difference required

=

,r R•

-

~ sin fJ -

S:

,r r'

dx

+ ,r R'

( R - r /3)

-

i (R' - r~)

fJ
for plates of such thickness t.hat the entire head of the shot has entered, before
the separation of the cone; and the energy in foot-tons absorbed in effecting
this displacement, according to the formulre of Appendix: A
3904·8 x volume displaced ....•..•••...• , , • (3)
6.-For plates of such thickness that the head of the shot has not entirely
entered, before the cone is separated ; let r"/ be the angle made with the axis
by the curve to which the head is struck, at the surface of the plate, then for
the expression of section 5, for volume further displaced, must be substituted

=

,r ; :

(sintJ-sin ,1) -5:'1,r ,·'dx+ 1rR•

(R-r/3)

-i-(R'-r'fJ)· .. • (4)

fJ
and as in equation (3)
Foot tons of energy absorbed== 3904·8 X volume thus found.
7.-The energy absOrbed by friction during this further displacement may be
estimated by considering first a band or ring of the surface of plate in contact
R
with the shot, of breath 8 d 0.

Energy absorbed bp·ing

= \/'2 P

X 2,,. ,.

~ d O X ~ O.
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Integrating this expression between the limits 0

= O,

0

= {J,

Energy absorbed in friction

_R'( .

= 2 ,q/p-;; {Jsm{J

)
+ cos{J - /3'
2 cos <X-1

......... , (5)

This expression may be taken as approximately correct for nil thicknesses of
plates within practical limits, on the assumption that for small thicknesses the
plate immediately surrounding the shot mo,•es with it, as long as the diameter
of the shot in contact continues increasing, i.e., until the head has entirely
entered the plate.
8.-To determine the energy absorbed in fL·ictionnl resistance to the body of
the shot in following the bend through the hole thus formed in the plate; fil'st,
for plates of such thickness that the entire head has not entered before the cone
of plate is separated. Considering n ring of the body of breadth dx, the resistance offered to this = i/2 P x 2 .,,. R dx, and the space through which this
resistance is exerted may be assumed as equal to the thickness of the unmoved
part of the plate, which is in contact with the shot, or = T - t, hence
Energy exerted against band= ,12 P 2 "R ('r - t) dx.
Integrating this expression between the limits O and T - t1 that is, assuming
that after the head of the shot is free, each band of the body of the shot which
is in contact with the plate scrapes off and carries with it a ring of plate, there•
by leaving room for the remainder of the body to pass, we obtain
Total frictional energy
2 ,72 ,r P R (T - t)• foot tons .. , ••.•...•.• (6.)
absorbed in resisting
·
body of shot .. • • . • . •
9.-Next, for plates of greater thickness, in which a portion of the body of the

J=

shot has entered before the cone is separated; i£

7 R be the distance entered,

\'fe must add to the amount of energy found by the formulre of the last section,
an amount for each ring of breadth dx equal to
2

,;ii " P

R dx (x

+T -

t),

Integrating this expression with regard to x between the limits x
Total additional ]
energy required

= 2 i/ 2 "

m

p 8 R•

}m

l•

R

T

= o, x ::: ~

+ (T- t)

}

R

(7)

10.-By adding together the amounts of energy absorbed in the various ways

indicated in the preceding sections, and equating the result with ;

;a,

the

energy stored up in the shot, a formula is obtained by which the velocity may
be d!;:termined if the weight is known, or vi·ce versd.

T. E.

~o soUdArnwur
1 •elocitie-s.

13"

/

14"

1s"

16"

11

/

I
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X.

ON THE TRANSVERSE STRENGTH OF RAILWAY IRON
WHEN USED FOR PURPOSES OF CONSTRUCTION.
BY COLONEL G. GRAHAM, V.C., R.E., C.B,

1.-In future campaigns, railway iron must come into extensive use for field
engineering purposes, such as repairing bridges, strengthening earthen parapeta, constructing temporary bomb•proofs and magazines, &c., &c. This was the
case, I am informed, at the siege of Charleston, and later in the works of the
defences about Dresden, thrown up by the Prussians in 1866, as described in
Vol. XVI. of the Professional Papers.
2.-In his observations on these works (page 55), Captain Webber calls notice to O the bomb-proof covering of the caponiers, magazines, and barracks,
"into the wooden construction of which is introduced the use of old railway
"irons as a support to concrete under the earth, producing a water-tight roof
"of considerable strength and great cheapness, which, I am told, the Prussians
" had subjected to ample tests as a resistant to the effects of vertical fire."
3.-By the section shown on Pl. X of Captain Webber's paper, the rails thus
used appear to have been of the ordinary double-headed type, and to have been
laid close together with a span of from 12 to 13 feet, covered with about 6 feet
of concrete and earth (18 inches of the former to about 4 ft. 6 in. of the latter),
The bearing power of the roof thus constructed would be about 14 cwt. per
square foot, while the actu!ll weight of the material supported would be about
7 cwt., including the_weight of the rails, thus leaving a wide margin for power
to resist sudden strains. Another most instructive instance of the application
of rails for purposes of construction is shewn in the field work redoubt. which
was thrown up on the Chatham Lines in 18 hours of continuous work, in August,
1869, when rails were used to cover over the splinte:r proofs and caponiers.
When reliable detailed accounts can be obtained of the present war, we shall
doubtless learn that railway iron, in place of timber beams, has been made
great use of on both sides. The only instance that has as yet come to my
notice is in an account of the Prussian entrenchments before Metz, dated the
29nd of October, which states that "the Prussians have been constructing
numerous casemates covered with batteries. These casemates are i-oofed with
railway rails placed close together and covered with earth."-(Standard, Octo•
26th, 1870.)
4.-The subject of this paper is the consideration of the transverse bearing
strength and deflection of rails thus used, and to suggest the adoption of some
simple formulae for facilitating calculations that have to be made in the field.
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5.-Rnils are of great variety of weight and shape ; the sections appended to
this paper shew those most commonly used.
The doubled-bended rail (figs. 1, 2, 3, 5), is almost universally adopted for the
main lines throughout Eng1nnd, with a few exceptions, such ns the Great
'\Vestern Rnil«"ny, where bridge shaped rails are used, having wide flanges
bearing on longitudinal sleepers; experimental bridge rails have also been
introduced on cast and rolled iron hearings. Mr. Unwin, C.E., (who kindly
supplied me with some sections of rails) is of opinion that the broad flanged
steel roil such as laid down on the l\Ietropolitan Extension Railway, will bo
the rail of the future (see fig. 13)'. The ordinary lengths of rails va,y from
15 to 24 feet.
The following list (taken from Vol. XX. of minutes of proceedings, C.E. Institution, page 280) show the various descriptions of railway bars exported from
England, and their destination:( Formerly the double-headed rail; now the broad bottomed
flange rails; also Brunel's nnd Barlow's systems.
Europe-France
Russia, Sweden, Denmark, Austria, and generally throughout
the deep flange rail.
Germany . . . . • • . • • • • • • . . . .
Sardinia and Naples • • . • • . . . • • the single-headed rail with chair.
Italy in other parts . • • . . • . . • . • • the deep flange rail.
the double-headed rail with chair.
• •. . . . . . . . •
Asia-India
the brnad-bottomed flange rail.
Ceylon . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . .
Australia • • • • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • the double-headed rail with chair.
on Greaves' bearings.
Africa, Egypt . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . • . . . . . . ditto
America 1 United States . . . . • • • • . • • • . . • the broad-bottomed flange rail.
ditto
Canada, Great Western • . . • • . • . . • . . . . • ditto
Grand Trunk . • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • the bridge rail on cross sleeper.
11
Brazil . . . . . . . • • . • • . • . . . • . • • • • . • . . . . . . . the double-headed rail.
Chili and Peru . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . the broad-bottomed flange rail.
7.-Appended to this paper are representatiYe sections of different rails, with
the calculations for their respective moments of inertia, the method of making
which, it may be as well briefly to summarize.
If I be the moment of inertia. of any rectangle bd, then

Ettt
:::~··t
"-!,!

i

li l

.•...

···-"'
...... .';!

I= '!I"' b

- • b d' •
(<!.)' + ' b (i)
2 •-·n
2

T

See Rankin's useful Rules and Tables, p. 159.
Therefore, by dividing the sectioa of any solid into any
number of rectangles (ns per margin) we get
I= -fc (••'

+ b (f' -

e')

+ e (g• --

f')

+ il (I,' -g'J)

• Thts oplnlon seems !1ardly to be borne out by tho most recent practice. In an important line
now under construction between Manchester and Lh'er1>00l, in which the Engineers or three largo
:~~;~~~~~ncerncd, a single-headed steel rail (like fig. 17) ha11,aftermature consJdcratlon,been
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8.-Thc moment of resistance= } ; whenf0
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= the working resistance

of

0

the material employed (5 tons in wrought iron per square inch in compression•), I the moment of inertia, and y 0 the distance from the neutral axis to the
extreme fibre on the weakest 1iide of the section, (the compression side in
wrought iron).
9.-Then by equating the moment of resistance wi1h the moment of pressure,
we get, in the case of a beam supported at both ends and loaded in the centre,
total working load in tons,
when "'
½length of beal'ing in inches.
and c
W c _ f0 l

=
=

2
aJJd W

-

=

Yo

2/

0

I

''!lo

Where the beam is un:formly loaded, the morn en t of flexure
w

= weight in tons per
Since \V

= 2 cw =

= ~c'l

if

2/ I

inch run; and, therefore, to

I

4 f

= c/y

0

-;f-, the latter equation may be omitted

in practice,

0

the load for the centre being doubled when uniformly distributed.
10.-In the case of the bridge and flan,..e rails, the calculation for the moment
of inertia is complicated by having previously to determine the centre of gravity
for the position of the neutral axis, and by then hadng to calculate separately
the rectangles of the upper and lower flanges. To ensure accuracy in the result, a •rery careful preliminary measurement and drawing of the rail section
would have to be made, and all this would probably require more time than
would be available in the field. Even with the most careful calculation, the results
obtained can only be regarded as approximate, so much depending upon the
quality of the iron and the condition of the rails, the tffl'ct of which on the coefficient / 0 could only be determined by experiment. I would, thtrefore, propose some more rough and ready means of determining the transverse strength
of rails, by basing the calculation on some easily obtained data.
I I .-Attached to this paper is a table giving calculations of the moments
of inertia for rails of different classes, and to determine the strength of any
similar rails it is only necessary to find the ratio of any transyerse dimension
to the cor1·esponding dimension of one of those already calculated, assuming
the other dimeusions to correspond in the same ratio: then with equal lengths
cf rails the moments of resistance "·ould be as the cubes of these dimensions.
But in rails where these dimensions are very small, and where the sections are
o.l ways curvilinear, it would be ,•ery hazardous to base any calculation on their
• Tbls statement of the l!trcugth of wrought iron ern, perhaps on the side of 11u!ct.r, for tba
purpo.,e under consideration.
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accuracy; nad I therefore propose takin g the we(qht n~ the standard ~f co~parison, the weight of a yard of rail being a well-recogmzed datum for 1dcnt1fica.
.
.
tioo, and one easily ascertained.
12.-The following simple analJsis shews the relations which the weights of
equal lengths of similar rnils bcn1· to their strength.
Let A , B, be any two similar rails; then
call 111 the common ratio of sectional dimenBions.
G the weight of one yard of A.

of B.
do.
do.
G,
then, area of section A= a e + b ( f - e).
do. of do. B=am.em+bm(fm-em)
=m• (••+ b(J- c) )
Area of B

= m•

Therefore, Area of A

fAs the area. in square inches multiplied
l by ·28 x 36 = weight of a yard run.

G

bm, ! ! or cf = m' (!.)
· .. Y
Call l the moment of inertia of A
do. of B
do.
11
then l = ,lr (••'
and 1 1 =-{, (ame' m'

+ b (f' -

e') )

+ bm (J'm' -e' m')) =,',m• (ae• + b (f'-e'))
Therefore,

= m•

T11

(2.) and

-- G:G'

Call W
W1

=safe load, on a length = 2c, on rail A}
=

do.

= le, on rail B
then as before W c = fo 1
1/o
2

on a length

W1 c

and -2-

=

w,

=

therefore W

f0

loaded in centre and supported at both ends.

lm4

Yo m.

t11 •

( 3.)

By eliminating m in equations 1 and 3

W, _

W -

(~)t
G

(4.)

13.-By means of this equation having a given section of a rail, with its
moment of inertia and area, we can at once determine W for any other rail of
similar section, the weight per yard being known.

14.-Example: Taking section No. I as a base, having weight per yard run
G

= 73•543 lbs., to find

the safe bearing load on the centre of a rail of the sec-

tion of No. 5, the weight of which is G 1
10 ft., supported at both ends,

=

= 76·46 lbs. per yard; length of rail I
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In section No. I, by equating the moment of resistance with the moment of
pressure, we get
( I

= 21-133 by previous calculation

f )=

c(=

We_ fo I

{

2 - Yo

fo

= 5 tons

1/o

=

2·55 inches

I _ 2 X 5 X 21-133
2f
=
c 1/o - - 60x -2 ,55 -

'" _
,
Th ere,ore
,, In section No. 5,

5 X 12 = 60inches

0

1·35 tons.

= working load

caU W

= weight per yard run
(== moment of inertia) = 22·208

G
I1

y01

= 2·55 inches

by equation 4,
W,

=W

G,)¾
(G

= 1·35

X (76·460)¾
73 .643

If calculated by moment of inertia:
2 t~ I, _ 2 X 5 X 22·208
cy - 60 X 2·55
W,

=

= 1·431 tons.

= 1·451 tons.

0 '

Difference in calculations ·02 tons.
15.-Table I shows the workiog loads (W, in col. 6) for different sections of
rails with lengths of 10 feet, supported at both ends and loaded in centre, cal~
cu]ated from the moments of iuertia (as shewn in par. 9).
To find the working loads for any similar rails:

.
,

By equation 4 (par. 12)

~

w,

=

working load,
= calcula.ted
see Col. 6, Table I.
l, = length in feet = 10.
:,

( W1

G

,j

Gl¾

Gv
X

Z

G I T == weight per yard run in

lbs. of known rail.
G

Call

i
then W

=C x

;

I

l

W

I

of rail similar to
= weight
knowo rail,

= length of ditto.
load of ditto
= working
required to be found

in tons.
C has been calculated fOl' the given sections and
\..
is shewn in col. 7, table 1.
16.-ln the cases of the bridge and flange 1·ails, the shapes are so various,
that a much greater number of examples than I have been able to collect would
be necessary to make this table complete.
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'l'wo of these examples, Nos. 5 nnd 131 nre steel rnils1 nncl it appears to be the
01>inion among Civil Engineers, thnt they will gradually supersede the iron rails.
The fransvcrsc str<'ngth of ::.tccl is not t>asily determinecl,ns it appears to have been
,cry little i11Yestigat<.•d. (Professor Rankinc, on Ci,·il Engineering, page 510).
In Yol. XXV. of Proceedings of Ci"il Engineers, in a paper read on l\larch the
20th 1866, there is a record of experiments made nt Mr. Kirknlcly's works on
the tran:snrsc strength of steel and iron railway bars. Tak ing the cases of
seven steel bars of similar sections ( the double-headed type) that were broken
with gradually increasing s trains, I have shown in Table 2, that the mean coefficient of strength (C) obtained, as shown in column of remarks on Table 2, is
•0! I 8. 1 his would give the sfrcngth of the steel rails w~ry nearly double that
of the iron rails, the mean coefficient of the double-headed iron rails being
·0213.
Dl-~PLECTION.

17 .-Let V, V 1 represent the deflection of two similar rails, then by the formula
for deflection : (tabulated from useful Rules ancl Tables, p. 222.)

then

II

V

== "\Vn'''l 3

V,

12'
XV n'"-El -,= \--8 1

X 12 1
SE I

}a == ;,

\V,

1 3

1

t,

X

1

X }

I
I

Substituting val ues from equations -,<
1, 2, 3, and 4, s
V

Gv

y, = G----,
,V

= VG,
VG

G

l'
X
X

r,l

X

"r = respective working 1oads.
1

l, l 1

'l

G'

Z'

l"

V=D VG

or

= -h for beams supported at ends

E

= modulus of elasticity =
29,000.000 for wrought iron

I, I,

or calling ~v'G, -

l,'

supported at ends
=¼forandbeams
loaded in middle.
and uniformly loaded.

l

~

= the respecti,·c bearings in feet.

n ' 11

-

= respectfre moments of inertia.

D
(5).

18.-This equation gives the cleflec tion for a rail loaded in the middle. If
the same load be distributed uniformly, V will of course vary in the ratio of the
values of n 1 ' ' or as ¼ to ;p.,, or 1 : ·625.
If loaded uniformly with the working load (2W ) as l : l ·25.
19.-Table 1, cols. 8 to 11, shows the deflections for len!?'ths of 10 feet with
working loads, both when in the centre an d when uniforml; distributecl.
Cols. 9 and 11 in this table gives the valu e of the coefficients D and l ·25 D for
rails of sections similar to those n :fcrred to, the calculated deflections of which
are given in cols. 8 and 10.
In this t~ble all lengths are taken in feet instead of inches, for convenience
of calculation.
20.-In the case of mathematically i;im ilar beams, the r Psults obtained from
equations l, 2, 3, 4, 5, will be found identical with those got b,· the ordinary
method of calculation.
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Thus suppose A, a to be two similar rolled iron beams where m (the ratio of
2
the sectional dimensions)

=

To find the working loads W, W 1 and
deflections V, V 1 ,
the length of each be,m l

··r

I, I I

;

'i
A

..p ..

f0

,

I

i

'
~

= 5 tons ; c == -l X2- 12 ;

f

n

i!

!

1 ,,

== l ,

E

= 29,000,000

In beam A

= ~' {1 X 6' + 4 X (10 ' - 6'))
= 279·33
sectional area = 6 + 4: X (10 - 6)
I

__ ,;

==

!
'-----~~--..J

=10 feet

= respective moments of inertia

22 square inches

I _ 2 x 5 X 279·33 == 9•311
W==cy- 5Xl2X5
2 f0

tons

0

n "' W

V

9·311 x (5 X 12) 3 X 2240
6 X 29,000,000 X 279·33

0s _

E_l__
== _ _

-

= •09269 inches.
In beam a
11

=+, (·6 X 3' + 2 X (5' -

Sectional area= ·5 X 3
"W 1

- 2fo I, c y01 -

+ 2 X (5 -

2 X 6 X 17-458
5 X 12 X 2·5

==

= 17-458.
= 5·5 square inches.

3'))

3)

1"164 tons.

n'" W, c• _ 1"164 X (5 X 12)' X 2240

V,

=~-

By equation 4

6 X 29000000 X 17·468

==

,

w: w,

G~

or, in the case of beam A, a,

W
W1

3

=

or 1·164

¾

9·311 . G ' _ ~
1•164' ~ - 5,5¾

x

22¾
120·1

== 9·311 X
== 120·1

5·5¾

•1854 inches.
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And by equation 5
V

V, yG,

= ---i;-

X

!'

i7G =

·I SGi X
IO '

\15-6

IO'

X y22

= .09•69
" inches,

being the same as ·when found in terms of I.

21.-By obvious induction from the foregoing, the ratio of the deflection of
any two similar rails of equal length is the r eciprocal of the cube root of the
ratio of their moments of resistance.
Thus in the case of the two beams A. a,
V

I

V
I

= . /Ww, or

·09269
·1854

=

(6)

:.;

=

or •4999
·4999.
22.-lt thus appears that in similar beams of equal lengths the relations of
transverse strength (i.e. the ratios of the moments of resistance) are ns the
cubes of the square roots of the respective sectional areas, and the deflections
(at points of greatest stress) inversely as the square roots of these areas.
23.-ln experiments on rectangular bars (such as those made by Professor
Hodgkinson and by the Commissioners on the Application of Iron to Railway
Structures, in 1847), the ratio of transverse strength of bars with similar sections was determined by the ratio of the product of the breadth by square of
depth of their respective sections. '!'he ratio thus found is obviously the same as

~; but since the _mean breadth and depth of beams with sections such as

G~
those of railway bars is not easily found, I would suggest substituting this
ratio of the areas, or of the weights of a yard run-the assumption in either
case being that the beams are of the same material, and nearly mathematically
similar in shape.
24.-I make this suggestion since (althoug~ founded on most elementary
mathematical reasoning) these relations of the area to the transverse strength
in similar beams do not appear to be generally known.
25.-Thus, in the table of experiments already referred to in Vol. XXV. of
Proceedings of Civil Engineers, a column is given headed u Ultimate strain per
square inch," obtained simply by dividing the ultimate strain by the sectional
area. Now, this column is, I venture to think, misleading, if used for computing the comparative strength of the materials under trial; and that it is so
used, is evident from the lecturer's own statements, which passed unchallenged
in the subsequent discussion (see pp. 375-377, Vol. XXV. of Proceedings).
26.-In Table 2, attached to this paper, column 4, is an extract from the
column referred to, giving the so•called "ultimate strain per square inch" of
seven steel rails. Column 6 gives also the coefficient of strength (C) obtained,
as stated in paragraph 15. Now, by column 4, the strongest iron apperu.·s to be
rail a, whereas by column 6 the strongest is e i the nearest to mean strength by
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column 4 is D, and by column 6 is a. A and D, the materials of which appear
of exactly the same strength according to column 6, are of very different
strength according to column 4, &c., &c.
Of course, had the trial been one of tensile strength merely, instead of trans•
verse strength, then column 4 would correctly express the relative strength of
material.
27 .-Table No. I provides only for finding the working loads of similar rails
and their corresponding deflections. It would be more complete were auother
column added showing the coefficient in each case for finding the load to pro•
ducc a given deflection in similar rails. Thi~ may, however, be easily found
from the data already given.
28.-Thus by formula for deflection

y

= W X l'.
__ 000 _8
-

"1

( W

=

/

=

working load in centre when supported
at both ends,
length in feet.

X 2240 X 12' _, l
1 n"'=:}
SEI
E = 29000000
L I =: moment of inertia.
-I,i"'

I

w z,

W

Therefore y
Take W 1
11
and V 1

I

= .00278 zs

}
load
= working
moment of inertia of any other rail.
= deflection

:=

,v

r,_

1 ___

Then V, -

0

00278 Z•

and dividing former equations by this
· x
~V

!J.= 111-

W1

W

;orifV=V 1

_ I

W1 -

~

G•
Ii"-o'!

· 'Jar then I
ii
If therasares1m1,

W

w1

-

(equation 2, par. 12) and

G'

(7,)

= G:

29.-Thus in any beams of equal lengths, the weights producing equal deflections are as the moments of inertia ; in si"milar beams, as the squares of the
sectional areas.
Ex.-In the two similar beams A, a, required the weights (in centre as
before) to produce a deflection of .¼. the Jen gth of 10 feet.
In A

W -

V I
·00278 Z' -

·25 X 279~ ·00278 X 10' -

25·12 tons
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In a

o! . W
,v 1 = o•

By equation 7 :-

= 5·5221
1

= 1·57 tons;

X 25·12

or by formula for deflection
·25 X 17·458
V I
l3 = ·00278 X 10·:t- = 1·57 tons.
= ·00218

W,

Both methods thus giving the same result..

30.-Of course the converse holds true, that with equal weights the deflections are inYersely as thfl moments of inertia, or, iu similar beams, im·crsely as
the squares of the sectional areas.
31.-ln practice it may be found difficult to decide which of the examples
given in Table I. is most similar to the rail whose strength and deflection it is
required to find. The following rule, resulting from the foregoing, will therefore be found useful.
32.-Take the largest sectional dimension obtainable, call it d, and the corresponding one of the given rail d 1 ;
Call G the weight of the rail required.
G 1 the weight of the rail given.
Then 1'ith similar beams
If diesimilar

G
G

o•

G;

d'l
= a:"

<i't
---.

)

d,

'

Col. 9, Table I gives the index of similarity of the different rails G,·

d;

G.G.
• IJ' nt be the common
(by equation 1.)

=

ratio or dimensions as assumed in paragrnph 12, then <~

tSince(insimilarbeams)

.

'

rZ 3

_
~ ::. ~then~ - Gv _
<l: G1i
wl
d~

Gl

')'

ci;

11~j

( Gv

X <l~ _

\·G!

as

==
G3

2:....

G1
d

13

o: d3

This equation will be found to gn·e good approximate results for beams having a slight t1i8r!hn1larity, as shewn in examples belO\v, It may, ot course, be reduced, by dividing the traction by tile
.

.

G

eqruvalent quantities~ and

a'

a':
1

G8

x

thua G' X
:rl

d3

a!

x ~

.

X :,
I

'l

d

l

,...

= :~ : ;, = ~;1

which is cor-

I

rect in similar beams, but less accurate than the first when there is dleslmilarity, i.e. when
G

('a'

Gi )~

]\.,,,? .) .
BESSEMER STEEL RA1L.
LONDON & NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY.

\..

;; ;;;,::; 8'.

,; ;. .,..

:g .:;i ':!
..:. .;. .;

~

i.
~..

J
,\'echt\

l\~71

s,111,1r,: /11,.,·

\111,9y lbs.

7 · 586' .,·,,u,n•c in.:;.
S,•dirn,,/ _.1,.,.,1.
H/·,.ql,t 71>'r J;,,.,7 7r,'• ·lb' /1:,,y ,
J _ ?'f,'W8.

I

::.i;r? L7.
SINGLE HEADED

RAIL.

AUSTRIA.

-'i.:.,

.J •851,' ·"'!"'"~' i11s
1\',·1i1l,t 11o·1· 'J~11vl ,Jg. ~1-181!,s,
I _s,:n.

.~',·,·11·,,,,,,t .J ,.,.,,
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TABLE

II.

Abstract of Experiments on Steel Hails, extracted from Tables Vol. X."(V,, P.C,E.

REMARKS.

W1 Z1

A Crewe, 18GG (UCW) •• , •.•..

DJ Cammell &Co., 1864. (new)

71536

10061

7·11

•0439

c=-G,-t-

G, S. Fox & Co., 1864 (new) ••

li7400

850!

6·75

·0381

bere

I

W1

Ulthnnte strain

= Factor of safety ( =6)

= 5 fCCt,
oi = (Seotl, area X lO·OS)f

ll

a

S. Fox & Co., 18G3 ... . ... .

88736

10476

8'47

0·410

C

Ditto

........

77i44

9178

8·47

·0367

a

Lancnshlre Steel Co., 1865

d.ltto

78096

10195

7• 66

'0429

. • . •• • • •

7324.8

104.84.

1·02

·0-168

Means of above • . • • • . . • • •

75:?iG

9900

7·59

·o-ns

e Ditto

ditto

These specimcn.s are all doubleheaded rails.
• Col. 4. i11 obtnintd by dividing
Col. 3byCol. 5, and is not tlle
real strain per square lncb.
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PAPER XI.
DETAILS CONNECTED WITH THE SERVICE OF HEAVY
MUZZLE-LOADING RIFLED GUNS.
The following Paper, which has reference to details connected with the service of heavy muzzle-lo'ading rifle guns in open batteries, has already been
published in the " Proceedings of the Royal Artillery Institution." In insert-ing it in the Royal Engineer Corps Papers, an addition of two plates has been
made, viz., Plate VI, showing a portion of an open battery with iron shields.
Plate VII, a portion of a casemated battery, including all the accessories and
arrangements for passing up ammunition to the gun floor. The necessary
explanations are given upon these plates.
W. F. D. J.
15th November, 1870.
Proceedings of a meeting assembled at 109, Victoria Street, on the 30th of
July, 1866,
PRESENT:

Major Gen. ST. GEORGE, C.B., R.A. J Brig. General LEFROY, R.A.
Colonel GAMBIER, C.B., R.A.
Major Gen. A. G. TAYLOR, RA.
Lieut. Colonel JERVOIB, C.B., R.E.
"Major General Taylor read some remarks he had drawn up as Inspector
General of Artillery, the result of his observations in making his inspectiona.
These are appended to the proceedings.
"The meeting considered the general principles to be adopted in the future
construction of forts and coast batteri~s, and decided on the following :1.-" The Southsea auxiliary defences, as lately constructed, with respect to
the arrangements of the magazines, expense magazines, shell rooms, &c., as
shewn in the plan of that work laid before the meeting, are generally approved,
and may be taken as a satisfactory general guide for future constructions.
(Plate I).•
2.- 0 The expense magazines as shewn in this plan, viz. one for every four
guns, are concurred in. Each magazine should contain at least twenty.five
rounds per gun; that proportion being increased for such faces as are likely to
be long under fire, or where the main magazine is unavoidably more remote
from the expense magazines than in this plan.
• On account of insufficiency of space, 0111,r a portion of the plnn is giYen. A dingrnm ha5
been introduced to explain the relatb·o positions of the guns, the store rooms, nnd ammunition
chambers,
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3.-" ,:\ plan embodying these general principles will be prepared, and the
shell-fillino- rooms and room for filling cnrtrid~s will be shewn upon it.
4.-" c:ionel Jervois, H.E., placed before the meeting n. proposed method of
movir,g shells for cascmntes nnd for open batteries, which was generally approved; to be considered in detail.
5.-" Ile also shewed n. plan of transferring the cartridges from the magazine to the gun floor; on which it was observed that it will be preferable in all
cases to bring up the shell at the nearest opening to the gun,• and the cartl'idge
at the more remote one. The details will be further considered.
6.- " Drawings in detail of art illery small stores, general stores, shell stores,
side-arm stores, &c., will be prepared for consideration.
7. -11 The meeting consider that, when practicable, no work should be dependent on one mngazine alone for its supply of powder.
"Particular attention should be given to the effective lighting of all magazines.
8.-" A recognized nomenclature for eyery description of accommodation and
arrangement should be adopted, ancl not departed from.
9.-" 'lhe side arms iu casemntcs shoulcl be ranged along the interior of the
arch.
"Having laid down the above general principles, the meeting adjourned for
the present, to give time Lr the preparation of plans in accordance with them,
and for furthC'r consideration of the general subj ect."
The Committee met again and considered the plans on 7th February, 1867.
They were then cnrried out.
'l'he accompanying questions, embodying the principal points which most
IJearly affect artillery d('fence, were drawn up in connectio11 with the foregoing
discussion, and are here inserted as a h elp to the consideration of this subject
by officers who may be called on to report up on it hereafter:( l) llfagadnes. -Is the communication between the guns and the expense
magazines sufficiently direct and as well coYercd as circmm,t:rnces permit?
(2) Are the expense magazines in the best situations in point of security,
and convenient in point of access?
(3) Are the ma.in magazines in the best situation in point of security, and
convenient in point of access? Is the store of powder sufficiently divided to
render all risks as small as is practicable?
(4) Are the doors or openings in the best direction, in reference to security
under fire?
(5) Arc the shell rooms and shell recesses sufficiently numerous, convenient
of access, and convenient for the supply of loaded shells with rapiditv?
(6 ) 11.-"umber rf Artillery Store Rooms.-Are tl1cy adequate i 1~ point of
accommodation and size j sufficiently numerous ; conveniently !)laced?
(7) Tra1:ersing Platforms.-Are the racers firmly laid and true in gauge?
Do the guns travNse with the proper degree of facility?
. • It was s.ub.~cqu~mtlr cxplaine,1 by C,llunel Jcl'voi~. that the !.winging up of the shell through
a ilft, pl:1c4:d 1mmcdultd_r bchiud the rncrlon between two guns in a cnsematecl lmttL•1·r. \l',Htl,I ho
:,t~cn<lcd with diin.dnmtagc, as the travcrt:ing 1·ack.sor tacklcwvttlll lie across the moutltof the lifl.
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(8) Are the ground J>latforms in good repair, at the proper slope, and of sufficient size for the guns now mounted upon them?
(9) Are traverses sufficiently numerous, and do they give as much protection
as the circumstances of the work admit of?
(10) SJ>lint<r-J>roof Cover.-Is there any protection provided against splinters of shells? ls there in your opinion room for its extension or improvement?
(11) Cover gen, rally.-Are the parapets of the batteries high enough and
solid enough to give a serviceable degree of protection?
(12) Aids to accuracy.-Are the heights of each battery, and the distances
of conspicuous permanent objects within cannon shot of it, perfectly ascertained
and permanently recorded at the battery ?
'l'he Committee abo\'e 1·eferred to having agreed on general principles, the
subjoined memorandum was drawn up by the Deputy Director of Works, and
embodies the instructions under which the officers of that Department acted
in completing the works at Southsea Castle :Southsea 14
1.-" The amount of cartridges and loaded shells that it is pro~
posed to provide accommodation for in battedes is 100 rounds•
(100 per gun).
2.-" The supply of cartridges provided for the guns, together with the proportion of powder in bulk (if any), and bursting charges for the shell, should be
stored in the main magazines, and no portion should be stored (except under
extraordinary circumstances), in the expense magazines, which are intended
only for temporary use, when the battery is put in a state of pl·eparation for
action
3.-11 The expense magazines situated in proximity to the main magazines,
are intended to accommodate, under these circumstances, twenty-five cartridges
for each of the guns to which they are allotted (usually for four guns).
4.-" 'l.'he expense magazines that cannot easily be replenished from the main
magazines (as for instance those in the flanks at Southsea batteries), should
receive not less than thirty cartridges per gun.
5.-" The shells when loaded should be stored in the expense and main shell
stores.
"If supplied unloaded, they should be stacked in the interior of the battery.
"Of the loaded shells supplied, a number equivalent to the cartridges destined
for the expense magazines, should be stored in the expense shell stores.
6.-" The remainder of the 100 shells per gun should, when supplied loaded,
be stored in the main shell stores.
7 .-" The different natures of cartridges should be kept sufficiently distinct to
prevent confusion. ·with this object, the bays in the magazines have been subdivided. The cartridges are packed iu zinc cylinders, and can be piled to the
extent of ten in height in the case of cartridges for 9-inch guns, and of guns of
, 'fl!is number was fixecl at n time when it was con1:<idcrc(l that sheU,; woul<l be used on all occa~i,1n!<. As now laid down in Circular on Ammunition a11d Stores-Gnrrisou Senice, tl1c pmportiuu
'!'he rest of the 100 arc sulid ~110t. Of these, Eomc will he stored near to tin:
gun, and the rest pile,! in a covmicnt place.

of 8 1idh1 will \.le 66.
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less calibre. Seven layers will, however, in general be found sufficient, and
tnking into account the extent of floor space nllowed for the stacks1 will be
found to afford the necessary accommodation.
8.- 11 The shells of 9-inch rifled guns, and of guns of greater calibre, should
be made to stand on their bases in the shell stores. Smaller shells can be
stacked.
u Owing to the great length of the service shells for 9-inch and l 2-incb guns,
no economy of space arises from stacking being resorted to, more particularly
as the ~tacks of shells when thus arranged have to be kept well apart, and a
free space provided for access to them. The labow· of moving the shells from
the store when in stacks, will also prove to be much greater, even with the
assistance of machinery, than when the shells are made to stand on their bases.
"A traveller having been supplied for one of the main shell stores at Southsen,
a comparative trial of the merits of the two plans can be instituted.
Artillery Stores,
9.-" Of all the artillery stores supplied for use in a battery, the side-arms,
levers, tackle, and handspikes require least protection from the weather, and
can be stored in light metal buildings.
"The approved method of storing them is to have them all under the same
roof. One example of this kind of stores has been provided at Southsea. The
other sheds provided for the side-arms and tackle were constructed before this
method was adopted.
10.-" It is intended that the side-arms and tackle for each gun should be
kept quite distinct, so that they can be readily removed, and taken to the gun
for whose service they are required.
u Each division of the side-arm rack is intended for the side-arms of two guns;
the distinction between the two sets is maintained by the heads of those for one
gun being at one end, and the heads of the second set being made to project at
the other end.
11.-" The' artilfory small-store buildings' are intended for the small stores
in use.
"The principle of arrangement is that of separatiug the sets required for
each gun. The plans of the artillery small stores furnished for the Southsea
batteries, explain the proposed method of storing these articles.
12.-" The 'artil_lery general store' is intended to take the dupli'cate or spare
stores, tackle, and side-arms, &c., that are provided for the guns, and that are
under the charge of a master-gunner.
'' No particular arrangement, beyond that necessary to ensure economy of
space, is in this case necessary.

"W.F.D.J."
Oc~ober 12ti1, 1868,
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The batteries were not fully armed before May, 1869, when they had
mounted:1 Shunt rifled 13·3-inch gun of 22 tons (the original BIG WILL, of 1863).
22 Woolwich rifled 9-inch guns of 12 tons.
9 Woolwich rifled 7-inch guns of7 tons.
The general artillery store, the smaH arm store, and the side arm sheds
:were not fi?ally completed, but were handed over temporarily. At this stage
1t was decided by the Secretary of State that the Commanding officers of
Artillery and Engineers, with an officer from the School of Gunnery, and one
from the Department of Works, should report on the arrangements, which was
done in July, 1869, and resulted in the subjoined report. Appreciating the
great importance of diffusing throughout both branches of the service the best
information on these subjects, the Secretary of State has sanctioned its
publication.
J. H.L.
November 10th, 1869.
Cor1·espondence in respect to the examination and trial of the Side-arm Store,
Artillery Small and General Store, Expense Shell Store, and Magazines, in
the Batteries at Southsea Castle, armed with 13-inch, 9-inch, and 7-inch,
Muzzle-Loading Rifled Guns, by a Committee of Officers of Royal Artillery
and Royal Engineers.
.COMMITTF.E,

Portsmouth 6
~

16 July, 1869.

Captain and Brevet Major W. J. GRIMST0N, R.A,
Captain E . HARDING STEWARD, R.E.
Captain J. E. BLACKWELL, R.A.
Lieut. J, DU T. BOOLE, R.E.
Side-Arm Store,

u A store containing the side-arms1 block-tackle bearers, buckets, wads, &c.
for twelve guns was examined; also tried with the full number of men requisite
to man that number of guns.
"The fitments and their arrangements appear well adapted for the purposes
required. It is, however, suggested that in future this class of store should be
constructed to contain the stores of eight guns only ; for when the numbers of
the twelve guns went for their stores, the crowding of the men at the doors was
at first too great to permit of the speedy removal of the stores. It is also suggested that the doors should be made broader, that the tackle brackets be made
12 inches long, and of round instead of flat iron, and that pegs be added for the
buckets, (Plate II. figs. I, 2, 3) .
.Artillery " Small " Store.
"A store for the small stores (in use) for twelve guns was examined and
tried. It is suggested that in future this class of store should be made to take
the small stores for eight guns only, in order that it may correspond with sidearm store, if reduced as proposed.
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It is nlso suggrstC'd that the divisions be marked on the bench by black

lines, in order that the spaces devoted to tho stores for each gun shoulcl be more
apparent.
rope should be classed with
11 It is also recommended tbnt the 'preventor'
the small stores, and provided for accordingly; on account of the n.utnbcr of the
gun detachment that procures it having als? to get the sights. _Th e store
examined contains the small stores for five 7-rnch guns and seven 9-mch gun s.
It is suggested that, where possible, the accommodation of the small stores of
guns of different calibres in the same building, should be avoided. (Plate II.
figs. 4, 5, 6.)•
General At·tillery Store.
11 A building for the 1·eception of the spare or general stores for twenty-four
guns was next examined.
"It is recommended that n few additional tackle brackets should be introduced
and a short ladder provided, to enable the men to reach the top of the racks.
(Plate lll. figs. 1, 2, 3.)
E$pense Shell Ston.

11 An expense shell store for four guns was examined, and the service of shell
from it tried. (Plate IV. figs. l, 2.)
"It was found to be capable of containing twenty-five shells for each of the
four guns. It is, however, suggested that, in future, expense shell sto res should
not supply more than two guns, the reduction being proposed with the view of
diminishing the confusion and delay that must necessarily arise when the numbers from fou1· detachments come for shell at the same time.
11 It is also suggested that a lobby should be provided in connection with an
expense shell store, in which shells can be fuzed if necessary. ,vith referenca
to the issue of shell from the lobby, it is recommended that a shell hatch at the
level of the terreplein (provided on each side of the lobby), should be used for
the delivery of the shell, shot rails being employed for the transit of the shell
from the mouth of the hatch to the gun.
11 It is for consideration whether, at the expense shell stores at Southsea, the
shell might not be raised by tackle at the door, and placed on shot-rails laid at
the leYel of the terrepleiu, and be slid to the gun, in preference to employing
trucks for their removal; as the latter cannot be worked without planking, on
account of the looseness of the graycl. (Plate IV. figs. 3, 4,)

• The pegs a on Fig. 6 nrc inn position suitable for the cylinders of the 12 and 7-ton guns, but
not for those of the 18, 25, nnd 35-ton guns, In preparing fittings fol' tbo reception of the smnll
stores of these guns, it wilt be ncx:cssn.r.r to lower the Hhelf to which the pegs a a are attnchcd, to
within 12 inches of the bench (omitting the cylinder 1>cgs and the hooks c c) :111(1 to place an aUUitionnl shelf 21 inches above the bench, 'l'his shelf shoukl be lG inches broad, nnd should be fur,
nishecl with small hooks along the front edge. 'fhe object of this shell is to take the two cnrtridgo
cylinders for cnch gun, Where the wall against which the bench nnd shelves are placed will not
admit of a fi·cc height of 3 feet nbovc the top shelf (the cslindcr for the 12-inch gnn being 2S inches
bigh, exclusire of hnndlc) anangcments must be mnclc for hanging the cylinders from the roof.W. F. D. J.
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" The expense shell store on the right flank of the west battery, which is proYided with a ledge and rails in lieu of a ramp, and a small traveller with blocks
and tackle for raising the shell to the ledge, was next examined.
" Suggested, that shot rails should be employed in other and similar cases in
lieu of the ledge, as they will probably prove as efficient, and more economical.
" The patent unlocking differential pulley, also the tackle and small metal
blocks for raising the shell, were tried. Some experience appears to be req uisite to enable a man to use the differential pulley properly, and without which
an accident might occur. The preference is therefore to be given to the blocks
and tackle for employment with the small tral'eller.
11 The metal clips for holding and raising the shell were tried, also a rope
strap (selvagee), to effect the same object. '!'he latter proved to be easier of
application and quite as effective as the two clips, and is therefore preferred.

Expense Magazine.
" An expense magazine for the service of four guns was examined. (Plate V.
figs. I, 2).
0 The chamber
appears capable of containing conveniently the expense
ammunition for four guns, and the bays afford the requisite separation of the
two natures of ammunition.
",vith the view of facilitating the service of ammunition to guns 1 it is recommended that the number of guns to be supplied by an expense magazine should
be reduced from four to two.
11 It is suggested also that the separation between the lobby and the magazine
should be of brickwork. That the rack to take the cylinders should be placed
in the middle of the chamber, with a passage (and door leading thereto), on
each side ; in order that the cartridges nrn.y be delivered to both guns simultaneously,• and that the necessity for removing the zinc cylinders, when emptied,
may be avoicled. (Plate V. figs. 3, 4).
" It is also suggested that the doors of the chamber containing the cartridges
should be made in half, the lower half being employed as a ledge fot· the cartridge when being issued.
lllain Shell Sto,·e.
" The main shell stores were examined, also the traveller for stacking shells.
It appears that the system of storing loaded shells on their bases is the preferable one, that the traveller works well, and that there can be no objection to
the system of stacking proposed, in situations where piling is necessary. It is
suggested that for transferring shell from a main store to the expense shell
• This nt-rangement necessitates nn undue length fot· the chamber. The arrangement wus pnt
forwnnl under the impression that the h;suing of cartridges to the men of the gun cktnclnncnts
would take place in~ilie the ser,,.ing room. In practice these men would not he allowerl to ('lltC'r tl10
81:rYing clrnmber, aml all issues would be ma(ii: through the upper lmlf of thc 1111k1· rlnor M lhe
ecrving room. This door r,houhl therefore be UJade a hatch donr, ns well as the dnor nf the 11wg-:,.
zinc.-W. F. D. J.

N
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store, shot rails should be rxpcrimC'ntcd with, and n further report mndc. It is
considered that the rails will be found to offer greater facilities for the removal
of henvy shell thnn trucks or carts, on gravel, nnd will probably prove more
economical and ns effective ns n trnmwny, and much more easily laid and
npnircd.
"It is recommended that 400 feet (about) of shot rails, and a proportion of
cun·ed rails, should be supplied to the Royal Artillery at Southsen Castlr, in
order to test this matter.

S/iell-fi!ling Room.

" It is understood that n shell-filling room is to be constructed on the space
near the entrance to the castle. As this site, though central for the battery, is
far removed from the main shell store, it is suggestccl that a filling room should
be pruvidcd contiguous to each range of main shell stores, and so situated that
the empty shells can be stacked with convenience iu its immediate vicinity.
lJlain llfaga:.ind.
" The main magazine of the west battery was examined. The fittings appear
to be suitable. It is suggested that the shifting room should not be in the same
block ns the magazines.
u It is for consideration whether a cartridge-filling-and-shifting room should
not be constructed on a site separated from the magazine, but con\eniently
near to it.

(Signed)

"W. J . GRIMSTON, Capt. and Bt.-Major, R.A.
"E. HARDING STEWARD, Captain R.E.
"J.E. BLACKWELL, Captain R.A.
" J. Du T. BOGLE, Lieut. RE."

Colonel ,vodehouse, C.~., Comrnandin~ Ro~al Artillery, and
Colonel Hadden, Commandmg Royal Engmeer, m forwarding the
·
above, concur in the same, with the following additions and exceptions :-

80 Jnlv, 1860 _

" Recommended, that a side-arm
shed for each of the 23-ton guns
should be constructed under the parapet, close to the guns.
"Emplacement for one gun only at
present made."
Expense Shell St01·e.
" That a hatch for the issue of
shells for the 13-inch gur.s be constructed in the wall of expense shell
roows, Vi"ith lifts, shot rails, &c.

Remarks made by Col. Jervois, C.B.,
Deputy Director of 1Vorks :" This toas intended to be done."

Ditto.
Cunningham's gear is applied to
the gun in question, and the chain
wilt JJreve11t the sl1ell being brouglit
up on rails nearer than the end of tl1e
platform."
11

==i
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"Shot l'ails to bo flush with the
ground and carried round the muzzle
and back to the starting poiut, crossing the l'acers, a gap being left wide
enough for traversing."

" The supply of shot rails was suggested with a vi'eto of testing tlte practicability of this proposition in tlie case
of guns worked by tackle."

"In regard to par. 2, page 8, the
Commanding Royal Engineer states
that the gravel will, if rolled, oon•
solidate and render the tackle unnecessary.''

" lJ chalk is added, and the gravel
well rolled, tlte surface wilt be mucl,
improved, but not sufficiently so to dispense with sltot rails or planking."

"Adverting to the suggestion for
shot l'ails, the Commanding Royal
Engineer states that any alteration
required can be effected by his Department, and that he does not concur in
the issue of rails to the Royal Al'!illery
as necessary."'
Major ?eneral Lefroyt in trausmitting the foregoi_ng to the
20 Aug., 1869 _
Deputy Director of ,vorks, observed that the substantial suggestions of this report, in which he concurred, were:1.-That twelve guns are too many to be supplied from one side-arm store:
eight should be the limit.
2.-That the same remark applies to the artillery small store.
3.-That, if possible, the stores of 7-inch and 9-inch guns should not be
mixed in the same sheds.
4.-That there should, if possible, be an expense shell store to every two
guns instead of four.
5.-A nd an expense magazine in the same proportion.
He added:" There are also a number of minor suggestions of a practical character, for
improving the several stores and facilitating the service of the guns.
"I do not see why the Royal Artillery should not be supplied with 400 feet
of shot rail as asked for, although the Commanding Royal Engineer seems to
prefer to manage it for them. 'l'he officers serving the guns appear to me the
most. likely persons to discover by trial where shot rails can be used with the
greatest convenience and economy of labour.
11 The report of the committee referred to on 4874., and this report, are documents of so much practical value, that I think they should be printed, or communicated to the Royal Engineer Corps Papers and Royal Artillery Institution
1 Proceedings' for general information."
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D epi,ty Director of Works lo Director Get1eral of Ord11a11ce.
1.-" I concw· in the adoption in futw·e of the suggestions containcd in the report,
2.-u Plans of the several store buildings and fitments, revised in accordance
with the suggestions, are now being made.
3.-" At the Soutbsea batteries, the slight deficiencies in the fitments of the
etores and ammunition chambers will be made good.
4.- 11 Other additions, such as the laboratory and shifting room, and the shellfilling rooms, were always intended to be made, when funds are voted for the
purpose.
6.-" As regards the shot rails, no doubt those which nre moveable should be
&upplied to the Royal Artillery, and laid and used by them where required.
Some railst however, (at the doors of the expense shell stores for instance), will
be fixtures, and these will be provided and fixed by the Royal Engineei·
Department.
6.-" It appeaTS most important that the1·e should be a full trial of the shot
rails, and I am at present having a drawing made of rails, both straight and
curved, adapted for the movement of elongated 9-inch shells.
7.-" ,vith regard to the last pa1·agraph of your minute, the two papers you
mention might be circulated with advantage, as you propose,"
Deputy Adjutant General, R:A., ~o Director General of Ord25 Oct., 1869 _
nance, states that he concurs with him and the Deputy Director
of orks, and would propose that the reports be printed for circulation. .
Major General Lefroy forwards to Lord Northbrook for approval,
27 Oct., 1869 •
the proposal for transmitting copies to the editors of the "Proceedings" of the Royal Artillery Institution, and Corps Papers1 Royal Engineerst
as a seady way of giving publicity to this report; and this was approved by
the Secretary of State for War,
2 l)\.'tit., l btiO.
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IRON SHIELD EXPERIMENTS.
Dy LIEUT.-CoL. INGLIS, R.E.
At the conclusion of Paper XIII, Volume XVIII, it was intimated that an
experimental Gun Shield, embodying all the latest improvements, would probably be tried at Shoeburyness early in the year 1870. The present Paper
gives an account of this trial
The construction of the Shield is shown in Plate I, and it may be described
in the words of a Paper printed by order of the Director of Works, dated
Fortification Branch, War Office, 23rd February, 1870, as follows:" It is 12 feet long, and 8 feet 2 inches high, and is adapted for use in a masonry
casemn.te having an opening of those dimensions covered with a flat arch, as at
Hurst Castle and other works. The same construction, slightly modified, will
apply to those instances of masonry casemates where the arch over the opening
is curved; it will also be applicable, if required, to open batteries.
11 The shield is composed of two main parts, namely, the armour and the
supports.
"The armour consists of three 5-inch plates, made to the full size of the shield
by a process 1·ecently adopted in the fortification branch, with intervals of
5 inches between them, in which a concrete composed of iron turnings and tar
mixed hot, and weighing about 240 lbs. per foot cube, is introduced.
"This arrangement of armour is the result of experiments which took place on
the 4th February, and 4th and 14th June, 1869,• with small targets designed by
the officers of Royal Engineers engaged on iron fortifications, as well as of other
investigations by the same officers. The front plate is bolted to the second by
means of ten 3-inch armour bolts with plus threads (5¼ threads to the inch) and
spherical nuts at each end, seated in corresponding holes in the ru:mour plates.
The second and third armour plates are held back to the supports by eight
bolts of similar pattern. These bolts, however, are secured to the skin of the
supports by means of spherical nuts in coiled washers of special construction,
similar to those used in the two small targets above referred to. The fastenings
are so laid out, that in no case does an armour bolt appear at the back of the
shield.

• See pages 266 to 270, and 271 to 273, Vol. XVIII.
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u The port opening in the front ru·mour mea.sures 4 feet high, and 2 feet
6 inches wide, and admits of the 10-inch 18-ton gun training 70°, elevating 10°,
and depressing 5°. The 12-inch 25-ton gun would train 60° behind the shield,
elevate 8°, and depresd ,5°,
"'l'he iron concrete round t.he port in both intervals is retained by menus of
frames composed of 1-inch plate and angle irons, so disposed ns to admit of
their being compressed between the armour without seriously straining the
plates.
u The supporting structure is composed of 1-inch plate, and 6-inch by 6-inch
by l•inch angle irons, built in the form of a case, to cover the whole of the back
of the armour except in the central space required for the working of the gun.
" The depth or thickness of this case is 2 feet 6 inches. It stands upon a
1½-inch base-plate, the ends of which pass under the piers of the masonry structure in which the shield is fixed.
"The w bole of the case is filled with iron concrete.
" The shield is held down by means of 2-inch bolts to a 3-inch plate, bedded in
the foundation, at a depth of about 2 feet below the floor level. The ends of
this plate pass under the masonry piers. Three of the holding down bolts are
nutted on the top side of the base pl!ite inside the case ; the remainder are bent
over four 3}-inch studs which pass through the rear armour plate and the front
skin of the case.
"In addition to the armour bolts, already described, there are two 3j-inch studs
passing through the rear armour plate and skin near the top of the shield to
relieve the fastenings in that part from shearing.
"The weight of the shield is approximately as follows : Tons cwt.
Armour plates ..
22 10
Bolts and nuts ..
0 18
Supporting structure and port frames
12
2

Iron concrete

..

35

10

20

18

"The masonry in which the shield stands, is built to represent a port.ion of the
adjacent work of a masonry fort prepared to receive iron shields.
"The parts immediately about the shield are composed of stone; brickwork in
P ortland cement being used for the remainder. To make up, in a small degree,
for the absence of mass in this work, as well as for its being quite fresh and of
a temporary character, it is held together and strutted by means of timber and
tie bolts. The top is also loaded with old armour, to give weight, corresponding, in some measure, with the weight of the upper part of an actual work."
The shield was made at the Atlas Works, Sheffield, under the inspection of
the officers of the Fortification Branch. It was completed at the works in
about thirteen weeks from the date of order to commence. The contract for it
required that the materials and workmanship should answer the conditions of
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the specification for the ironwork of Fort Cunningham, Bermuda, which was
then in hand.
Under these conditions the piece cut out of each armour-plate to form the
port was subjected to the established proof at Shoeburyness.
For this proof, each piece is fitted with trunnions set in its longer edges, near
one end, and these trunnions are held in holes made in two massive swingiAg
iron bars suspended from over head. Thus, when the plate is struck it is free to
turn both on its own axis, and also to revolve or swing in the suspension bars.
1'his method of holding the plates was adopted as entailing less cost for maintenance than other plans.
'fhe proof is carried out by firing a Palliser shot from the 7-in. muzzle-loading
rifled gun at 30 yards with a 9-lb. charge. A good 5-in. plate will stop this shot,
and if very good it will show only a slight star crack and bulge in rear. An
indifferent plate will let the shot through, and have a large piece taken off the
back. A bad plate will let the shot pass easily through, and perhaps crack a
good deal, or even break in pieces. There are other appearances which weigh
in assigning figures of merit to plates, and which are brought clearly to observation in this proof.
The plates of this shield gave very good results at proof, and were all three
classed A-1; A being the highest of three classes, each of which has three
grades.
Samples of the thinner plates and angle irons were tested in a test machine.
The former broke with strains varying from 21 ·2 to 24 tons per square inch of
sectional area. in samples taken lengthways in the plates, and from 15·07 to
to 18·3 tons in cross samples. The reduction of area of cross section of the
samples taken lengthways, amounted to 13·5 and 19 per cent. upon the original
section, and to 1·25 and 9 per cent. in cross samples.
The angle iron broke with 20·6 and 25 tons per square inch, and a reduction
of about 27 per cent.
The armour bolt iron was tested under falling weights, and broke with seven
blows from a ton monkey falling 30 feet, the sectional area at point of fracture
being reduced 50 per cent.
The rivet iron was of special make, and broke with a reduction of area of 52
per cent. under a tensile strain of 24·81 tons.
The operation of setting up the shield at Shoeburyness occupied about seven
weeks in the middle of the winter.
The casing was sent in one piece riveted together complete, except that the
top plate of all and the top plate forming the sill of the opening for the port
were only temporarily secured.
The two inner at'mour plates were first fitted to the casing, and the bolts to
hold them on were carefully set in their places. The piers and upper part of the
casing were then filled with iron concrete, after which the armour plates were
removed, the top plate of the casing riveted on, and the casing, with the inner
set of armour bolts standing out to the front, was then 1·eady to be moved into
position. This was done by hanging it on a trolly by means of the opening
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left in it for tho port. The trolly travelled on beams supported at their ends,
running at the proper leYcl, from front to rear, through the opening in the
masonry structure. As tho casing was the full size of the opening, and now
weighed about 20 tons, it would not have been easy to get it into position in any
other way.
The three rear holding down bolts were next inserted and nutted under the
lower bed plate which bad been built in the foundations of the masonry structure. The lower part of the casing under the port opening was then filled with
iron concrete, and the plate forming the top of this part was slid in from the
front, and secured by tap-screws to the angle irons.
After this the inner armour plate was run in to its position much in the same
way as the casing was, only as the opening in the armour plate was more contracted, it rode on a small traveller, temporarily constructed, and running on
armour bolts for rollers. Some considerable care in adjusting the plate was
necessary to make its bolt holes fit the bolts already fixed in the casing ns above
described. The four front double holding down bolts were then fixed and
nutted under the lower bed plate, after which the concrete bed on which the
shield was to stand was filled in.
The next operation was that of placing the port frame and getting in the
iron concrete which was to occupy the space between the second and inner
armour plates. For the latter purpose an appaL·atus consisting of a boiler plate
skin, stiffened with angle irons, was used. This was made the full width of
the shield, but less than it in height by about 5 inches, and the top of it was
made in the form of a flat table standing out to the front. In vertical section it
was, therefore, of this shape 1, This skin was fitted on the armour bolts and
held on by them at a distance of 5 inches from the face of the inner armour
plate already in position, The iron concrete was then poured in over the top
of the boiler plate skin. ,vhen cool the skin was removed, and the iron concrete with the port frame was left standing against the face of the inner armour
plate.
The second armour plate, with its set of bolts standing out to the front, was
next run in and nutted on to the inner set of bolts. The port frame and concrete belonging to the interval between the front and second armour plates were
got in as before, and the front armour plate after them. The small spaces
between the edges of the armour plates, and ends and top of the casing, and
the masonry were wedged in with pieces of iron, and the shield was ready to
be shot at.
The first trial took place on the 2nd March, 1870, under the superintendence
of a special committee appointed for the purpose. The guns employed in the
trial were as follows:12 in. muzzle-loading rifled gun of 25 tons.
10 in. muzzle-loading rifled gun of 18 tons.
9 in. Whitworth muzzle-loading rifled gun of 14¼ tons.
The battery was placed at 200 yards from the shield.
A programme was prepared, having for its first object a thorough trial of the
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shield with the largest gun. This was so far carried out, as will be seen from
Table I, that the f:il'st four rounds were fired from the 25 ton gun with full
battering charges.
One of these, a shot, grazed the ground before reaching the target, losing by
this about 5 per cent. of its velocity, and when it did hit the target it delivered
part of the blow on the masonry. Still, some very satisfactory and conclusive
results were obtained from these four rounds.
A shot (Round 1721) striking half on the backed and half on the unbacked
portion of the shield, was brought to a stand with its point just touching the
rear armour plate. It had turned to the right, however, about 12°. There
was scarcely any effect to be noticed in rear. One shell ( Round 1722) struck
on the backed part of the shield, and the other (Round 1724) on the unbacked
part. In each instance the point made au indent l inch deep in the front face
of the rear armour plate. That which struck the unbacked portion made a
horizontal crack on the back face of the rear armour plate. That which struck
on the backed portion produced little or no effect in rear. These rounds may
be compared with rounds 550, 166!, and 1679, Pp. 268 to :!73, Vol. XVIII.
Unfortunately the port frames retaininti the concrete between the armour
plates she,ved early signs of weakness in the joints at the angles, and gave way
at the fourth r mud, thus letting the concrete squeeze out during the remainder
of the trial. This defect has since been remedied, and in every other respect the
result of these four rounds was highly favourable to the shield.
Two rounds were next fired f1·om the \Vhitworth gun, and as this was the
first occasion on which the new \.Yhitworth metal had been used in the shape of
projectiles against armour at Shoeburyness, their trial was regarded with considerable interest. The exact manufacture of these shell was not clearly made
known, but they were supposed to be made according to Sir Joseph \Vhitworth's
patent process for producing steel and subjecting it to great pressure. They were
stated to have d f:ferent degrees of temper, but this was also lt:'ft in some uncertaintv. All that is known of them is that they weighed from 39J lbs. to
403 ibs ; that they were of hexagonal section 1 with a major diameter of nearly
9 in. ; that they were from 3 l ½, in. to 33 ~ in. long ; and that their capacity was
equal to a bursting charge of 12 lbs. of powder. For so:ne reason, however,
they were not allowed to be filled with anything but saud and sawdust on this
occasion. The head of one was similar to the service pattern head for Palliser
projectiles ; thnt of the other was made flat-beaded by cutting off about
3} inches of the po·nted end.
No result of importance was obtained with the Oat-fronted shell (Round
172,j), as it strnck just on the sill of the port, and bl'oke up into a number of
pieces.
The pointed shell (Round 1726) struck just between the backed and unbacked
portions of the target, and stuck in it almost entire, with its point ju:;t tou .::hing
the face of the rear armour plate, and its base projecting 8 inches fr,.)tn the face
of the shield. The effect in rear was very trifling indeed.
0
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Another Whitworth flat-fronted shell 1vas subsequently fired at this target,
but in broke up in the gm1.
Three rounds were next fired from the 10-in. gun with bnttcring charges.
One 10-in. shot ( Round I 727) i:;truck very near one of the top corners of the
port, and its point got inns far ns the face of the back armour plate, but it did
not indent it. The other shot (R ..>tmd 1730) grazed the ground before reaching
tho target, and lost about 5 per cent, of its Yelocity by so doing. It strnck on
n backed portion of the shield. Its penentrntion could not be accurntely a.seer~
ta.ined, but it certainly did not reach the third armour plate.
The othet· rouud from the 10-in. gun was with a live shell (No. 1729) on the
barked portion of the shield 1 and on a part from which the greater part of the
iron concrete had been removed from between the front nnd second armour
plates by previous rounds. 'l'hP poiut of Lhis shell passed about 1 in. beyond
the back of the second armour plate. There was little or no effect upon the rear
parts of the shield.
This completed the fit·st day's firing. At this stage the committee expressed
their opinion "that the shield had exhibited a very considerable amount of
resistance and thttt it appeared i11 nearly every respect to be fully adapted to
meet the requirements for which it was designed." They said also that it had
been H subjected to a fire far more severe than it would probably have to endure
unUer the conditions of actual warfare, both as regarcls shortness of 1·ange and
number of hits; it ne\·crthele.3.s prescn·ed its entirety, and the back or interior
parts shewed no signs of penetratio:1 or sensible bulging.'' They spoke of the
fastenings as having H proved eminently successful/' but mentioned the weakness of the port frames, the em;Jloyment of iron concrete bet,veen the armour
plates, and the driving back of the shield to the injury of the temporary
granite floor laid behind it, as points of exception to the generally satisfactory
character of the shield. These m:itters will be noticed further on.
It should be obser,·cd that at this stage the original 5-in. intervals between
the armour plates had increased to 8 in. betweeu the front and second plates,
and nearly 6-in. between the second ancl third.
In the nine effecti Ye rounds which had been fired up to this time, the shield
had l'eceiYed blows equi"alent in the aggregate to about 43,000 foot-tons.
Although the general efficiency of the shield hnd thus been established, it
was afterwards thought desirable to subject it to ful'thet· battering, priocipally
for the sake of determining matters of detail for guidance iu future constructions.
For this pul'pose two rolmds were first fired from the 12 in. gun at an inclin:1.tion of 60° to the shield, Ol' 30° frnm the direction perpendicular to its face.
This practice took place on the 1st July, lSi0.
The gun was placed at 30 yards from the shield, but the charges were made
equi,·alent to full battering charges at 200 yards.
The first of these two rounds (No. 174-1) was with a 12-in. shot. It struck
the shield about 2 feet from the left side of the port, at a place where the iron
concrete had been completely dri\'en out from behind the front armour plate,
The penetration of the shot was slight, the point only indenting the second
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armour plate to a depth of about one inch, but the effect was rather severe in
carrying away a triangular shaped piece of the front plate about 2 ft. 6 in. by
2 ft. 6 in., and drh·ing it through the port. There was scarcely any sign of
injury to the rear parts of the shield. The want of support to this part of the
plate from the absence of the port frame an<l iron concrete, partly accounts for
the exceptional effect of this round.
The next round (No. 1,';45) was with a 12-inch shell, containing a bursting
charge of 14 lbs. of powder. It struck on the right side of the shield, and burst
on striking. l'he effect of the blow was to form an opening of about 24 inches
by 16 inches in the front armour plate, and to buckle it. The plate was also
cracked through for a length of about 12 inches up to its edge, but the shell
only grooved the second armour plate to a depth of about half an inch.
The rear structure was not strained to any perceptible degree. The base plate
of the shield was at this period 1~ inch to the rear of its original position at its
proper left end, and half an inch in front of its original position at its right end.
The iron concrete was driven out freely from between the armour plates, as the
port frames by this time bad entirely ceased to act, and the large shot hules
made by previous rounds fa.cilitated its escape.
For further effects of these two rounds, see Table II.
The back structure forming the backing to the armour being still comparatively uninjured, it was determined that an effort should be made to overstrain
some part of it, in order to ascertain the ultimate strength of its different parts.
This was attempted by means of the 15-inch smooth bore Rodman gu11 1 which
happened to be still in front of the shield at a distance of 200 yards from it.
'l'he practice took place on the 5th July, 1870, when six rounds were fired
with charges of 83¼ lbs. L. G. R., which is equivalent Lo lUO lbs. of American
powder. The effect of this practice has not been tabulated, but the general
result may be said to have been as follows :The first round (No. 1,746) struck on a backed portion of the shield. This
shot drove in a piece of the front plate to a depth of 12 inches, and lodged itself
as it were between the front and second armour plates. The indent in the
second plate was afterwards found to be 3 inches deep. The cracks in the front
plate caused by previous ro1Jnds were extended. In rear a slight crack was
observed in the case, and there was considerable movement of the entire shield,
to the ex.tent of about 2 inches backwards at one end of the shield, and 11 inch
forward at the other.
The next round (No. 1,747) struck on the lower right corner of the port. 1 he
shot broke up, and the pieces J)assed through the port in large qnantities. The
second a1·mour plate was only grazed, and cracked just at the edge of the por t.
In rear the casing was slightly bulged, and several tap screws were broken.
There was not so much general movement of the shield as in round No. 1,746.
Round No. 1,748 struck high up on the shield. The shot passed through the
front plate, and indented and cracked the second. By this round the whole of
the right upper quarter of t110 front plate, which, by previous rounds, was nearly
detached from the rest of the plate, was now quite separated from it, and hung
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only by nu armour bolt. The end of the shield farthest from this shot movccl
forward about hnlf nn inch. A few rivets in the case were broken.
'l'he next round (No. 1,749) was nimed so as to bring down the large detached
portion of the front armour plate mentioned above, and this was effectually done
by hittin"' the bolt by which the mass was suspendecl. This shot struck quite
in the ri.;'ht top corner of the shield and pEn·tly on the masonry. It drove in
the corn;r of the second armour plate to a depth of about 12 inches, and this
plate was found to have been crncked more or less by some previous rounds.
By this round the entire shield was moved back about two inches at the end
struck, and forward one inch at the other end. There were two rivets sheared
in the case in rear, and the arch stone which was struck was driven back about
on e inch.
The next two rounds were made to strike on the e:,:posed face of the second
armour plate with the object of more thoroughly straining the back sh'ucture.
In the first of these (No. 1,i50) the shot slightly grazed the granite pier, and
half buried itself in the armour. The indent ,-,.as 9} inches deep. The end of
the shield struck wns mo,·ed back about two inches at the top. The right side
plate of the right pier of the casing was cracked from rivet boles in one or two
places, ::incl two or three rivets gave way by shearing.
In the last round (No. 1,751) the shot half buried itself in the armour, and
bulged the face of the back armour plate about two inches deep and one foot
across. The rear of the back armour plate was also bulged and cracked horizontally for a length of about 16 inches. The back plate of the case pier
was at last cracked through at about 5 feet from the ground, and the previous
cracks were a little opened out. The plate forming the left side of the case pier
was bu1ged at about the level oft.he shot mark, nncl cracked for a length of two
feet. An angle iron was also broken through and 15 rivets were sheared. The
front plate of the right pier was also cracked. The crack formed by Round No.
1,724, on the back of the rear armour plate, was also extended about two inches
lengthways. The shield was driven back in this round about two inches on the
right.
As sufficient information had 110w befn gained with regard to the general
structure of tte shield, and nothing more could be learnt in regard to detail,
,·dthout an excessil·e expenditure of ammunition, the practice was discontinued.
'!'he shield had now received 17 blows, with an average energy equivalent to
about 5,32-1 foot tons per blow, giving an aggregate of upwards of 90,000 foot
tons, or more than 1,000 foot ton~ per foot superficial of shield front, after
deducting the space occupied by the port. This, it need scarcely be said, is far
iI1 excess of the battering that any previous shield has received at Shoeburyness.
,vith regard to the three points named by the Committee, as mentioned
above, in which the shield was thought to be defective, the following observations may be made : First, as regards the port frames. As before explained, these both gave way
in parts close to the angles, and this, notwithstanding that the principle of construction adopted had been experimentally tested under heavy blows from a
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falling weight without shewing that point of weakness. From their failure
sufficient experience was gained to correct the defect, and in two subsequent
trials (12th July and 30th August, 18i0), with pieces of port frames introduced
behYeen armour plates, and strained by 600-pdr. shot (Rounds 1766 and 1767)
planted close to them, ample strength has been secured.
As these trials were only to decide points of detail, they will not be further
noticed in this paper.
Before leaving this part of the subject it may be observed that whatever
material may be used as filling between the armour plates, there will be the
same Ilt:'CCssity for strong port frames. This opinion is strengthened hy the
nsult of a trial made 16th September, 1870, with a target composed of two
armour plates with 6 in. of oak between them. The oak was put together with
iron dowels. A 600-pdr. shot was fired at it (Round 853), when the oak was
driven out with great force, breaking in doing so a strong bridge rnil, 3~ in.
deep; several dowels were broken. The splinters of wood would have been
very destructive.
Next, as to the use of iron concl'ete being in the opinion of the committee
objectionable as filling between the armour plates. In the first place, too little
regard seems to have been paid to the advantage gained by the great weight of
this material. As used in this shield the concrete was about half the weight of
an equal bulk of cast iron, and, of course, this great weight contributed in an
important degree to the general stability of the shield. This concrete is also of
a consistency which is favourable to the even bedding of the armour plates oYcr
their whole back surface when struck by shot. This wns particularly noticeable,
in the present trial, in the absence of cracks in the armour plates after the first
few rounds.
But on the other hand it is a costly and troublesome material to use, and
there would be some difficulty in getting, at rea~onablc rates, sufficient cast iron
borings to work with it upon a large scale.
If it should squeeze out under shot-blows near the port, no doubt it may be
,·ery dangerous to the gun detachment, but it is not admitted that this need
occur. By the proper use of other material, such as wood or rope, in the parts
immediately around the port frame, there is every reason to believe that the
escape of the iron concrete could be prevented, eYen if the intervals between
the armour plates should increase as much as they did in this trial. But the
increase from 5 in. to 8 in. that took place in the interval behind t-he front
armour plate in this instance, after blows equivalent to some 40,000 or 50,000
foot-tons, may be regarded as altogether exceptional and excessive, and in
practice not half that increase would ever occur.
The Committee also noticed the softening of the iron concrete when heated by
the entrance of a shot or shell, and its tendency in that condition to escape
through the shot holes made in previous rounds ; but on this it may be observed,
that in practice a shield will scarcely recei \'e several rounds from such guns as
those at Shoeburyness planted close together, and even if the concrete docs run
out in parts, the resistance of the shield is not impaired to a very serious extent,
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~s will be shewn by nu experiment noticed Inter in this Paper. Besides, tbo
concrete soon sets ngnin ns hnrd as e,•cr.
However, conside1·ing all things, it may be wise to abandon this particular
concrete for the filling between the armour plates, and even to give it up for the
casing also, if there should be difficulty in procuring borings on a large scale at
low rntes.
As regards a substitute for the iron concrete, either brickwork in asphn.lte,
or Portland cement concrete, will, judging from the experiment of 15th January,
1869, p. 265, Vol. XVIII, answer very well, and probably it will be well to use
wood immediately about the pol't frames.
The only other point to notice is that of the shifting of the shield in the course
of this trial. At the conclusion of the experiment the base of the shield was
found to have been driven back some 7 or 8 inches, and to allow of this, tlrn
holding down bolts bad been bent to a considerable curve, and had also been
elongated.
On this it should be explained, that the granite blocks behind this shield were
much lighter than those used in actual works, and were laid in a much more
temporary manner than usual. In fact, in many respects they did not rcpro•
sent the floor of our casemated batteries at all. Bnt still the derangement of
the racers would be so serious a matter in action that it well deserves attention.
In the first place, the ends of the base plates under the piers should be very
firmly secured, and the holding down bolts should have large cross sectional
area to resist the backward movements. It would be well perhaps to introduce
some wood between the back edge of the base plate and the granite floor, and
even in some instances to introduce under the base plate heavy iron cramps,
let into the masonry and dovetailed in it1 with stops to check the movement of
the shield in the rear. These cramps should be so placed and arranged as to
l'elieve as far as possible the stones in which the racers are laid. With these
precautions there will be no danger of the racers being displaced under a very
considerable amount of battering.
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PROJECTILE,

12-lnch
:td.L. R, 1

No. 9,

..,.

~]

Powder.

Nature,

Length,
Weight, and

lbs.

Diameter.

"'feet.""

Charge and

Oun.

f

172l

brand of

76

pellet of

-

!;:c:l

Pnlllser cored 1190

shot. 2G·2 ins.,

...a~;...
..- ~,,,

Wv•

In foot .S"o"a
tons on

impact.

l].~

5916

168·0

602 lbs. 8 ozs.,
1867.
23·5 by 11·26
11 ·92 ins.

inches,

17'22

1869.

Report of Practice on the 2nd of March, 1870,-Range, 200 yards.

"'f;o

J•
0"'

I,

SHIELD,

"

"

Palliser shell, 1170
29·:Z ins.,
59S lbs. S ozs.,
lt·9\/ ins.
Bursting
charge, 14. lbs.

5681

Observed Effects.

80 in . from
IandStruck
43 in. from base.

left edge,
Direction
of shot inclined to the right at
an angle of 12 deg. from the verltical. rnameterof hole, 10 in. by
13 in, Penetration, 20 in. Radial
deviation from point aimed at,
28 in. high and 11 in. right.
In ,·ear.-Inner plate opened
at weld at l inch from front of
plate, opening extending for a
length of 17·5 in., \'ery slight
bulge over inner surface of plate.
Iron port frame at left side of
port between 2nd and 3rd plat~
forced out, the greatest amount
being l ·7 in. at a height ot 1 ft,
from the bottom of port hole ;
wood pa.eking squeezed out be~veen each layer of plates.
Stone blocks of arch above shield
opened at two of the Joints.
Cement between shield and granitc at left side broken away
for a length of 5 ft. Gin. Granite
at level of floor splintered.
Hil·7 Struck 36 in, from right edge,
29 in. from base. Diameter of
hole 13 in. by 13½ in. Burst. An
opening 1·sin, wide between inside port frame and second 5 in,
plate. Front plate driven back
l¼ in. at top and 1 in. forward at
base. Penetration, 23·2 in. Right
edge of shell hole on bolt which
wos ddven in 4 in. and broken.
Radial deviation, 12 in, high and
2in. left.
In rea,·.-Inner plate bulged
0·25 in. at level of top of case.
Port frame between inner and
centre plate forced out I ·Sin. at
11 in. from bottom of port-hole,
the displacement ending at 6 in.
from tile top. Wood packing and
iron concrete forced out, and
portion of latter dliYen lnslde
Back of lower casing
port.
bu lged out 0·5 in. at top, and
buckle 0·3.'i in. vertical girder.
Concrete cement filling
tween granite and shield at right
,side knocked out the whole
length. Opening at one of Joints
'of arch .

,. ...

17:l3

"

"

Pnlliser cored 11 32
shot.
As before.
60l lbs. 8 ozs.

5345

r. _. _. . . .

140•7 1 Gcmd 41 yard, sho,s, and
-

struck at Junction of shield and
mn~on ry Just over left elde or
port-hole.

int 18 in. from base.
bi rear.-Anglo Iron on right
de of left pier (jolnlng top of
se to bottom), opened out 0·25
. at outer top end, and cracked
bend at top through two rivet
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Gun.

I Nnturo,
-

C'lrnrgc
Lrnnd and

or
Powder.

Ob!lcrvcd Effects.

Length,

Weight, nnd

•

lbs.

\~-i11d1

7G

)I. L. H.,

pellet of
Hllii.
23•;", hy 11 ·25

No. 9,

inches.

17;;,:i

Diameter.

Palllser i.hcll. 1177
As UC'forc,

6812

GO!i lbs.
Bursting

charge, 14. lb!>.

Wbitw urth
;,o
Whitworth llGG
:J-inch
({11bular
steel flat:-.1. T,, n.,
cai-tridge) fronted shell.
" x1wrimcntl
n. ,, . G.,
31 ·l, inches,
.Xo. :11;1.
:H. IZ. G7.,
403 lbs .•
lot 12~HJ. 8·94 ins. major,
29•2,:, IJy 7·9 S·I 18 ,, minor,
inch('.<:.
Capacity. i i
lbs. Filled

I

3799

holes ; also cracked from Inside
edge to the 2nd and 3rd rivets
from tho bottom. Slight opening at Joint of stone blocks of
arch.
1[,!:,·2 Struck 33 in, from right edge,
and GO tn. from base. Diameter
of hole, 13 in. by 12 in. :P ront
p\atll driven back 8 In. Centro
r, in. plate driven back 2 in. at
to)). :Penetration, 23·2 in. Radial
deviation, nil.
111 rror.- lnncr plate crncked
across at 2 rt. 4 in. from top of
cuse, and lmlgcd out l·r. In.;
opened in welds at 1 in . and l ·S
in. from front surfncc, extending
for a length of G·5 ln. and' 4·7
in. rc,:pectivcly ; and cracked
through from the back tor a
thickness of 3·2 in. Iron port
frame forced out 9·3 in. at 10 in.
from bot.tom of port and sloping
up to nil at top. A good deal or
iron concrete forced out and
driven inside as lmigridge in a.
molten state. Iron casing of right
pier slightly opened.
136·7 Struck on port sill 25 in. from
base, and 13 in. from left of port.
Centro of shot hole 5½ in. below
port sill. Broke away a piece of
front plate measming 1a in. by
11 in. Indented centre !:, in.
plate, and forced it back 4½ in,
Shell broke up in numerous frngmcnts. Radial deviation, 10 in,
hi gh .
In 1·ear.-One rh·et head in
rear angle iron at the top of bottom casing broken off. UJ)per
casing a good deal cut by spllnof shell and plate, and centre
granite block of arch cracked for
a. length of 21 in. at 6 ln. from
rear face, where struck by a. splinter. Pieces of plate (7),
shell
(14,
base plug),

!

I
I
wi~~,~-~;;:~t1dl

l

tcrs
l

and

and and
concrete

•i;; 0~1:!~~1fi;011\;~fz~~~a:t~t
l~ber~i~frame-work
ft. in rear of

1::~li!te:s~~~
Si~a~~a~~i:n1~~~~
IG ft. laterally and to a height

1; 2,:;

Whitwm·th
steel oglrnlheadcd shell.
33·7 inchci.-,

392 lbs. 8 ozs.,

B·9-t ins. major,
1M1s ,. minor.

Capacity. 12
lhs. Filled
with sand and

sawdust.

11831

3925

141 ·2

I

of about 10 ft.
Struck 21 in. from left edge,

i~s~~nf~g
t; ~~~ b~;;· pis~~i~°g
in. Shell not

broken. Penetration, 20•i In, The total thick•
ncss between rear ancl trout
plates now 29 in.-the increase
f'f 4 in. due to bulge and for;cing back of plates. Radial deviatlon, 7 in high and 7 in. right.
In.,. 1·ear.-'l'wo riYets broken
ln rear angle iron at the
of
bottom casing. Wood filling in
piece and iron port frame at left
side of port further forced out
12·3 in., thus p10Jccting 4 In.
1

l

l

top
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Gun.

Chnrge nnd
brancl of

Powder.
lbs.

1727

'i [J

Nature,

Length,
Weight, and

Diameter.

~~~
~,;)

~

in foot .S"c:8
tons on 'g.d :3

feet. impact.

Pnlliscr cored 1230
GO
R. L. G., shot. 24:5 ins.,
experimontl lot 1296, 4.02 lbs. 8 ozs.,
9·02 inches.
24, 12, 67.,
No. 323,
27 by 9 ins.
10-lnch

--1---------

W1litwm1h
0-inch.

1129

10-inch.

186'6

Pnlliser shell, 1264
60
as before. 401 lbA. 8 ozs.,
!hn inches.

4448

Palllser cored 11 i-1

3813

Struck 16½ in. from right edge,
and 26 in . from top. Di::imeter
n in. by 11 in. Tl:Je hole made
!Jy this round ran into l i24. P ort
frame projecting inwards 2i in.
nt top, and 3½ ln. at bottom.
Whole shield driven back l½ in.
on right at top, nnd forward l
P enetrat.ion
in. on left side.
20·2 in.
In rear.-Shield shifted back
on right side 1•r, in., and forward
on left side o•fl in.
122·4 This shot was ~imed at a point
on left flank, 18 1n. from base of
plate. It grazed 33 yards short,
and struck 19 in. from bottom,
and 43 Jn. from left edge. The
port frame between the front
and centre .j in.plates was forced
diagonally right across the portbolo, pmcticully closing it up.
In 1·ear.-Piece of iron port
frame 19 in. by lZ in., driven 4 ft.
inside sbield through port-bole,
qud another piece 11 in. by~ in.
on top of casing, "ith frngments
of iron concrete. Shield Yery
nearly set back into its position
pre\ious to preceding round. The
granite bloclui in rear of shield
on leYel ot floor were forced up
between 3 in. nncl 4 In., and split
at a depth of 2½ in. nlong the
whole length by the shifti ng ot
lthe shield during the practice.

50

as before.

Whitworth
steel flatfronted shell.
As before.
389 lbs.

Bursting
charge, 9 lbs.

17~0

Stntck 54 in, from left edge
and 81½ in. from bottom . Front
and centre 6 in. plates cracked
t h rough between periphct)' of
shot bole and port side. Port
b·ame bent back and cracked
through. Penetration with btdge
26 in, Radinl dc,intion, 18·5 in,
high and I 1 in. left.
In rear.-Centre pl ate at le~
hand side of JlOrt, at top, forced
back a·a in., leaving only 1·6 in.
between its inner surface and
the onter surface of the 3rd plate.
Centre plate completely broken
t,hrough and opened at welds in
two places ; crack l ·5 in, long
on inside of 3rd plate at top bend
of port-hole. Wood filling at side
of port more forced out, and iron
concrete driven out. Casing plate
In lino of impact bulged back 2
in.; one rivet broken in renr ang le iron at the top of bottom
casing . Crack and opening in
angle iron on right side of left
pier , made by No. li23, increased.
Sh ell broke up in gun.

4223

M.L.R.,

17~

Obserred Effects.

~.s.5

shot.

As before.
399 lbs.

142·7

Palliscr proJectile8.-Heads 1·5, chilled, and bodies cast lll sand.
p
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1869,
Report of Practice on the 1st of July, 1870.-Range, 30 yards.
EXPERIMENTAL

PROJEOTlLB.

Gun.

Charge nml
brand of

Powder.
lbs.

1744

12-tnch
M.L.R,,

No. 9.

li4.5

731

pellet.

Nnture,
Length,
Weight, nnd
Diameter.

git,

;3g

.t~

ooo-

tect.

SHIELD,

Wv•
2g
In foot
tons on
lmpuct.

1190
Palltser
cored shot,
26·2 lnches,
602 lbs.
11·92 inches.,
1·5 head.
Fired at angle
of 60 degrees
with face ot
shield .

6900

Palliser shell, 1170

0700

~-.
!HI

S'oi
'8-§_g

ObSCl'Yed Effects.

r.i.Ea

158

2 ft. trom the left side
Iof Struck
port, and 5 ft.Gin. from floor,

A trlungulnrpiooe of front plate,

about 2 ft. 6 ln. by 2 ft, G in.,
broken off and driven tn four

'principal pieces through the port.
Indent in second armour plate
1 In. deep, by 2f in. wide. Front
pla.tc cracked up to No. 172G and
to 1721. Head of bolt near right
upper corner of port broken otf.
The shot broken up on the seeond
plate.
Jn·· rcal',-Tho pieces of the
trout plate struck the supports
nnd Umbers. Some tap screws ::i.
little started.

I

29·2 inches,
599 lbs.,
11·92 inch es.

Bursting
charge, 14 lbs.
1·5 bead.
Fired at angle
of 60 degrees
with face of
shield.

151 ·7

Struck 2 ft. from the right of

shield, and 3 ft. 3 in. from bottom. Shell burst on striking.
Piece of front annour plate about
17 in, by 14 in. driven in. Cracks
to No.1722and 1724, and between
them, and to edge of plate. HeaJ.
and pieces of shell marked face
of second armour plate about ½
in. deep, and remained between
the front and second plates.
In rear.- Little effect. Top of
case overhung at rear 3½ in . on
left, and 2½ in. on right, The
masonry pier cracked.

Palllser projectilcs,-Head.s l ·5, chilled, and bodies cast in sand,
TARGET COMPOSED OF THREE 5-IN. PLATES WITH VACANT SPACES
BETWEEN,

In the course of the foregoing description of the practice at the casemate
shield, allusion is made to the fact of the partial escape of the iron concrete
from between the armow· plates not impairing the efficiency of the shield to a
very serious extent.
To ascertain the truth of this, a small target was prepared at Shoeburyness,
consisting of three 5-in. plates blocked out from each other at distances or
6 in. The plates had all been more or less injured in former trials, for which
some allowance has to be made, and they were set up (not bolted together) in
a very temporary way, but still an interesting and reliable result was obtained
with them.
The gun used was the 12-in. M.L.R., and it fired a Palliser shot with a l ·5
diameter head, the charge being regulated to represent a full battering charge at
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200 yards. Thus this round (No. 824) compares with round 550, and in all,
except as to head of shot, with 1664, and 1679, at pages 270 to 273, Vol. XVIII.
The trial was on the 20th May, 1870,
The shot went clean through the front plate, making a hole 13 in. by 12 in.,
and turned slightly to its left. The back of this plate was broken away over
19 in. by 21 in., and buckled about 3 in. more than before.
It next drove through the middle plate, raising up in rear a large cone which
flattened its top (20 in. in diameter) against the face of the rear armour plate.
The middle plate was now buckled about 4i in. and much broken, but it had
been previously buckled about 3¼ in.
On the face of the rear plate some of the shot was found sticking, as if
splashed against it, in a finely divided state When this splash was afterwards
removed, the indent in the face of the plate was found to be only about ½in.
deep, but there was a very large star crack on its rear face, and the buckle
caused by previous practice was much increased.
The most important feature of this trial is the entire disintegration of the shot,
This result is very extra.ordinary, but it was uot unexpected, as a similar result
had been observed on two former occasions, when shot struck similar structures.
It was clear, on examination of the pieces of the shot, that this peculiar effect was
not due to any defect in the metal. It was a good specimen of a Palliser shot,
and on any other target that has yet been tried, whether solid or compound, its
head would have kept together in one large piece, and its point would have been
unaltered in form. In this instance so complete was the demolition of the shot,
that 400 lbs. of it were found chiefly in small pieces between the front and
second plate, and 25½ lbs., chiefly in fine pieces, betwean the second and rear
plate, the rest being dispersed about the practice ground.
As before stated, much of the observed effect on the plates is to be attributed to
the injuries they had received in former trials, so that it may fairly be inferred
that the penetration of a chilled shot into a plate upon plate target with vacant
intervals, will not be greater than when the intervals are filled with concrete, or
other comparatively hard substance; but it does not follow that a target with
air spaces would resist a battering so well as the other, for there is strong reason
to believe that, without some fi lling between them, the armour plates would
crack much more, and give way under repeated blows by that means, without
developing a fair amount of general resistance in the structure.
RESISTANCE OF SHIPS' DECKS.

The last trial that will be mentioned is one not strictly belonging to the sub~
ject of this Paper, but yet not altogether out of place in it.
The target measured 20 feet by 10 feet, and was formed of six: iron deck beams,
l O inches deep, and 2 feet apart, covered over one half with 1 in. iron plating,
made up of two ½in. plates, with 5 inches of deal in planks, 8 in. wide, on the
top of it i and over the other half with two tbicknesses of¾ in. plates, and 4½ in.
of deal planks. The wood was held on by ¼in. bolts tapped into the plating.
The target was set ,ertically, and the 13 in. sea service mortar was laid at it,
from a distance of 20 yards, at such an angle that the shell struck the target at
an angle of 60°.
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The first proctice took place on the 7th April, 1870. The shell were common
•hell, filled with sand ond weighing 207 lbs.
The first round (No. 1,731) was fired with 7 lbs. L. G. to give the terminal
Telocity of n shell fired with a 20 lbs. chnrge nt 45° elevation. The striking velocity was 514 feet pc1· second, and the energy on impact was 379 foot tons, or
9·4 foot tons per inch of circumference of shell. It struck the 1 in. plate portion of the target, and went clean through, making a hole which measured in
front about 16! in. by 18 in. to 12 in., aud in rear 24 in. by 18 in. 'l'he shell
broke up into large fragments, some of which were carried 80 yards beyond the
target. One deck beam was broken a,vny for a length of 14 in. The fastenings
in the vicinity of the hole were uninjured.
The next round (No. l, 732) was fired with the same charge at the H in. plate
portion. It went completely through between two deck beams, making a hole
18. in. by 13 in. in front, and 16 in, by 16 in. in 1·ear. One deck beam was
slightly bulged.
In the third round (No. 1,733) the shell was fired with a reduced charge of
3½ lbs. of powder, and struck with a velocity of 327 feet per second, giving an
energy equivalent to 154. foot tons or 3·8 foot tons per inch of its circumference,
It hit the I½ in. plate portion and 1·ebounded 10 feet, unbroken. The deck plating
was bulged 3·3 in. ove1· a surface of 1i in. by 17 in., and a joint of the rear! in.
plate was opened across the bulge to the extent of 1 in. The front plate was
also cracked and daylight was seen through it. One deck beam was broken
through its web and bulb flange, and bulged 1·7 in. at the centre of a length of
6 feet.
The next round (No. 1734) was the same as the last. The shell struck on the
I-in. plate portion, and went through. The hole in front measured 16~ in. by
22 in. to 14 in., and in rear 20 in. by 12 in., the deck plating being broken over
a surface 2i ft. by 2 ft. The web and bulb flange of a deck beam were broken away
over a length of 2 ft. 7 in. The shell was found uninjured behind the target.
Subsequently, to test the effect of direct fire from guns on ships' decks1 two
rounds were fired with blind chilled Palliser shell at this target from the 9-in.
muzzle-loading rifle gun of 12 tons, the deck being inclined at an angle of 8°.
rrhese two rounds were fired so that the shell crossed the deck planks, and were
therefore in the direction of the beam of the ship, The gun was placed close
to the target.
The first of these (No. 1742) was fired with a 31!-lb. charge to represent a foll
battering charge at 800 yards range. This made a long scoop through ten of
the deck planksi just touching the deck plating along the top of a deck beam.
Through 2 ft. 4 in. of its passage it was on the H-in. plate portion. The skin
was cracked a little. The i:ihell passed out to sea entire.
'l'heother round (No, 1743) was fired with a full battering charge (43 lbs).
This shell made a long scoop through the planks, much as in the last round,
and ran along the deck plating between two deck beams. The plating was
bulged severely, and one deck beam was bent down.
'!'his shell also passed out to sea uninjured,
T. I.
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NOTES ON THE OPERATIONS ROUND
IN 1862 · 63 - 64.

SHANGHAI

BY LIEUT. COLONEL C. G. GORDON, C.B., R,E.
'fhe following notes deal only with the military operations of the foreignofficered and the co-operating Chinese forces against the Taiping rebels in the
province of Kiangsoo, in the years 1863-64. For the history of this rebellion ,
and the reasons why our Government desired its suppression, other works must
be consulted.
The country in which the operations were carried on consists of the tri~
angular alluvial tract between the Yangtze Kiang and Hangchow Bay; it is
perfectly flat and intersected in every direction by large deep creeks and canals,
varying from 10 to 100 yards in width ; these sometimes widen out into large
lakes, 8 to l O and even 40 miles in length and breadth, narrow roads or causeways generally following the courses of the principal canals to which they
serve as towing paths, and over which they cross at times by stone and wooden
bridges of various sizes. The country i8 covered in prosperous times with large
and flourishing villages and towns, the principal ones being surrounded by brick
walls from 18 ft. to 24 ft. high, generally possessing four gateways which project as bastions to the general line of the walls : outside these gates are large
suburbs, where most of the trade is carried on to avoid the duty on goods tak~n
through the gates.
The walled towns are placed on the principal canals, generally where two or
more meet, and it is the depth and width of the canals which decide the size
of the villages or towns, while the importance of their junction decides their
being walled or not.
Thus though there seems only an intricate network of creeks, a careful
observer will as soon perceive the main features of the country as if there were
ranges of mountains and corresponding valleys; he will see by the size of the
arches on some of the canals that the largest boats can pass, and will comprehend that these must lead to important places.
In the spring of 1862, the rebel leaders held the ,vhole of the towns, with
one exception (Sungkiong), within ten miles of Shanghai; they had contemned
the dispatches of the British and French authorities, directing them to keep a
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rndius of thirty miles freo from their troops, and had hinted their intention of
taking Shanghai itse]f. The British and French ~dmirnls a~d Generals ?etermined on driving them back to the thirty-mile radius, for which purpose it was
necessary to capture the towns of K nhding, Singpoo, Nnjow, and Cholin.

~
'.?l!'_,.e

.ll.

~

Kahding was breached and stormed on the 1st May, 1862 ; Singpoo, on the
13th ; Nnjow, on the 17th; and Cholin, on the 20th, by the Bt·itish and French
forces ; the garrisons of these towns were allowed to escape through the
cities not having been surrounded. A detachm ent of British troops was left
with the Imperialists to garrison Kahdin~; and on the day of the capture of
Cholin, information was rc:ceived that Chung Wang, the chief leader of the
rebels, had advanced on and surrounded that place, after defeating and capturing an Imperialist force, which had imprudently ad,,anced from Kabding
towards Taitsan. The morning of the 21st May, 1862, saw the allied British
and French forces returning from Cholin after burning it and blowing up one
of its gates, at the same time that the rebel garrisons of three cities- Yongmei,
Naiwai, and Chuenza, numbering from 6,000 to 8,000, and of Cholin and
Najow, who had escaped- were defiling along the sea•wall on the edge of Hangchow Bay, the capture of Cholin having completely cut them off from their
comrades. Leaving a detachment at Najow, the allied forces returned to
The rebels fell back on their
Shanghai, and advanced again to Kahding.
approach. The garrison being withdrawn, the allied forces returned to Shanghai,
and the rebels re.occupied Kahding, and flocked down to and surrounded Singpoo,
which was then occupied by the foreign.officered force of Chinese, under an
American, named Ward, whose head·quarters were at Sungkiong. On the 10th
June, 1862, the allied forces were obliged to advance to Singpoo to relieve its
garrison: the rebels fell back on their approach, and re•occupied it on its evacuation, Thus ended the spring operations, leaving the rebels in possession of
Kahding and Siogpoo.
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On the 1st October, 1862, the British and French forces again advanced 011
Kahding, breached the wall and retook it, the garrison escaping. Singpoo was
taken by Ward's foreign-officered force of Chinese, on the 17th August, !B62.
The end of 1B62, found the thirty-miles radius cleared of the rebels, and the
cessation of active operations against them on the part of the British and French
forces in the province of Kiangsoo.
It is necessary to describe the foreign-officered force known by the Imperial
Government under the name of "Ever Victorious Army," or Chang Sheng
Chiun. Its creation is due to the American Ward, who, on the invasion of
Kiangsoo by the rebels in 1860, undertook the recapture of Sungkiong with a
party of 100 foreigners for a certain sum of moILey. This he accomplished by
seizing a gate at dusk, and maintaining his party there against the repeated
attacks of the rebels till the morning, when the Imperialists came up to their
assistance. The impetus that this success gave to the desertion of seamen from
the Royal Navy and merchant shipping to join him, led to Ward's being
arrested and his foreigners disbanded. He then took to drilling Chinese, the
funds for their support being found by the rich merchants of Shanghai, and
support was also given him by the British authorities in the way of allowing
him to purchase old arms. He eventually worked this nucleus into a force of
from 6,000 to 7,000 Chinese, officered by foreigners of all nationalities, and of
all degrees of life. They were armed with Tower muskets, and had a power~
ful artillery. It was with this force he breached, assaulted, and captured
Singpoo in August, 1862. He was killed in the attack of Tseki, September
21st, 1862, and left the command of the force to Burgevine, also an American.
Ward was o. brave, clear~headed man, much liked by the Chinese mandarins,
to whom he was courteous in his manner, and a very fit man for the command
of the force he had raised.
Burgevine was a man of a different stamp, far better educated than Ward;
and it is said that to him is due the idea of training Chinese troops in the
foreign manner to oppose the rebels; he was, however, when in command,
indolent, temporizing, and arrogant in his manner to the Chinese merchants
who paid the force.
He took the command of the CMng Sheng Chinn on Ward's death, and held
it till December, 1S62, when, in consequence of an altercation he had with one
of the principal Mandarins about the pay of bis troops, in which he lost bis
temper and struck the official, he was removed by Li Hung Chang, the Governor
of Xiangsoo, from the command of the force. The only action which occurred
during his tenure of office was on November 13th, 1862, when he repulsed with
great slaughter, near Powokong, a large force of the rebels who bad moved
down to attack Singpoo.
Previous to Burgevine's removal from the command of the force, Admiral Sir
J. Hope had lent him as chief of his staff Captain Holland, R.M, and on the
fracas above alluded to having taken place, the Governor Li applied to Genernl
Staveley to appoint an officer. General Staveley nominated the ,~riter of th~se
notes; but unwilling to supersede Capt. Holland, ho suspended his assumption
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of the command until the British Minister at Peking had given his decision on
the ad,·isability of a. British Officer taking any part in the matter. Captain
now Major Holland retained the command till ?.larch 23rd, 1863, when the
Home Government instructed the General to place a British Officer in charge of
the force if opportunity off'ored itself. The General consequently named the
undersigned, who took over the co mmand at the end of that month.
During Major Holland's tenure of office, he had made an expedition against
Taitsan, a city north of Kabding, breached the walls, 14th F ebruary, 1863, near
one of the gates, but failed in the assault and lost two 32•pounders, which the
rebels, by a 1·ush out over the breach, captured.
At this epoch the Imperialists were in a difficulty about the city of Chanzu,
whose rebel leader had with his troops given in their adhesion to the Imperialist
Government; this city was now hemmed in by the rebels under Chung \Vang
who had captured the fortified post of Fusho.n which barred the. passage from
the Yangtze to Chanzu. Chanzu stands some 25 miles a.nd Fushan about 5
miles from the Yangtze,

Previous to the wl'iter's taking the command, several attacks had been made
on Fushan, which the rebels had repulsed, and the state of Chanzu was most
critical. The Governor Li requested that Fushan might be taken, and on the
31st March, 1863, the 5th Regiment, four 12-pounder howitzers and a 32-pounder
on siege carriages, were embarked from Sungkiong and proceeded up the
Yangtze to the Imperial camps which were posted near Fushan. The troops
were disembarked on the 2nd, and the place reconnoitred on the 3rd.
The rebels held the large stone bridge over the canal which runs from
Chanzn to the Yangtze; they had enclosed a considerable number of houses with
a strong loop-holed wall, ditches and abattis on each side of the bridge, which
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was on a bend of the canal; but near it on the west side of the canal were some
ruins which afforded cm·er close up to the stockaded positions. and it was in
these ruins the guns were placed in the night of the 3rd of April. It '\'fas
determined to attack the easte1·n stockade, though the troops and guns were on
the western side of the canal, it having been observed that the canal leading to
Chauzu was but imperfectly staked, and that boats to form a bridge could be
passed up it to the walls of this stockade, which stood somewhat in advance of
the western one; the rebels had relied on the width of this canal and had no
abattis along the walls; the guns also could bear both on the connecting bridge
and on the main ro11d leading from Chanzu, aud thus prevent reinforcements
coming up.
Vould confidence have been placed in the troops the whole position could have
been turned, and the result would, in all probability, have been an e"acuation;
but the troops bad been twice defeated aud their slight morale was shaken under
the continual changes of commanders.
At 7 a.m. the guns opened on the stockades at a distance of 700 yards, the walls
fell iu flakes under the 32-pounder shot, a breach was soon made and the rebel
fire silenced. At 10 a.m. the boats advanced slowly along the canal and pulled
up the stakes, and the 12-pdr. howitzers were ad\'anced to the edge of the
ruins; a portion of the storming party we1·e in the boats whic:h, under the foreign
officers, formed a bridge and the place was entered, the rebels leaving the other
stockade as the men landed; the loss was two killed and six wounded. The
l'Cbels made a ,,igorous and nearly successful attempt to retake the position
about an hour after its capture, which was repulsed with difficulty; they had
sent reinforcements into the works during the firing; which, considering it was
along the road direct.ly in the line of fire of the 32-pdrs 1 speaks well for their
courage.
On the night of the 4th April, Chung Wang and his troops fell back from
Chanzu, which, nearly at its last extremity, opened its gates to the Imperialists.
Chung Wang had made many attempts to take the place and had tried to
breach the walls with the two 32-pdrs. he had captured at Taitsan, one of which
had burst from the rough shut fired from it.
The expeditionary troops returned to Sungkiong on the 6th April, and to the
end of the month every effort was made to get the troops, which numbered from
3,000 to 4,000, properly equipped, and to organize the departments.
The force was divided into five regiments of infantry and one of artillery,
averaging from 600 men each, officered by men of all nationalities, the noncommissioned officers being Chinese; to each regiment was attached an interpreter. The artillery co11sisted of two 8-in. howitzers, four 32-pdr. 25 cwt. guns,
three 24-pdr. howitzers, twelve 12-pdr. howitzers on naval field carriages,
eighteen 12-pdr. mountain howitzers, fourteen mortars 1 of which four were
8-in. and the remainder oi-in. and 4-!-in., and three rocket tubes. The guns
were on siege carriages, and the whole of the ordnance and ammunition were
contained in sixteen l11rge boats. A large assortment of planks for platforms
and bridges, rope and 3-\n. elm mantlets, 10 ft. broad and 8 ft. high, which
were placed by the guns in action, and which answered admirably in protecting
Q
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the gunners, were carried with t hese boats, together with about 150 feet of
Blanshard's infantry pontoon bridge. Tho flotilla consisted of from 40 t~ 50
Chinese gunboats, which would carry from 40 to 50 men each, thus enabling
2,000 info.ntry to be moved by water with celerity in nny direction ; these boats
carried n 9-pdr. or 12-pdr. gun in their bows. The rations were conveyed in
eight or ten large boats, and consisted of rice and pork sufficient for the whole
force for ten or twelve days.
The commanding officers of regiments had a proportion of bamboo ladders
(with planks strapped on them) and tools handed over to them, so that each
regiment could m£u·ch across any country, however intersected with creeks;
they also had a party of coolies to carry the spare ammunition. The men were
armed generally with Tower muskets, with so me 500 to 700 Enfields among the
force.
'fhe commanding officers dealt with their prisoners according to a regular
code, only extreme cases being brought before the Commanding Office1: of the
force, whose endeavour was to leave as much as possible to the commanding
officers of regiments, after generally defining what he considered the interior
economy of the troops should be; acting in the same manner with r espect to the
Commissariat and Military St.ore Depa1'tments, and dismissing the men who failed
to carry on their duties. By this means, he eventually got leade1·s who were
zealous and pains•tnking, and who could be trusted. By frequent personal
and minute inspection, without the slightest attempt at formality in the same,
he had the personal assurance of the state of each regiment and department.
'fhe hospital arrangements were under the care of Staff Assistant Surgeon
:Moffitt, who knew his work so well as never to require anything more than
encouragement, and whose name and skill will be remembered for many a long
day in the province of Kiangsoo.
It is not necessary to dwell longer on the organization of the force. 'l'he
arrangements were just snch as any officer invested with absolute power and a
little common sense would carry out. As a general rule orders were given
viva voce, and were seen carried out; forms and ceremonies were as much as
possible avoided (an advantage, as there were many Americans in the force),
and each commanding officer, supreme in his command, felt himself trusted.
Attached to the force at various times were from one to three small paddlesteamers 90 ft. long and 24 ft. wide, drawing 3 ft. to 4 ft. of water, carrying a
32-pdr. gun in the bow, and a 12-pdr. howitzer in the stern. These were commanded by Americans, and did first.rate service.
The force at the end of April was thus well equipped in every way, it5 departments organized, and the means of fransport available to move it in any
direction with celerity, and it was now determined to use it against the

rebels. The Governor Li hnd stated that the rebel chief Isah, of 'faitsan, was
prepared to give over his city if the adjoining town of Quinsan was attacked;
and accordingly the force started for that town on the 2ith April. It reached
Lokapan, a villa!.!:C fifteen miles from Quinsan, on the 30th April, 1S63, when
dispatches arr i"ed from Li to the effect that Isah had treacherously decoyed his
brother's troops into the city of Taitsan, that 1,600 of them had been killed, and
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his brother's camp taken. He requested that the operations against Quinsan
might be deferred, and that the force should march across and attack Taitsan.
On the 31st they marched to the south gate of Taitsan, and on the 1st May,
turned towards the west gate, where the rebels had two large stockaded works
some 700 yards from the walls of the city. Fire was opened at 1 p.m. on the
nearest stockade, and in the meantime 11 regiment. under the cover of the ruins
which lay between the stockade and the town, pushed on in skirmishing order
to cut off the retreat of the defenders of the stockade, on whom the artillery
fire had begun to tell. Just as it was decided on attempting the assault of the
work, its defenders, seeing their retreat menaced, evacuated it, and a few shots
compelled the rebels to retreat from the other stockade. Thus fell with little
loss the two and only outworks of Taitsan.

On the morning of the 2nd May, a regiment was detached to prevent the
escape of the rebels from the north gate, and thus the east gate only was open
to them, and that led away from their supporting cities and would force them
to make a long detour by byeways to escape. Had there been troops avail•
able this exit would also have been closed.
On recounoitrino- the town it seemed that the creek leading up to the west
gate, and then bif~rcating, fo~med the ditch ; it was clear of stak€s, the rebels
having depended on the exterior stockades, now captured, ~o preven_t an attack
on that side. As this would enable boats to be pushed up mto the ditch to form
a bridge, it was determined to attack here, though disadvantageous on account
.
of the projecting bastioned gateway.
The guns were lauded one by one among the ruins of the sub.urb,_ and opemng
at 500 to 60Q yards distance from the wall, soon began to bnng it down. As
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the enemy's defences got more and moro dilapidated, the guns were 1?ovcd
nearer. a heavy fire of musketry wns kept up on the walls, nnd under this fire
tho boats were pushed up little by little to the breach. 'fho rebels kept up B
,·ery fair fire, but lay concealed. At 3 p.m., the breach '"as practicable, and
the boats being pushed up to the ditch, the storming party advanced. In a
moment the breach was crowded with rebels, who stood boldly up, and threw
bngs of powder, with fuzes nttuchecl, into the boats. The troops pushed on
ncross the bl'id"c-one of the boats of which had been sunk by the explosion of
a powder bag~but could n'Jt mount the breach, the rebels presenting a forest
of spears against their adnmce. Two 8-in. howitzers were then brought up,
and firiu~ blind shells over the heads of the stormers, mowed down the defenders
of the bt;nch in scores, though they still attempted to fire down at the storming
party which lay in the ditch. The sounding of the "advance" made them show
ng11in 1 but after a time they got more wary, and another attempt was made to
mount the breach, again to be frustrated. The rebel chief's snake flags still
floated out on the breach, and till he left, it was said the breach would be defended. A violent fire was directed on the soot, which hurled masses of brickwork on the crouching rebels. Another and. third attempt by a fresh regiment
was made to mount, which was stoutly met by the rebels, and the contending
bodies swayed on the edge of the breach for a moment, and then the stormers
surged over and the place wa~ won, the flags of the chief disappea1·ing at the
last moment. On the breach the rt'bels lay in great numbers i _among them,
fighting to the last, were two Americans, two Frenchmen, and three Sepoys of
the 5th Bombay Native Infantry - deserters. Se\'eral other foreigners who
were fighting for the rebels escaped; and in the town was captured Private
Hargreaves, a deserter from the 31st Regiment, se\'crely wounded. The losses
the force had sustained incapacitated it from an active pursuit, and the chief,
Jsah, with the greatest part of bis fighting men, who numbered from 8,000 to
10,000, escaped to Soochow. Had the Imperialists been activ-e they might
have caused much greater loss in the pursuit, but they were cowed by the disas~
tl'Ous treachery of the previous week, and did little beyond looking on.
Two mandarins of high rank and 300 Imperialist soldiers, who had been
tnken prisoners by the previous treachery, were set at liberty, and the Imperialists gained a town which had been the scene of two disastrous defeats. The
chief, lsah, left a fuze burning in a vault of powder under his house, which in
the course of the morning blew up, but did little harm.
On the 4th May the force moved towards Quiosan to carry out the original
programme, but the soldiers were so burthened with loot that it was found
necessary to return to Sungkiong; an Imperialist force under General Ching
having sfockaded itself off the west gate.
On the 1·eturn of the force to Sungkiong, a difficulty arose concerning its
command. Bu1·gevine after his dismissal bad gone to Pekin 1 and through the
intervention of the British and American Ministers, who considered him illtreated by the Uo,·ernor, had returned with an edict authorizino- him to retake
the command; this the Governor Li would not accede to, and the British Gene..
ral Brown refusing to interfere, the force remained under the undersigned.
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On the 24th May, the force left Sungkiong for the last time for Quinsan, it
having been observed that its discipline wou]d be better maintained in the field
than in garrison away from the enemy. Quinsan is a town of great strategical
importance; it is situated 40 miles south of Chanzu, and from it diverge large
navigable canals. Its possession by a force in command of the waters prec1uded
any hostile advance on Shanghai. It is a city with a wall 18 ft. high and four
miles in circumference, and with a very wide ditch. To the north of it, and
inside the walls, rises a steep hill 250 ft. to 350 ft. high, with a pagoda on the
top. From this the flat country around can be seen on a clear day for thirty
miles.

CHANZU

•

A large canal runs from its west gate to Soochow, the prefectural city of the
prosrince; large lakes extend to the north and south of this canal, along the
north bank of which runs the only road to Soochow; another road leads from
the north gate to Chanzu then garrisoned by Imperialists. It will, therefore,
be seen that if the road' to Soochow was cut, the garrison of Quinsan must
either surrender or starve. The experience gained at Taitsan shewed that
efforts should be made to avoid the costly mode of attack by breach and assault,
and to strike at the rebel communications.
It has been related that the Imperialists under General Chin~ had entre~ched
themselves off the east gate of Quinsan soon after the fall of Taitsan, and m the
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middle of May tho rebels had issued out from Soochow and had almost sur•
rounded the Imperialists' position by stockades and bren.stworks. It was, therefore uccessnrv to drive these forces back before any further movements against
Qui~snn could be undedaken. Accordingly, on the arrival of the force at
Ching's camp on the 28th May, the rebels were attacked in flank, and after a
sharp but short engagement, they evacuated their positions, and retired to the
north and west of the city. On the 29th May, the great canal leading round
the city and joining the great canal from the east gate of Quinsan to Soochow
was reconnoitred by the steamer Hyson; an imprudent proceeding, as it might
have shewn the rebels their weak points. 'fhis canal joins the other about 10
miles from the east gate of Quinsan, and this junction was defended by two
stockades, with the village of Chuoye strongly intrenched a little way to the
north-east.
At 3 a.m. on the 31st May, the steamer Hyson, 350 infantry embarked
on board Chinese gun-boats, and a proportion of field artillery, started
for Chuoye. The rebels mustered much more strongly than the day before,
nod replied briskly to the fire of the 32-pdr. on board of the steamer, which
steamed up to the stakes that stretched across the creek, A part of the
infantry were landed, and advanced towards the stockade, which was on the
same side of the great canal as they were, and which was quite isolated. The
defenders of this stockade, seeing the steamer pushing its way through the
stakes, threw themselves into boats and into the water and evacuated the work,
a proceeding followed immediately after by the defenders of the other stockade.
The infantry then crossed and occupied it, and leaving a party in it, passed on
towards the village of Chun ye, which was evacuated on their approach;
thus the grand line of retreat was cut, and with only the loss of two men.
As the Hyson turned to the left towards Soochow, a large body of rebels
appeared coming down from that place to reinforce the stockades; she opened
on them with grape and shell, and pressed their rear as they retreated along
the narrow causeway; they could not go to the right, for there at no great distance lay the Yangsing Lake, which had large branches running from it to the
main canal, over which branches the causeway passed by narrow and high
bridges. At each of these bridges delays occurred, and the rebels suffered
severely. About three miles from Chunye, a large ID$\sonry fort defended the
advance, which was taken by the fugitives rushing pell mell into it. A large
single arch bridge crossed the canal here, which the steamer, lowering her funnel, passed under, while runaways were crossing ov~1· the bridge above. The
1·etreating mass, joined by the garrison of Ta Edin, continued to fly in front of
the steamer until Siaou Edin, another strong stockade, was reached, which
with another called \Vaiquaidong was evacuated on its approach. This was a
mile from Soochow, whose garrison were evidently in a great state of alarm;
but here it was necessary to turn, for it was 7 p.m., and the chase had lasted
since I p.m.
On its return the steamer met crowds of the rebels whom it lmd left behind
who opened fire on it, and who met with sweeping showers of grape and canis~
ter. The neighbouring villagers flocked down, looted the stockades, and mur-
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dered such of the rebels ns were lurking about, At 2 a.m. on the 1st June, the
steamer passed Ta Edin, and all at once a. heavy fire was opened from the stockades which had been captured, mingled with cheers and yells. It was the garrison of Quinsan attempting their escape. It is doubtful how the matter might
have gone, had not the Hyson steamed up and delivered a charge of grape into
the assailants, who fell back dismayed towards the town, and who eventually
to the number of 8,000 surrendered. The remaining part of the force which
had been left at the west gate entered the city at day-break. The loss of the
rebels was upwards of 4,000 killed by the Hyson'• artillery and the peasantry,
and drowned in the creeks in attempting their escape.
It was decided to make Quinsan the head-quarters of the force, instead of
Sungkiong, which was too far removed from the enemy.
It was now necessary to look to the capture of Soochow, which was admirably
situated for having its communications cut off by a force strong on the water.
On the east side, the Imperialists, under Ching, held W aiq uaidong; on the south,
the town of ,vokong was wanted to cut off the communications in that direction, and to enable the steamers to get into the Taiho lake to cut off the city to
usieh was wanted to cut off the communications
the west; and the town of
to the north: these two towns captured, it would be only a question of time
when Soochow would fall.
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'l'he force left Quinsan for Wokon g on the 26th July, and on the 28th it
arriYed in face of Kahpoo, where the canal from Quinsan joins the grand
cannl. this j un otion was defended by two strong stockades, out of ,vhich the
rebels' fled aftc1· the troops had begun to threaten their communications with
Soocbow. 'l'he communications of Soochow to the south and west were now
-virtually cut, for from Knhpoo runs, from the grand canal, the water.way for
steamers into the Taihoo Jake ; but \Vokong was too near Kahpoo for its safety;
it mio-ht be attacked from both sides and cracked like a nut, though perhaps it
would have proved a bard one. It was desirable to take \Vokong, so that when
captured its garrison would look after attacks from the south, while Kahpoo
repelled them from the north.
On the 29th Jul y, after leaving a ganison in Kahpoo, the force marched along
the grand canal towards ,v0kong, and surprised the large bridge over it near
the east gate; the rebels rushed out to reinforce a stockade th ey had some 700
yards from the north gate, but one of the regiments was too quick for them, and
following them up, entered the stockade with them. 'lhe north and cast gates
were now closed i on the west was the Taihoo lake; and there was only the
south gate to secure in order to have the city. Leaving a regiment at the east
and north gates. the remainder of the force pushed on to the south, where the
rebels had a large stone stockade, rather too far from the city to be afforded
any help. The moment a company crossed the canal and threatened its rear,
the rebels vacated the stockade, and the city was surrounded.
It was now 11 a.m., but there remained another stockade about a mile to the
south of the grand canal, which was evacuated on the approach of a company; it was on the junction of a large stream from the east with the grand
canal, and soon after the occupation of it there came sailing down this stream a
large flotilla of rebel gun-boats, which had been dislodged from some out-lying
districts to the east of \Vokong. On their seeing that the creek they were
descending was in hostile occupation, they turned off into the creek leading into
the grand canal near the east gate of Wokong, not knowing that the work at
its junction bad fallen. The regiment let them approach close, and pouring a
volley into them captured them all; thus adding to the force's flotilla 35 good
gun-boats.
Though expecting a heavy sortie at dusk, everything remained quiet till
4 a.m. 011 the 30th July, when the gates of the city were thrown open and the
place surrendered. Four thousand prisoners were taken, and in this case, as
with the prisoners. at Quinsnn, several hundreds were taken into the ranks to
fill the gaps caused by desertion ensuing on successful looting in the town. The
chief of the city, who wns a brother of Chung \Vang, had esc1ped in the night
by a boat.
Thus were gained in four days the rebel communications to the south and a
free entry into the Taiboo lake, which cut them off from the west; the east was
already held by the Imperialists at \Vniquaidong; while to the north was
Chun ye. 1'he capture of ,vokong compelled. the rebels to make a detour of the
Taihoo lake in order to communicate with the cities they held in the south.
It was now decided to try and capture ,v usieh to cut the line of retreat to
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the north-west, but the departure of Burgevine with 120 foreigners anll a. small
stca.mer, the II K.ajow,'' changed the aspect of affairs and compelled a more
cautious warfare. The Imperialists put garrisons into "'okoug and Kahpoo,
and the force return~d to Quinsan.
Burgevine's arrival at Soochow encouraged the rebels greatly, and led to the
chief making a vigorous attack on the Kahpoo position on the 4th August,
which the Imperialists repulsed with difficulty; it was sufficiently near success
to oblige re-inforcements being sent from the force at Quinsan, which, supported
by the steamers, drove back the rebels and their foreigners, and pursued them
towards Soochow. They had been very daring, and had brought up a 12 pr.
against the stockades, to the ditches, of which they had advanced in their attacks.
Affairs remained very quiet till the end of September, the weather being very
hot1 and the number of foreigners in Soochow rendering any great flank movement towards ,vusieh a dangerous proceeding.
The troops being unhealthy in Quinsan, it was determined to move them to
'''aiquaidong, and put them under canvas. At the end of September, a move
was made which was attended with important consequences; at a place on the
grand canal called Patachiaou, about a mile and a half from the south.east angle
of Soochow, a large and deep canal leads towards Shanghai; this cut the line of
impel'ialist communications between ,vaiquaidong and Kahpoo, ancl if an exit
of rebel troops were made in fo1·ce by this canal, the communications of the
force would be jeo1Jardized1 and itself exposed to an attack in flank. It was
therefore determined to try and capture Patachiaou by sw·prise, and thus close
this exit.
On the 29th Sept., 1863, at 2 a.m., in a drizzling rain, 500 infantry, with artillery, and the Hyson steamer, moved from ,vaiquaidong towards Patachiaou,
the vicinity of which they reached about 5 a.m.; the rebels were completely
surprised, and fled from their strong works at almost the first shot. An effort
was made, later in the day, by the rebel chiefs of Soochow and their fol'eigners
to retake the position, but it was easily repelled; the foreigners appeared in
Garibaldian shirts, but in this instance their efforts did not amount to much.
Experience shewed in these operations, that attacks made in wet weather on
Asiatics were generally very successful, their nti.nds a1Jpareut.ly becoming easily
depressed.
On the 1st October, the steamer Kajow, with a cargo boat on each side of Jier,
descended the grand canal, flanked by Burgevine and his followers and a large
body of rebels, led by Mow Wang, the chiefof Soochow. The Kojow and one of
the cargo boats bad 12 pdr. howitzers in their bows, while on the other cargo boat
was a 32 pdr. The small force at Patachiaou barricaded the gorge of their work,
and prepared for defence. The rebel artillery fire was ,·et-y accurate, and affairs
looked doubtful, when the Hyson came round the point from ,vaiquaidong; this
caused the rebels to hesitate, and when they did advance to the assault they
were attacked by a heavy fire in flank, from a company which had been placed
outside the work, under the bank of the creek leading to the west. They retired, and keeping up a desultory fire for some time, eventually returned to
Soochow. During the night they attempted to surprise the stockade, but wero
discovered at about 700 yards from the work, and gave up the attempt.
It
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'l'wo days after this, Burgcvinc came down with n flag of truce, and saw tl10
writer of t hese notes. He professed himself disnppointcd with the conduct of
the rebel chiefs, nnd willing to como over with the foreigners, nncl steamer, and
artillery, if the men were pnid for their ser vice with the rebels; this was agreed
to, and Burgevine returned to Soochow i it being left to him to fix his own time.
'l'hings remained quiet till the 12t h October, when information was r eceived
that the old rebel chief Isnh of Tnitsnu had come up against ,vokong, and had
entrenched his force off the south gate. The imperialists were greatly alarmed,
and requested nu ex pedition to be sent against him. On the 13th October this
was done, and his position being attacked in front was taken only with great
difficulty, time not allowing a flank movement. The rebels lost but slightly, as
their retreat was not molested. Two heavy explosions had been heard from
the north of Soochow on the 12th October, and the cause of them was ascer~
tained on the return of the expedition to \Vokong, where two of Burgevine's
officers bad come in with a flag of truce. It appeared that Burgevine, always
vacillating, thought he would try and capture the imperialist position at 'l'a
Chio.oku, to the north west of Soochow : this was held by the troops of the
Futai, or Governor's brother, who bad starved Kon gyin, a city on the Yangtze,
into submission, and whose force, numbering fl'Om 10 to 20,000, had taken up a
position parallel to the grand canal, their right being about 12 miles from
Wusieh, and their left nt Ta Chiaoku.
llurgevine, with the Knjow steamer and his artillery and foreigners, started
with the Chung Wang, who had arrived from Nankin, On the 12th October,
they approached the position and surprised 35 imperial gun boats, and two
large boats la.den with powder. Burgevine, whose relations with Chung ,vang
were not on the bes t footing, undertook to capture the stockades, upon which he
opened a violent fire. H e had landed the foreigners for the assault, when a
spark fell into a powder case in the Kajow, and blew her bow open. The im•
perialists, who had already began to evacuate the stockade, saw the steamer
sinking, and returning to the loop-holes drove the assaulting party back, Bur•
gevine then retired, leaving the wreck of the Kajow, and put his wounded into
the powder boats he captured in the morning. By some accident one of them
exploded, and at the close of th·e day he had lost the steamer and nearly half
his foreigners. Chung \Vang was so put out at his failure that he ordered him
and his party back to Soochow, where they arrived on the 13th, regarded with
the greatest suspicion by the rebels This was the account given by Burgevine's
officers, who said that if a false attack was made on the next day, they would
during it pass over from the rebels. '£hey returned to the city, and on the con•
certed false attack being made from 40 to 50 foreigners came over. Rurgevine,
however, was not with them, but on the following day he came out by the per•
mission of the rebels, and thus though some of his party remained with the
nbels, the formidable aspect which affairs had assumed no longer existed, and
the force was left at liberty to carry out the original programme of cutting off
the remaining communications of the city.
On the 23rd October, ,vuliungcbiaou, a strong stockaded position west of
Patachiaou, wns taken. On the 26th, another attempt from the south to take
Wokong was repulsed with great loss to the rebels; and then turning north,
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the positions of Leeku (NoY, 1st) and Wanti (Nov. 11th) were captured. In
all these engagements the rebels lost he~wily, their positions being surrounded
and taken before reinforcements could reach them from the city. Their garrisons numbered from 800 to 1,000 stroRg, but their stockades were narrow, and
the 32·pdrs. tore through them from side to side. At Wanti, through a mistake, one column entered on one side as another column came in at the other.
The rebels fought desperately, which together with the cross fire of the assaulting troops, caused many casualities. In these attacks an attentive reconnais•
sance of the rebel works and an overwhelming artillery fire rendered the
captures easy. 'l'he dates on which they occurred fell almost day for day on the
days agreed on-after Burgeviue had left the rebels-with the Chinese generals
that they should be taken.
The capture of "\Vanti completed the junction of the forces under the Futai's
brother with those under the writer and General Ching, whose troops garri•
soned the captured works-the former extending parallel to the grand canal (as
has been remarked), from a pince opposite, and 12 miles from Wusieh, where
his right wing rested to 'l'a Chiaoku, which his left wing occupied. Ching's
right wing rested on Wanti, and extended by Lceku, Waiquaidong, Patnchiaou,
to \V uliungchiaou, which his left wing occupied i while the steamers and a large
flotilla of gun- boats occupied the Taiho lake.
It remained only to cut the grand canal to isolate the city; to do this was a
perilous undertaking, as any force advancing towards it was liable to be attacked
in flank 011 the west by the Chung Wang, who held a strong position at Metachiaou near "'usieh, or on the west by a sortie from the garrison of Soochow.
It had been arranged that two positions should be captured on the grand canal,
viz., Monding and Fusaiqwan; the object of this being to avoid a simultaneous
attack on both sides, from Wusieh and Soochow, which might have ensued had
only one position been taken. By the capture of l\fonding and Fusaiqwan, the
garrison of the former would face ,vusieh, and the garrison of the latter oppose
any attack from Soochow. 'fhe Futai's brother agreed to throw forward his
left wing and garrison Monding when taken, if Ching would bring forward his
right wing and occupy F11saiqwan when taken.
The capture of the Firefly steamer-in the employ of the force-in the
harbour of Shanghai, by some rebel sympathisers, on the eve of the force proceeding to the attack of Chung \Vang's position at Metachiaou, preliminary_ to
the advance on Monding, upset these plans, and necessitated contentment with
the capture of Fusaiqwan alone, the Fatai's brother, in "irtue of the non-capture
of Monding, considering himself absolved from giving any help.
The position of Fusaiqwan was surprised and taken witho~t loss o~ th~ 19th
Nov., the rebel reinforcements from Soochow, as usual, commg only rn time to
be driven back with loss, and thus with the exception of a small country road
by the hills near the Taiho lake, the city of Soochow was surr~unded. .
Ching, however, fearing to be nutcrackered, objected to garr1s0~ Fusaiqwan,
which necessitated the leaving of the 1st Regiment aud some artillery there, a
serious diminution of the force, at the time when it needed enry man. !here
now remained the second line of stockades, which extended round the city at
These defences were very
the distance of ,50J yards from the walls.
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strong: o. breast-work ran nlong the whole front on the e~ge o~ a wido crtlek,
and the stockades were adm irably placed as redoubts belund 1t. '\Vhcn the
breast-w·ork was taken the stockades could hold out, o.ncl the flalness of the
genernl line presenting no salient, ~nd the proximity of the city ;;'a.Us, which
mounted several cannon, among which was the 32-pdr. captured at lrntsan, prevented any attempt being made to cut off' the rebel retreat.
In the Malakoff, the Russians allowed the front of th efr redoubt to be in the
onter line, a mistake which lost them Sebastopol, for when the outer line was
entered, the redoubt was as useful to tho French as if they had made it.
From the reports of t he foreigners ,vho had come ont of Soochow, it was supp osed that these works were left weakly guarded at night, and that they could
be easily captured by surprise. Accordingly, arrangements ,vere made for a
night attack on the nearest stockade close to the eas t gate. Several significant
signs seemed to presage a failure. The attack was fixed fol' 2 a.m., on the 27th
November. At midnight an eclipse of the moo n took place, a phenomenon
much feared by the Chinese. At l a.m. a prisoner, on being questioned as to a
lantern on the east gate, t.leclared it to be a sign that Mow \Vang was there.
The attack, however, took place, and the troops pushed up quietly in boats to
the stockade and landed in silence. The creek was passed by a causeway the
rebels had left, and it was only as they sciled the bt·eastwork that they met with
a volley right in their faces. They pushed on and carried the breast-work 1 but
could not be got to try the stockade, which kept up a heavy fire on them. After
an hour or two it seemed useless to persevere, as the losses had been heavy, and
the troops were more or less in disorder, so they fell back carrying off the dead
and wounded. It appears that Mow ,vang knew of the attack, and that he
was with his body guard iu the stockade. He lost a good many of his best
men, and was described as being very much cast down. Several foreigners
who were with him were killed.
It was now determined to attack by daylight, and to employ the heavy artillery to break down the works. At 7 a.m. on the 29th November, fire was
opened on the works 1 and the stockade was set on fire; large gaps soon appeared,
and at 11 a.m., the assault was made. By some mistake the length of Blanshard's bridge which was put together was found too short, but the troops
managed to ford and get across by the broken causeway; and though the rebel
r esistance was very bold, and Chung ,vang who had come down was most
daring in leading on his men, the work was carried. Turning to the left. the
troops carried the other stockade, and then passing to the right, they compelled
the evacuation of the whole outer line, and captured a 24-pdr. howitzer.
Thus fell the second line of rebel works, though costing a heavy loss of life27 officers being killed and wounded. The rebels lost about 25 stockades in the
panic which seized them after the action.
From the captured stockades the city ditch, 300 feet wide, and the walls 1 24
feet high, could be seen j and the point of attack was decided on at the northeast angle, where an enfilade fire could be obtained on the two faces. Batteries
were thrown up at night to cover the guns, and the Blanshard bridge stretched
out by. planks and other means to span the stupendous ditch; but symptoms of
,vaverrng began to shew themselves in the garrison, Overtw·es of surrender
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were made by some of the chiefs, which were suspected by Mow Wang, whom
the conspirators slew at the council table, at 2 p.m. on the 5th December. They
sent out his head to the Futai that night, and gave up the city on the 6th
December. They were, however, treacherously murdered by the Futai on the
afternoon of the 7th December.
Large stores and a number of foreign guns were captured in the city, whose
fall caused the evacnation of Wusieh, on the 13th December.
The force remained inactive at Quinsan till the end of February, in consequence of the above treachery of the Governor; but though the same was
inexcusable, the writer did not consider that the object which the British
Government had in view when they allowed him to serve the Imperialists
should be allowed to fall through, and, consequently, the force resumed active
operations on the 23rd Febt·uary.
The position of the rebels was peculiar: the shape of the country they held
resembled a dumb-bell; in the upper part of which they had Nankin, Tayan,
Kintang, and Chanchufu; in the waist they had Yesing and Liyang; and in the
lower part they held Changching, Wuchu, Kashing, Hangchow, and several
other smaller towns. It will be seen that a vital blow would be struck if the
waist were cut through by the captures of Yesing and Liyang, to approach
which the Taiho was moat convenient.

HangclioW JJa"!f
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'l'his plan was ngrecd on, ancl on the 26th F ebruary the force passing through
Soochow and ,vusich 1·encbccl the north gate of Yesiug to tho surprise of its
garrison. This city lies between two lakes, one on the east and the other on
the west. The Imperialists undertook to gnard the north of the city, while
the force was crossed over to the eastern lake to the south. At 3 p.m. on the
23rd February, n regiment was passed over with artillery and disembarked on
the so uth side of the lake, meeting with but feeble resistance from the rebels,
who retired into their stockades. These were followed by the remainder of the
force next morning.

TAYAN

•

QUINSAN

Taiho
Lake
On reconnoitring, it appeared that a large deep canal ran south of the city,
and 800 yards from it1 from lake to lake; over this was a large high stone bridge;
the line of this canal and this bridge was defended by breastworks and stockades. It looked difficult to attack, so the infantry were directed to move
parallel to it and out of range, to the western lake. With the view of dis•
tracting attention and enabling 200 infantry to cross the canal and carry the
breastwork unperceived, these men were concealed in boats in a branch
creek leading into the canal, and their advance was to be covered with artillery
also concealed in the adjacent ruins. The ruse succeeded 1 for the rebels drew
the bulk of their f01·ces off towards the great bridge which they thought was
threatened. Through a mistake the troops making a detour, got further off'
from the city than was intended; and while they were in this position, a large
force of the rebel reinforcements was seen wending its way towards the high
bridge from Liyang. This force was allowed to pass on to the narrow causeway
which, with a wide ditch on each side, led to the bridge. Once on this they could
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not deploy, and the troops pressing them in rear caused a fearful panic. The rebels at the bridge shut the gates, but the fugitive Liyang reinforcement stormed
the position in spite of the fire the Yesing men opened on them. The pursuing
infantry entered with them, at the same moment as the 200 infantry pushed
across the canal, and carrying the breast-work, turned the position.
By noon the whole of the rebels' positions outside the walls south of the city
were captured, the north was already closed, and the lakes prevented any
escape to the east and west. At 2 a.m. on the 29th February, the city threw
open its gates and surrendered, its chiefs haying escaped by boat.
'l'he lake to the east of Yesing is joined by two deep canals with the Taiho
lake, and on the most southern of these, Tapuku, the rebels had a cluster of
stockades. Some of their chiefs wanted to surrender, others did not, so it was
necessary to send down a small force to compel the unwilling chiefs into submission. This small force arrived off the place at dusk, and communicated ,vith
the frie~dly chiefs, who described their stockades to be on the north of the
creek, and those of the unfriendly chiefs to be on the south. The attack would
have been rather a difficult one, but the flight of the unfriendlies settled the
matter.
On the return of this force to Yesing, the Hyson steamer made her appearance, having passed in through the northern canal from the Taiho lake.
On the 7th March the force marched by land towards Liyaag; the flotilla,
convoyed by the Hyson steamer, proceeding in the same direction, with instructions to feel their left at about 18 miles from Yesing, where it was intended
to halt. Through some mistake they did not do so, and the troops, separated
from the convoy, for the first and only time during these operations received
no rations. On the 8th the mistake was rectified, but several boats went astray
and fell into the hands of the rebels.
It was found that the road from Yesing to Liyang to the south made too great
a detour, so that it was necessary to move the 31000 infantry and 4,000 Imperialists across to the northern rolld, a distance of eight miles, no small operation,
as there were upwards of 13 canals from 60 to 100 yards wide to cross over;
however, with the help of the gunboats, all was accomplished by the night of
the 8th March.
At 9 p.m., some of the boats which went astray into the rebel lines came
back with a letter from the rebel chiefs of Liyang, offering the surrender of the
city. The Hyson started with 150 infantry at once, and at dawn reached the
stockades outside the city. The rebels scarcely expected their arrival so soon;
however, they gave over one stockade, and eventually opened the gates of the
city. The remainder of the force came up in the course of the day, havi~g had
to cross twenty-seven wide creeks, as the rebels had broken all the bl'Jdges:
and thus the waist of the dumb-bell was cut.
The garrison of Liyang could not have been less than 20,000 men; the chief
Shih \Vang was next to the Chung \Vang in rank. Jle hnd gone out the clay
before to reconnoitre, and had been shut out by the other chiefs, who surrendered
as related.
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It should have been mentioned thrtt to the ,ves t of Li yang were 40,000 Impo.
rialist sol<licrs belonging to Tseng Qwo Fa.u, the Generalissimo commanding the
forces around Nnnkin. These troops acted as a coverin g force to the investme nt.
'The capture of Liynng liberated these troops for othC L' duties.
It had already been considered that in the event of success in the captures of
Yesing and Liy.ing, the fot·ce should move from the latter city on Kiuta.ng and
Tayan1 and thus cut Chanchufu off from Nankin. Accordingly 1,600 of the
Liynug rebels having been taken into the force, about 1,500 men, the artillery,
and the II Hf'son '' started fot· the capt ure of Ki11tang 1 which, it was expected,
would sun·;nder.
On the 18th. March these tro:>ps marched through a devastated country for
Kinb.ng, iu the vicinity of which th~y arrived on the 2lst. The city is small
and had little cover round it except on the north-east angle, which it was
determined to bl'each. The rebels made little show, and at daybreak the guns
wei-e placed in position. Just, however, as they were about to open fii·e, a
courier came in from the Go-rernor of Soochow reporting the it'ruption of a large
rebel force from Chanchufu towards Kongyin and Chanzu; as they hacl already
taken Fushan and were threatening the two former cities, causing great alarm
at Soochow and Quinsan which were only weakly garrisoned, the Governor
concluded by requesting the return of S'.>me of th e force to repel this invasion.
The guns being now in position, it was thought better to try and capture the
city before returning, and arrangements were m~de for the assault by placing
the JU!.!11 in boats on the creek leading into the ditch of the city. A breach was
soon formed and the gunboats started to the assault, when the rebels mounted
the breach and opened a heavy firn on the advance; the writer (who went along
the bank with the gunboats) on approaching the edge of the ditch saw that the
stone bridge over it was unbroken and imprudently ordered a change of plan in
the moment of execution of the assault, directing the troops to land, and assault
across the bridge. This change of plan gave the rebels courage, and though the
breach was thrice assaulted, they repelled each attempt with considerable loss
to the assailants. It was, therefore, determined to desist, and to return to Liyang, leaving the 1,000 infantry who had been engaged at Kintang to proceed
with a fresh regim ent to the attack of the invading rebels from Chanchufu.
The Kintang rebels harassed the force very much during the night of the 23rd
'.March, creeping up and throwing powder bags into the boats, but at daybreak
they fell back and the retreat was unmolested.
Arriving at Liyang on the night of the 24th, the defeated troops were dise m•
barked, and a fresh regiment with 1,600 of the Liyang ex-rebels who had been
drafted into the force, started for Yesing and ,vusieh, where they arrived on the
26th i)farch, and where more information was obtained of the rebel invasion
which had thrown the country into a regular panic.
It appeared that the rebels had established posts from Chanchufu along south
of Kongyin to Chanzu, where the head of the force lay, and as time pressed, it
was thought advisable to let their Chiefs know that the troops were still in
existeuce by attacking their communications, which would tend to bring them
back and slacken their efforts against Chanzu.
1
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A series of skirmishes near Niukiuchiaow occurred on the 27th and 28th,
which tended to bring the rebels back from Chanzu, but as the attacks were
made in a direction which rnlgbt drive them into settled districts, it was
thought addsahle to morn round and attack \Vaisso-whcre they had now
accumulated-from the east side and to drive them on the Imperialists who had
now come from the south and out of Kongyin, and held positions, barring the
rebels from returning to Chll.nchufu; along this line they had broken all the
bridges, and thus the rebels were in a complete cul de sac.
The regiment of infantry and the 1,600 enlisted rebels were directed to move
by road from Liukiuchow towards \\'aisso ou the morning of the 31st March,
with direct.ions to feel their right so as to keep up a communication with the
light artillery boats which proceeded by water to the cast side of ,vaisso.
,Yith the artillery boats was the writer, who was unable to walk from a wound
in the leg received at Kintang. At noon the boats approached ,vaisso, but
there was no sign of the infantry, though sounds of firing had been heard in the
distance. The rebels perceived the boats, which managed to get back with
difficulty to Liukiuchow, to which the infantry had returned in the greatest disorder, seven officers and 450 men, out of 21000, having been captured and killed.
It appeared that the officer in command had been lurecl on to the vicinity of the
rebel stockades which he thought he would take before the artillery came up;
his arrangements were so long in being made that, when he was ready, the
rebels had large parties out on each of his flanks, on which he began to retire.
The retreat soon degenerated into a rout, and the rebel horsemen rode through
and through the ranks until close down to Liukiuchow, when the fire of a company of infantry and a couple of guus stopped them. After such a disaster it
became necessary to fall back to Siangchow and to send for more troops. The
Governor now agreed to garrison Liyang, from which place the force was withdrawn on the 6th April. They arrived at Liukiuchow on the 9th, and on the
11th were moved up towards the east side of \Vaisso, which was surrounded by
16 stockades; a close reconnaissance shewed that the most northerly stockade
was weakly garrisoned, the rebel forces being massed towards the south. By a
quick movement a regiment seized this stockade, which turnecl the rebel position and compelled them into a retreat, soon to be a flight. They were now
hemmed in on all sides and had no intrenchments; the Imperialists and villagers
hunted them down, and out of the whole of this invading force barely 1,000 got
back to Cbanchufu. The bodies of the officers and men killed on the disastrous
31st March were recoYered and buried.
In spite of the treachery, five cities in the south had surrendered to the Imperialists since the fall of Soochow, and on the 20th March, General Ching, who
had got some artillery officered by foreignera, breached ancl carried by storm
the cityofKachungfu, which lies on the grand canal below Wokong He was,
however, mortally wounded in the assault; and thus the Imperialists lost the
best general they had. Ching was a very brave intelligent man, and would
have been a good leader in any country. On the 211:it l\lareh, the large city of
Hangchow was evacuated, after having repulsed an assault made by the FrancoChinese force,
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The force now turned towards Chanchufu which was nearly surrounded by
the Imperialist forces to the numbc1· of 80,000. It was defended by Hu \Yang,
a. most noted rebel chief, and n large gn1·rison of detcr!llined moo. A detour
wns mndc to reach the west gate, whcrn the rebels had a nest of stockades out•
side the walls, and somEI distance from them. Ou tho 22nd and 23rd April,
these were attacked and evacuated after n feeble resistance. In the grand canal
which runs close to the city, was the wreck of the Firefly steamer, burnt by
the Imperialists, when lying at a stockade oft' the west gate, midway between
Chanchufu and Tayan, and which stockade they had sw·priscd.
As the g round admitted of it and time did not press, b11ttcries were thrown
up 150 y11rds from the wall for the breaching guns. These were made at night
by the Chin ese, who worked admirably and quietly ; they were finished by the
26th, and the attack was fixed for the 27th. The Governor wished that the
Imperialists should try their hand in the assault a t two breaches which had
been made at different places in the wall by some foreigners they had in their
em ploy, and that the assault by the foreign officered troops should be delayed
till they had tried.
Accordingly the Imperialists made their attempt at 1 p.m., but failed signally.
At 2 p.m. the ass11ult of the force took place, a breach having been made in the
morning. The ditch was crossed by a bridge of Blanshard's pontoons, but the
rebels behaved with such gallantry that they repulsed t\'i'O attacks, forced
back the attacking column, and obliged them to abandon the bridge, which the
I"Cbels, during the next night, took up the breach into the town,
On the 9th )1ay the troops and artillery of the late General Ching arrived,
and a bridge of casks having been prepared, an approach was made from the
batteries to the edge of the ditch, by which the attacking columns could advance to the assault under cover. The cask bridge was boomed across on the
night of the 10th of May, and another breach having been made by Ching's
artillery, the place was assaulted at both these breaches, after giving the rebels
several false alarms by bugle. A party of Imperialists, under Co Sung Ling,
attacked with the foreign officered force. Both assaults succeeded, though the
1·ebels fought desperately, and threw the usual amount of powde1· bags among
the stormers.
The 32-pdr. gun taken fro:n the Firefly steamer, lay on the other side of tho
breach, loaded to the muzzle, and intended to sweep the breach; it had, however,
missed fire.
rl'he rebel chief, Hu ,van g, was beheaded; but, as a rule, few others fell.
,vith this action ended the operations of the force, which was paid off and
dissolved by the 1st June.
The foll of Chanchufu led to the evacuntion of Tayan, on the 13th May;
Kintang had been evacuated on the 25th Apri l, and there only remained in
rebel possession, Changching, which surrendered on the 4th July; Nankin,
which was taken by storm on 13th July, the 42-ft. wall having been blown
down for a di~tance of 150 fee t by a mine placed at the end of a gallery driven
from a sto1.:katle 200 yards from the city i and ,vuchufu, which was evacuated
on the 28th August, 1864.
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ln concluding these imperfect notes, testimony must be borne to the gallant
behaviour of the brave foreigners, who officered the force. Numbering in all
130, they had 35 killed and 73 wounded; while the Chinese out of 4,000, had
620 killed and 920 wounded. The losses at Waisso raised the number of
kilted beyond its usual proportion to the number wounded.
The total cost of the force for the fourteen months the writer held the command was about £200,000.
Should any future war with China arise, too much attention cannot be paid
to the close reconnoitring of the enemy's positions, in which there are always
some weak points; and it is to be hoped that our leaders may incline to a more
scientific mode of attack than has hitherto been in vogue. The hasty attacks
generally made on Asiatic positions cost valuable lives, invite failure, and prevent the science of wnr theoretically acquired at considerable cost being tested
that of actual practice.
in the best school,

,,iz.,

C. G. G.

PAPER

XIV.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PASSAGE OF THE WET DITCH
OF LUNETTE No. 52, AT THE SIEGE OF STRASBURG, BY THE PRUSSIANS, IN 1870.
BY COLONEL

LENNOX, R.E.,

v.c.,

C.B.

,v

At the Siege of Strasburg by the German Army under General von erder,
in 1870, the passage of the wet ditch of Lunette No. 52, had to be effected,
The counterscarp and escarp were unrevetted, and their slopes about ½; the
level of the water was about one or two feet below the terreplein of the
covered way, and about the same height above the berm on the escarp side;
there was a hedge on the berm. The width of the water wns 182 feet; there
was a cunette in the ditch about 50 ft. wide; the depth of water at the cunette
was 15 ft. to 18 ft., and in the rest of the ditch from 5 ft. to 8 ft.; there was ba1·dly
any current. The ditch was flanked by musketry fire from the countergu~rd
No. 51, and from the bastion No. 12, but the lunette No. 52_ was no~ at the t1~e
,·egularly held by the French, though it was visited from time to time by their
patrols,
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As the passage of n wet ditch is always n difficult operation, I propose to
girn nll the details I hnvc been nblc to gather of tho mode of proceeding
adopted on this occasion by Cnptnin Andreac, Royal Prussinn Engineers, on
whom the duty devolved.
There were not nny materials in the Engineer park of which to make l'.L
bridge, nnd therefore such materials as could be found or obtained on requisi~
tion hncl to be made use of. There were in the neighbourhood of Strasburg
sevel'al breweries, and largo barrels could be obtained from them; this led to a
decision to cross by means of n bridge of casks. Tbe length of the piers, and
their distances apart, were determined in a great measure by many logs 1.J: ft.
long, 8 in. wide. and 4 in. nnd 6 in. thick, being found at the 1·ailway stntion in
course of construction at Schiltigheim.
'l'he following is a description of the bridge : The bnnels were from 4& ft. to
5 ft. in diameter and length, and two we1·c used for each pier, placed longituclinally, with their outer ends 11 ft. apart. On the casks restecl n saddle, composed of tw·o gunwales (14 ft. by 8 in. by 4 in.), nailed to two transoms (-1 ft. 8 in.
by 8 in. by 3 in.); the transoms were 11 ft. apart in the clear, and in their
upper sides notches (2 in. deep) were c1-1t to recei,•e the gunwales, which were
]Sin. apart in the rlear, and had notches (2 in. deep) cut in their undersides to
fit on to the transoms-. The gunwales were nniled to the transoms by 2 spikes
at each junction. On the outer side of each gunwale were fixed four hooks for
use in lashing the outer baulks to the gunwales. Each cask was secured to its
saddle by one lashing (attached to a staple fixed in the outer side of one gunwale), passed down l'Ound the barrel at the bung, and made fast to n staple in
the outer side of the other gunwale; the casks being of different sizes were
sorted carefully, so that the two in each pier might be of similar size; each saddle ,~as made to fit its own pair of casks by bevelling off the lower inner edge
of the gunwales; the staples were fixed at half the length of the cask from the
transoms, the ends of the casks thus butting against the trausoms. The buoyancy of each pier was observed, and the piers were so arranged that the Toadway of the bridge ascended at n somewhat even slope to the centre of the
bridge, and then sloped gradually down again to the other bank.
The piers were plnced 10 feet from ce11tre to centre; four baulks (14 ft. by
8 in. by 3 in.) were used in each bay; they were notched on the under side in
four places, so as to fit securely on to the gunwales of the saddles ; the notches
were 2 inches deep and 41 inches wide, which allowed half.an-inch play, as the
gunwales were 4inches wide. Each baulk rested on both gunwales of two saddles.
Each pair of outer baulks was secured by one lashing at each saddle; the lash~
ing "·as hitched on one of the hooks in the gunwale, passed over the pair of
baulks, l'ound the other hook in the gunwale, back again over the pair of baulks
to the first hook 1 and then frapped round the three strands between the hooks
and the baulks and made fast. The two inner baulks were placed intermediately
between the outer baulks, but they were not lashed. The inner edges of the
first set of baulks we-re at the following distances from the centre of the saddlc1
,·iz. 1 outer baulks, 4 ft. 3 in.; iuuer baulks, 1 ft. 5 in. 1'he second set of baulks.
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was inside these; the third set outside the second, and so on. These distances
were theoretical, and practically they were judged by the eye.
_The roadway was of planks 10 feet long, 10 inches wide, and barely I inch
th10k; the planks were fastened down by means of ribands (3 in. by 4 in )
?laced over the baulks and secured to them, in some cases by long screws, and
mothers by rack lashings. \Vhen completed, the roadway was 3½ feet above
the water when the bridge was unloaded, and 1! feet when loaded.
The materials having been prepared, Captain Andreae's, or the 1st Festunr'PPionir company of the 1st Army Corps, was, as a preparatory measure, exercis;d
at forming the bridge on the river Ill, in which the stream was known to be not
less rapid than in the ditch of the lunette No. 52.
The mode adopted of anchoring the bridge was by cables from every second
or third 11ier, held by men lying down on the bank at intcnals; there was however found to be so little current in the ditch of the lunette, that it was not
necessary to carry out this arrangement there.
It had been intended to exercise the company by night, ns well as by day,
but owing to the passage of the ditch haring been ordered some days earlier
than was originally intended, the men had only formed bridge twice, and both
times by day, before they had to perform the duty under fire.
The place selected for the passage of the ditch was immediately in the proper
front of the traverse, nearest to the salient of the covered way of the right face
of the lunette. The crowning of the covered way of the lunette had been
effected several days previously by means of flying sap ; the plan, however, of
the lodgment was that of the Prussian crowning sap, which is nearly the same
as our half double sap, with attached and detached traverses.
On the night of the 19th September the descent to the ditch was made. As
the water in the ditch was only about l½ feet below the covered way, the descent
consisted merely in making a cutting from the crowning sap to the terreplein
of the covered way; the sides of the cutting were re,,etted with two tiers of
gabions, about 9 feet apart at base. To protect the party employed, a screen of
gabions and sandbags was put up on the terreplein of the covered way. The
passage between the traverse and the parapet of the covered way was filled up
with earth from the cutting.
The cutting was blinded as follows: ground plates were laid on each side, at
the foot of the gabion revetment, 8 feet apart in the clear; on each of these
were placed four stanchions, and on the top of the stanchions were wall plates;
tenons in the stanchions fitted into mortices in the ground and wall plates; the
stanchions were strutted; the stanchions were not vertical, but rested against
the gabion revetment; the ground plates were prevented from slipping towards
the centre of the cutting by pickets driven in front. The roofing was of single
headed or flat bottomed railway bars, from 18 to 21 feet long. The flat bottoms
rested on the wall plates, but there was a second layer dove-tailing into the
first with their flat bottoms upwards. Earth to a thickness of about 3 feet was
thrown on the top of the rails. (I may here mention that a shell fell on this
roof on the night of the 22nd September, and that it bent some of the rails,
allowing earth to fall through; the number of rails bentJ and the a.mount of .
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11crmnncnt defiexion I was mmble to ascertain. The distn.nce between the bearings of tho rails wns about 10 feet).
Forming and blinding the descent were all performed on the night of the
19th September. On the snrue night Captain Andreae hnd th.o depth of the
ditch roughly ascertained, hy n couple of men wading and swimming about in it.
On the night of the 20th September the mnterinls for the bridge were con-Teycd from the practice ground on the river Ill to the first parallel, in fifty
country waggons. The noise made on the occasion attracted the notice of the
enemy, who opened fire, which caused several casualties among the horses and
men of the convoy.
On the day of the 21st of September the moteriols were taken by on infantry
working party, by hand, from the first parallel, to the lodgment on the crest of
the glacis, and stacked there systematically. Experiments had previously been
made to ascertain whether the iron hoops would be liable to come off when the
casks were being rolled, and in consequence each hoop had been secured by four
small nails.
On the night of the 21st September, the passage of the ditch was executed
by the 1st Festung Pionir Company of the 1st Army Corps, under Captain
Audreae. The other officers were Lieutenant Karl ~on Keiser, who was stationed between the descent and the bridge, and Lieutenant Julius Schulz, whose
duty it was to see that the stores were brought forward in the order in which
they were required. One party of men brought the stores from the depOt in
the lodgment to the descent, and another party took them from thence to the
bridge ; this arrangement prevented crowding in the descent which, as before
mentioned, was only 8 ft. wide.
Only 50 pioniers were actually employed in the construction of the bridge;
the remainder were in reserve to replace casualties, &c.
The screen of gabi,ms and sand-bags put up on the terreplein of the covered
way on tbe night of the 19th September was first removed, and with the materials a gabionade of two tiers of gabions (filled with sand-bags, backed up by
sand-bags, ~nd with sand-bags at the junctions of the gabions) was erected,
extending from the end of the tl'averse as far down into the water as possible;
this work occupied from half-past 7 to 8 p.m., and as it was being commenced,
Captain Kirchgfistner, of the Baden Engineers, wos killed just behind the
traverse.
The formotion of the bridge itself was commenced at 8 p.m. The first operation was to get a. cable across the ditch; this was effected by a pionier swimming across with a breast line, and then hauling over a. cable which he made
fast to the hedge on the berm, opposite to the intended central line of the bridge;
he then swam back again.
In the meantime four powerful men had been stationed in the water close to
the bank as saddle-holders; the first saddle wa~ then brought out of the descent
by four men, and carried down (gunwale with the cask lashings attached to it to
the front) to the bank i in transit, the cask lashings were cast loose so as to
trail on the covered way. The saddle was handed by the four saddle-carriers
to the saddle-holders in the water ; these men stood outside the four angles of
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the saddle, facing inwards, ancl held the saddle with the gunwales on their
in ward shoulders; (the saddle-holders had the hardest work and thev had two
.,
'
men as a relief).
The two casks for the first pier were rolled down, one after the other, by two
men each, placed in position under the saddle, and lashed to it by the cask men.
The two outer baulks were next brought down by four baulk-men, and
lashed to the two gunwales.
The second saddle was then brought down by the saddle-carriers, and handed
to the saddle-holders, the first pier being boomed out a little, and the ends of the
two baulks being raised over the saddle.
The two casks for the second pier were rolled down, placed, aud lashed,
The two inner baulks were brought down by four men and placed.
The two outer baulks to connect the second and third piers were brought
down, and the two pairs of outer baulks were lashed to the gunwales of the
second pier.
Six. planks were then brought down and got into position by sliding them
along the baulks; the first plank was placed a little short of the first saddle;
on the portion thus planted, two men were stationed (lying down), and the
cable from the lunette was given to them, by which they kept the head of the
bridge straight, and assisted in booming out.
The bridge was boomed out a little, and the ends of the outer baulks raised
and placed on the third saddle, which was brought down and given to the
saddle-holders.
The casks for the third pier were brought down, placed in position, and
lashed.
The inner baulks were brought down and placed.
The outer baulks to connect the third and fourth piers were brought down,
and the two pairs of outer baulks lashed to the third saddle; after which 12
planks (two men carried four planks) were brought down and got into position
by sliding, and thus the com1truction of the bridge proceeded,
After four or five piers of the bridge had been completed, straw was passed
on to it, and also the riba.nds which two men placed and secured with screws or
rack-lashings ; these men worked as much as possible stooping or lying down.
No man was allowed on tile briJ.ge with his bouts on.
Materials had been prepared for 18 piers, but the bridge when completed
consisted of 16 piers: that is, 15 intervals of 10 ft. each, and two shore-bays of
16 ft., making up the total width of 182 ft. The baulks of th~ shore-bay_s were
21 ft. in length, and they rested on a shore-transom, The obJect of bnvrng the
shore-bays longer was to prevent the casks from grounding.
,vhen the head of the bridge had nearly reached the lunette, two men proceeded to cut the hedge down, and to form a footing in the exterior slop~ for
the shore-transom. The shore-bay was carried across by as few men as possible i
the non-commissioned officer carried the shore-transom, two men each baulk,
and two men five or six planki:!.
At 10 p.m. or two hours after commencing work, Captain Andreae was
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nblc to report that the pnssa~o of the dit ch hnd bee n made. 'l'he ni ght was
a dark one.
An examination of the lunette was at once mndo by a party or miners to nscer•
tn.in if there were nny mines, and during the half-hour occupied in the searoh,
.
steps were cut in the cxtcdot· slope.
At 10.30 p.m. a company of infantry was moved across th e b1'1dge to occupy
the lunette and a company of pioniers proceeded to form a lodg ment in it.
An iufa~try working party under Maj or yon Quitzow, of the Prussian Engineers proceeded to for m a ramp up from the head of the bridge into the lunette ;
a gabionade was placed on the berm to cover the head of the bridge and the
commencement of t he ramp.
Captain Andt·eae then put up a screen betwee n the bridge and the enemy.
The screen put up was not bullet proof, but merely consisted of panels of boards
cleated together; the panels were secured (by nails ) to poles pushed, nearly
,•ertically, as deep as possible into the bottom of the ditch; these poles were
steadied by others as struts.
Although the enemy had kept up a heavy fire of musketry, grape, and mortar shells, yet not a single man was killed (a nd only one wounded) of Captain
Andreae's cc.mpany em ployed in the construction of the bridge ; this was, doubtless, owing to the great care taken to make ns little noise ns possible, to
having very few men on the bridge, and to their being ordered to stoop or lie
down. 'l'he French musketry fire was too high and passed over the bridge.
That the fire was heavy may be judged of from the fact that 'Major von Q1..1.itzow,
of the Prussian Engineers, 2 officers of infantry, and 34 men of the pioniers and
infantry, were killed crossing the bridge, making the ramp, or in the lunette.
On the morning of the 22nd September, the screen put up to cover the bridge
was disarranged and knocked down in many places by the enemy's fire; materials were therefore prepared and brought to the lodgment on the covered way
for a second bridge of casks of similar construction on which a gabionade
could be made to protect persons crossing the other bridge.
During this day communication with the luuette was kept up by means of a
raft of two small boats, which when loaded with 20 or 2J men was only 8 in. or
9 in. out of the water, and was, therefore, in a great measure, screened by the
bridge (the roadway of which when not loaded was 3} ft. aboYe the water), and
by the remains of the screen of planks.
On the night of the 22nd September, Captain Andreae's company paraded to
commence work at the second bridge, but the enemy brought such a heavy fire
of mortars on to the bridge and the portion of the lotl.gment near it, that
Captain Ardreae postponed the commence ment fo1· a short time and moved his
company towards the salient of the covered wny. ,vhen the enemy's fi1·e had slack~
ened, he returned and found that a great part of the materials (which owing to
the limited space in the lodgment, had necessarily been in stacks) had been
destroyed by the enemy's shells, and that thern was not sufficient left to form a
second bridge. One sht::11 only had actually fallen on the bridge and broken one
cask (of the 3rd pier) and its superstruct ure; the repair of this damage occupied
a.bout one hour, 'fhe bl·idge was boomed in u11til the d.m11ged pal't had bt·en
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removed, and was then boomell out agaln, as on the occasion of its original
construction.
The gabionade at the end of the traYerse had also been destroyed; this he
likewise made good.
On the night of the 23rd September, Captain Andreae laid a few 2-in. planks
length,'Vise o,·er the other planks of the bridge, and boarded the bridge over
these again; the reason of doing this wns that the original pianks hn.d bent a
good deal i it was also considered advisable to make the roadway somewhat
higher out of the water, in case the weight on the bridge caused the casks to
sink to the bottom. He also made a screen (not bullet proof) on the bridge
itself, slightly to the enemy's side of the centre; it consisted of two tiers of
gabions, steadied merely by such sand-bags as were necessary ; planks were
stood up against any parts where the gabions did not quite touch each other.
On the day of the 25th September, a darn was commenced as a communica
tion to the lunette No. 52, in place of the bridge, on which it was determined
to make a bullet proof screen. For the construction of this dam, old gabions.
fascines, broken casks, sand-bags, &c, thrown in anyhow were used.
The screen on the bridge of casks was made bullet proof by adding a second
row of two tiers of gnbions, filled with earth emptied out of sand-bags, and
backed with sand-bags; the weight caused the casks to rest on the bottom, but
where the cunette was they rested on the dam itself.
'fhe operation of making the dam and screen was proceeded with day and
night, but was not completed until the morning of the 27th September; and
Strasburg capitulated that afternoon.
W . L.
Before l\'Iezieres,
0
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31st December, 1870.

DISCUSSION* ON PAPER ON DEFENSIVE REFORM.
MAJOR GENERAL

SIR F. CHAPMAN, I.G.F., &c,, in the Chair.

THE CHAIRMAN : Gentlemen, we are very much obliged to Captain Parnell for
the able paper he has read here; and as he says in his concluding remarks, that he
has written it with a view to having the subject thoroughly ventilated, I am sure
the gentlemen present will be much obliged to any officer who. ma.)'." f~vo.ur us with
any suggestions on this subject either now or at a future meetmg, if it 1s thought
.
necessary or desirable to postpone the discussion.
MAJOR STUART : Captain Parnell has asked us to enter on a large field for d.is•
cussion, and I do not think it will be possible to cover the whole of it to-nig~t. I a~
not aware that he has proposed anything novel, except perhaps the deta1.l of hie
muaketry eaponier. The subject divides itself into two grand heads. ~ie wishe~ to
do away with excresences, the outworks of fortifications ; and also w1t.h a.nythmg
• IIrhJ at the War Office, October 12th, 1Si0.
T
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in the shape of permanent flanking defence. I think the omission of the outworks
is a very serious question, nnd cannot be disposed of off.hand. I observe that.
he recommends very long faces for his works, ns much as a mile, or ),GOO yards,
as a maximum. I therefore conceive, that with such long faces, he will have no
difficulty in finding emplacements for any number of guns he would be Jikely to
hrn-e to mount i and therefore if he could have those, and also h:lVe the rnvelins
projecting to the front, the addition of those ravelins would it seems to me ndd very
materially to the defence of the works. He would have a much longer siege, and,
as time is everything in sieges, he would, I think, give up a great advnntnge by
omitting the ravelins. ,vitb regard to his flanking defence for the ditch, I think as
an nttack on a fortress pre.supposes that the besieger should come up in sufficient
force, both in men and guns, to take a fortress, we must suppose that he would
work his way to the edge of the ditch, and, working his way there, that he there
would have a.rtillery to nse. If he is established on the crest of the glacis, and this
little flanking "box" were run out, I think in a. very short time the flanking defence
of the ditch would be entirely gone ; it would not only be untenable, but it would
cease to exist altogether. I conceive, therefore, that the proposal to place a flanking
defence of that particular kind in a work cannot be· entertained for a moment.
These, as it appears to me, are the chief points for remark in Captain Parnell's
paper.
CAPTAIN MARTIN: ,vould Captain Parnell explain how be intends to prevent
enfiladiug fire n.long very long faces. I do not understand at all how it is to be
prevented.
COLONEL GALLWEY: Captain Parnell has done very good service in bringing
forward this question. I had the honour of reading a paper before an Occasional
:Meeting four or five years ago, and there was a discussion upon it, the notes of which
were unfortunately lost. Captain Parnell bas stated that he has produced no novelty
except the moveable capouier, but he has done great service in re.opening the dis•
cussion of this subject. I think the corps wished it ; and a great many officers have
expressed themselves willing to have the thing opened again. Captain Parnell has
spoken of the great importance of direct artillery fire. No <loubt the polygonal
system is the exponent of direct artillery fire as compared with the old bastioned
system, which was broken up into bastions, flanks, and curtains; and I think Captain
Parnell has also endeavoured to shew us, that if sufficient attention be paid to the
protection of artillery on the ramparts, the enemy could not get near, and that under
such circumstances there was less requirement for the ordinary outworks of a fortress
than formerly, There is no doubt that the defence bas the advantage of being able
to supply artil1ery of much greater power than can possibly be brought into the
attack; it has the ai.h-antage of protecting that artillery by means of the Moncrieff
oarriage, or by means of shields or cupolas ; therefore I think Captain Parnell
meant, that having a sum of money to expend on a fortress, after building the neces•
11ary ditch and rampart, he would rather spend the excess of his money in strength.
ening his artillery than in building the outworks. We know that when once the
e.rtill~ry fire proper is subdued, the fall of the place is a. question of time, and a
ravehn, or redoubt, or anything of that kind, will only delay it three, four, or five
day~. We have_ seen it at Strasburg. There the F1rench have not taken advantage
of tne modern improvements in artillery and engineering ; they have neglected to
push_out advanced forts, and the siege of Strasburg has been something very like
the sieges ?f a hundred years ago, And the point is this, with regard to the direct
11.re of artillery, as I took occasion to mention in the PA per I read, that too much
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rare cannot be taken by an engineer in charge of the defence, in clearing away every
obstacle on the ground, in fnct forming the ground" en glacis" to such an extent,
by cutting down hills, filling up hollows, and removing all fences and hedges,
•bat no battery in the besieger's first parallel or in rear of it, can be built without
~cing well seen from the place. If hedges and ditches are left, of course the bet11eger can throw up and work his batterie.:3 with impunity As regards the caponiera,
Capta.in Parnell has ta.ken rather a bold line, but bis text is a good one, He says, the
fire of a fortress is of two kinds, namely, offensive and defensin ; have your offensh·e fire strong from the commencement, keep your enemy at arm's length i keep
your defensive fire in reserve till the moment you want it ; therefore bis idea is
good, if it c:m be carried out as he proposes. I do not like the musketry-proof Lox,
I would rather have gun-proof caponiers, but his idea. is to push them out at the
moment they are wanted. 0£ course there is a great deal of detail to be overcome : the fire from the caponier being very low may be blocked by rubbish ; and
the desultory fire of a. distant attack will bring down debris from the esearp, which
will very likely prevent the running of his caponier into the ditch; but still the
principle is a good one. The length of his faces is too long ; it is very seldom you
can "et a length of ground like 1,600 yards, that can be flanked from an intermediate or central point. The ground undulates so much, that it forces you to run
your Jines of escarp and counterscarp pa.ral1el to the main formation of the ground,
and your flanking points must be arranged accordingly. We have to thank Captain
Parnell, as you ha,·e done already, for a very good Paper, which will raise a discussion very much wanted in the corps. I would make one remark about the enfilading
of long faces, referred to by Captain Martin. If the enceinte of a place is properly
designed, viewing the distance at which rifled artillery can attack, for instance in
the case of Paris, if those infinite number of bastions were expunged, and the line
were straight, it would be very bard to enfilade it. The more numerous the
sides or faces within certain limits, the more obtuse the salients, and therefore the
less liability to enfilade, as the prolongations fall ou ground within easy range of the
collateral faces.
CAPTAIN MARTIN : What I particularly referred to was thit11 tba.t in all fortifications one of the uses of outworl~s is to intercept the prolongations of the body
of the place so that it shall be almost impossible for a.n enemy to enfilade them.
At Antwerp1 wherever the ordinary outworks fail to do this, advanced lunettes
have been added in front of the salients of the ravelins. Outworks are not needed
for this one particular duty when the line of works is straight, or nearly so, but
cases will occur in everv fortress where a sudden ben,l becomes necessarr, let the
fortress be as large as it ~vill, and in these places outworks are indispensable in order
to prevent the faces of the body of the place from being enfiladed.
LIEUT. INNES: 'l'he general object of the outworks employed in the more ancient
fortresses was to obtain this direct fire upon the principal points of attack, which
Captain Parnell seeks for ; in the larger modern works, the same object is meant to
be attained by temporary works1 constructed Letween chains of forts. upon the fronts
attacked, shoulrl the garrison be strong enough. In any system, takrng for granted
a perfectly level site, the ni\tur:.il points of attack arc the angles of .the polygo1~, and
in a small place, fortified on the bastioned or any other sp;tem, with only a sunple
e11ceinte, you have scarcely any front of fire upon the c::ipitalsof the prin?ipal a.n~les;
one of the object.a of the outworks was to remedy this defect, and obtam the direct
£re which Captain Parnell now advocates so strongly. Certainly I ~gree with hi~
that in the majoritj of modern instances outworks ri.rc no longer sULtable to attaw
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that object; ,-,hat I wish to point out is, that any fortress mu!:lt, from the very Cu.et of
its being an enclosed place, present sal ient angles somewhere, which will be the points
of o.ttack, and that you have to ta.ke some means, either by outworks or otherwise, fo1~
having fire along the cap it!:ll lines, on which the attack is sure to come. ,vith regard
to the question o! direct fire versus flanking defence, that is a question between large
well garrisoned places and small, or weakly garrisoned ones; without some means
like flank defence, of economising their strength, the latter co uld not resist at all. Of
course no one would attack a place, unless he thought h e bad sufficient time and
menus, to reduce it; h e would make his calculations beforehand, and attack accord.
iugly, and eYery attack would then resolve itself into several stages, to overcome the
various obstncles, one ::L-fter the other. The first of these, of course, would be th _
artillery fire ; but there are other steps in tb e attack ; you cannot take a pb,ce until
you have passed the mines, have descended into the ditch, bre::.ched the escal'p, and
destroyed the flank-defences, and each of these obstacles is quite as essential to be
got over, as the direct artillery fire. It, therefore, becomes a question depending on
the particular circumstances, whether in any given case, with a certain garrison and
certain menus at your disposal, you can most advantageously apply resistance in
direct fire, or flank defence, or mines, or in tmy other way. The details of the paper
we can, I suppose, scarcely enter upon to-night,
COLONEL RICH : It seems to me Captain Pamell does start a very new theory io
the defence of fortresses, and it is tb is, that h e means to resist the first para11el being
opened and the first batteries being formed, by bringing upon them an overpowering
fire of artillery. Hitherto, at all events, as at Sebastopol, the besieger W!I.S generally allowed to open these very easily by keeping at a respectful distS1.nce, and the
wh ole force of the attack was employed to resist the besieger at the last-the
crowni ng of the glacis. Captain Parnell directs the whole of his force against the
besieger stirring before the place at the beginning, and having done that he seems
to think nothing of the last part of the attack. These little caponiers, when the
besieger gets to the crest of the glacis, would be no use at all. The subject we
have to argue is, therefore, whether he is to be allowed to get near the place at
nll. If so, I suggest the small caponiers would be of no u,;e. \Ve must have some•
thing of much greater importance to trouble the br.sieger with than small caponiers.
I quite agree with Captain Parnell that with the artillery we have at present, it is a
-,,·cry great object to try and overpower the besieger before he opens any batteries
ngainst the place at all ; but it is very doubtful \\ hether that would ever be accom.plished because, as Lieutena,nt Innes remarks, a General would h:1,rdly attack a place
without bis h aving means which are, according to his belief, sufficient to reduce the
fortress after a siege of more or less duration. ,vith regard to Captain Parnell's
long faces, I cannot in the least uudersta.nd how they are not much more exposed to
enfilading than the shorter faces of the old sy8tcm ; and as to the place that has been
n:1,med - Paris-if at the south-west com er, you turned all the bastions into two long
faces, nothing would be easier than to enfi lade them from the heights in front of
Ver5ailles. At all events long faces are very much exposed to enfilading much
more so than where they are cut up into a lot of small ba~tions. I cannot c~nceive
how the long faces are not much more exposed to enfilading than the shorter faces.
COLONEL GALL WEY: Longer faces imply a much lai·ger area enclosed.
COLONEL RTCH : In all cases you hrwe to get round th e circle 1 and as it is smaller
01· grcater it makes the points from which you cau enfilade it less or more numerous,
But you seldom get any fort that is a perfect circle, a.nd wherever the points become
narrowed to more acute angles, you get those very long faces which are very subject
to be enfiladed.
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INNES: With respect to the general principle of the5e caponiers I should
ba inclined to differ with Captain Parnell, inasmuch a.'3 he considers flank defence
an extra as it were to be applied on attacked fronts only. ,ve have generally considered flank d~fence most useful as n. means of economising the garrison at other
points i in fact, the flank dafence, instead of being a mere adjunct upon the front
attacked, should rather be a means of economising the garrison elsewhere, 80 as to
leave the greatest number available for active defence upon the front attacked.
COLONEL GALLWEY: Captain Parnell has m et that by the training of the Moncrieff carriage. That is his intention, I think.
LIEUT. IN'NES: In otheL' words he means to substitute direct for flank fire.
LIEUT. COLONEL LEAHY : I think thi s paper gives an impression of a retrograde
movement in the application of engineering to fortification. In the first part of his
paper, Captain Parnell correctly describes the aim of the military engineer, which
should be to apply a great many different means to pro<luce, within certain conditions, the best poss ible defensi,·e result. He then advocates a fortified system of
artillery instead of the combination of contri,•anccs which an engineer should bring
together to produce a scientific system of defence. I do not think the proposa] to
limit defensive operations to massing a number of guns, which would require ]arge
supplies of ammunition and a large number of men to serve them, implies a scientific
system of defence. One of the first conditions of fortification is, that there is a
possibi1ity of the guns of a fortress being out-numbered and overpowered by those
of the attacking force. If the system of fortification be reduced to keeping a number of guns behind a long face, and building in front of them a long straight ditch
without any flank defence, beyond the moveable caponiers proposed, the designing of
permanent fortifications will no longer offer much scope for the application of the
art of engineering ; Captain Parnell would almost exclusively limit defensive
precautions to the ma ssing of artillery fire ; this, I think, is the defect of his paper.
By adopting this view we should, I think, abandon much of the business now assigned
to military engineers.
COLONEL GALLWEY: There is one thing which Captain Parnell might correct in
the paper, and that is the nature of the guns he proposes to use. The 9-in. 12-ton
gun and the 8-in. gun are guns for battering ships, and guns of a lighter weight
would be more applicable for land defences. You would not arm fortresses for land
defence with these 12-ton guns ; you would get a lighter gun with a lighter charge,
80 as to throw an equally large shell with that described by Captain Parnell.
LIEUT. INNES: This is rather a question of detail. The arm of defence ought to
be heavier than that brought up to attack ; but it is almost impossible to specify
calibres, because they are changing every day The general meaning of the paper on
this point is, I think. that it is one of the advantages the defence has, and ought
to take advantage of, that it can employ heavier guns than the attack
THE CHAIRMAN : It is no object of Captain Parnell's to employ any guns unnecessarily heavy. You only want a large shell gun to destroy the works of besieger;
you do not want a gun to penetrate an iron plate. Th~s is~ long paper, and I th_ink
it would be better if the subject was postponed for d1scuss10n at a future meetmg,
when gentlemen here, and I dare say a great number of others, will have had an
opportunity of reading the paper and examining the plans, and going more fully into
details than we can do in a couple of hours at an evening meeting.
COLONEL GALLWEY: ,vhen the besieger has established his batteries on the
crest of the counterscarp to attack the flanking defences, I do not believe that the
ordinary caponieri:, would last very much longer than the ha.If-inch iron plate. \Ve
know that a 64-pouud iron ,;hell will go through a 7-foot wa.11, and buret cnpas,ant,
LIEUT.
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The moveable cnpon iers need not be run into the ditch until the enemy descends
into it; but unless they are ehell•proof, I doubt if they could be manned. Tho
enemy's bntteries on the crest of the glacis could play upon the co.poniers while his
sappers are crossi ng the ditch.
COLONEL HUTCHINSON: I suppose that as o ne great object of all fortresses is to
resii:it attack for as long a time ns possible, if Ca ptain Parnell, by this ma ssing of
artillery fire upon the ramparts, nod doing away with outwork s, can produce
equollr as long a siege as with a fortress provided with outworks, and can do it at
the same cost, bis fortress may be nssumed to be ns good as one constructed with
outworks. We hrwe been accustomed at Woolwich, in thcory1 to consider that n. for•
tress, provided with proper outworks, would be tak en in about 86 nights if the siege
operations were ca.rried on uninterruptedly i that the artillery tire would be sub•
ducd by a.bout the fifth night, so as to en able the second pnmllel and the succeeding
works to be carried on without any great hindran ce from the a.rtillery fir e ; that the
conred way of the ro.velin would be crowned about the 20th night, and that of th e
body of the place about the 30th So that if Captain Parnell can sh ew that the in•
creased artillery fire of his fort1·ess would be able to prevent th e artill ery of the
attack from i:;ubduing it in fifteen nights instead of five, I suppose that it then might
be considered that his fortress would b e as good as a. fortress provided with outworks. Unless, therefore, he can sbew that his nrtillery fire will prevent the second
parallel being constructed for a pe.riod of something lik e fifteen nights from the
opening of the trenches, th e capture of hi s fortress would not take so long as that of
one provided with the ordinary outworks i and besides this the reserved defence
would ha\'e been to a great extent sacrificed.
COLONEL JERYOIS: I s the question being considered with reference to the con•
struction of a continuous enceinte, or to the construction of a system of detached
works, or to both ?
CAPTAIN PARNELL : To an kinds of fortifications.
COLONEL JERVOIS: That is to say, suppose that we were re-fortifying Paris, it
would refer to the continuous enceinte and to the detached works outside alike.
CAPTAIX PARNELL: Decidedly.
CAPTAIN MARSH : The chief point Captain Parnell will have to prove appears
to be, with regard to the ratio of the number of men in the defence, and the attack,
in the system as proposed by him. I have not gh'en the subject much consideration
for some time ; but when I was considering it carefully at Chatham, I was strongly
convinced that the engineering of the present day should be directed to the massing
of heavy batteries in given positions inside the enceinte, so as to be n.bl'e to bring an
overwhelming fire on any particular point where an attack might be made, and then to
scatter the guns as quickly as pos::ible. In furtherance of that object-, I was inclined
to adopt a comparatively light gun (a 40-pounder) in order that I might be able
to do this and so husband the men and guns of a fortress. But on speaking to men
better up in the subject of guns, I am inclined to think I was wrong in taking too
light a gun, and that a heavier gun is necessary in order to demolish a besieger's
batteries. One of the best opinions we have in the corps was given to me with rereference to the Moncrieff gun 1 that on a parapet where ranges can Ue accurately
ascertained, as in a l::i.nd attack, the Moncrieff gun does not prove the least advan•
tnge over any other gun ; that it can be hit, shot after shot Therefore1 there will be
a great exhaustion of the besieged in the early part of the attack, if they adopt the
principle of counter-battering. The besieger has, without question, the power of
choosing his position, and bringing a maximum number of guns against the besieged,
The discussion was then adjourned.
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COLONEL JERVOIS, R.E., C.B., IN THE CHAIR,
THE CHAIRMAN : Gent]emen, you have before you the report of the discussion at
the last meeting ; and I think it would be desirable before any remarks are made by
officers who have not yet spoken on the subject of the paper, that Captain Parnell
should say if he has any reply to make with reference to obserYations that have
been already made,
CAPT. PARNELL: I shall be g]ad to make a few remarks. In the first p1ace, I
have received a letter from Sir John Burgoyne, in which he states:-" Colonel
"Hutchinson has done me a great favour in sending me a copy of the descrii,tion of
11 your new system of Fortification.
I congratulate you upon the novelty and inge•
"nuity of several of your ideas, which, even if not at once eetablished and adopted,
41 may give rise to the introduction of improvements in details that may be valuable.
" It would be far too great an undertaking for me to attempt to comment on par•
11 ticulars of
your various propositions ; but, if I read the account correctly,
"there is one great difficulty that strikes me in them as a whole, which i111 that while
"in theory they may be correct, they would not practically be available, as they
"seem to require such an enormous quantity of work to be performed by the gar•
11 rison, not on1y after the p1ace is invested, but actually after the front of attack has
"been fully declared ; at which time the operations of the besieger would become
"fa.r more rapid and active than could be those of the be!l-ieged. I am somewhat
"struck by your idea of a power of running ca.poniers out and in as occasion might
"require, but I fear it would be much too unwie1dy on a great scale ; a difficulty,
"however, that could perhaps be lessened by reducing the size of the construction
" in length1 or perhaps by running it out in parts like a teleecope, one sliding within
" another. All these assumed difficulties might~ however, be tested by trial and
"experiment. I am sure that you will not be offended at my hinting them, and par•
11 ticu1ar1y as they are the result of a very hasty perusal and a first impression which
"may have but little reason." I afterwards received another Jetter from Sir John
Burgoyne pointing out that the idea of the moveable caponiers had been already
advocated by Co1onel Brialmont in bis last work. Sir John writes:-" With regard
u to your moveable caponiers, it appears from the ac~ompaning extracts that they
"have been before tltought of, which, consequently, you might mention in any future
11 print of your ideas i but as evidently it was only a slight idea and abandoned, there
H will be equal merit in any one who can shew its practicability and advantages."
The extracts are from Colonel Brialmont•s work on Polygonal Fortification, published in 1869, at Brnssels, and are as follows (omitting the foot notes):-" Les
' 1 mitrailleurs pourraient etre ftablies dans de tres petites caponnie1·es en fer d'une
u fpaisseur suffisante pour resister au feu de la contrebatterie. On obtiendrait le meme
11 resultat en cuiras!;ant une caponniere ol'dinaire armee de canons ma.is Ja defense
11 serait beaucoup plus elevee.
Dans Jes petits forts dont le flanquement est toujours
"difficile :). assurer, et pour ]esquels on n' alloue pas en genfral des sommes impor•
11 tantes, il ecrait avantageux de construire des caponnieres mobiles en tOle de fer,que
• Held at the War Office, November 23rd, 1870,
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•· l'on metfrnit ii. rabri des feux, en 1es retirnnt sous des potcrncs en mac;onne ri c. Au
"moment ou leur inten·eution devieudrait nfcessn.i re, soit pour repousser uno
u att-nque cle Yive force soit pour combattre les derniers trnvaux cle l'assiegeant
"on les ferait rouler eu nvnnt de l'escarpe sur de forts rails scelles clans des blocs
"de granit. Le resultat ser3.it encore plus complet si la bnttel'ie cuirassee aprCs
11 son mouvemeut de transbtiou etait en etat de pi voter rapideroent sur ell e m&
me/'
&c. Since the Inst meeting it has also been pointed out to me that Capt. Schumann,
of the P rus.sian Engineers, has advocated the same kind of caponiers.
I will now advert to ce rtai n points which were taken up in the Jast discussion.
The first is the length of the faces.: proposed for fortresses. I wi sh to mention that
this is simply n matter of detail, and that I do not urge any particular length for
the faces. It is only when circumstances of groun d would render it adyantageous
that I would constru ct faces of the length shown on the plan.
The second point is the enfiladability of the faces. I suLm it that this enfilading
would be rendered, if not absolutely, at all eye nts practically, impossible1 partly on
account of the enfilading batteries being subj ected to suppression by reason of their
necessary proximity to the artillery of the faces, collateral to those attacked, and
partly from the unavoidably gren.t flank extension of the fi eld of attack, by which
the number of men, and the amouut of mat erial necessa ry to conduct the siege,
would be much increased. With regard to outworks preventing faces of a fortress
being enfiladed, I would submit that, in practice, outworks would hardly be capable
of carrying this out, because th e enfila,ding fire would be sufficiently curved before it
reached the face intended to be enfiladed to clear the intercepting outwork. I
should imagine that the besieging engineers would have a sufficiently good plan of
the fortress, and, partly by that, and partly by means of reconnaisances, would have
made themselns acquainted with th e prolongations of the faces, and that consequently they would haYe no difficulty in taking up these prolongations, in spite of
any outwork that might intercept them from view ; and if this was the case the
besieging artillery would likewise have no difficulty in arranging the elevations and
charges of their guns, so as to clear these outworks, and yet so as to enfilade the
unseen faces in rear,
The third point is the part caponiers should play in forts and fortresses. The
theory I advocate is that no caponier of any kind ca,i ltope to resist the enemy's
couuter batteries wlte,i lte has crowned tlte opposite glacis. ,vhether the caponier be
casemated with earth in front, as Colonel Brialmont proposes, or whether it be iron
pla.ted and gun proof, or whether it be a ¾-inch musket proof carriage, I submit that
in no case would it be practicable to withstand the enemy's counter-batteries when
he bad crowned the crest of the glacis, and I therefore suggest that it is unreasonable
to spend money on caponiers with the intention of making them gun proof for the
purpose of withstanding these batteries.
LIEUT. COLONEL HUTCHINSON : Do you apply the zame argument to flanks of
any description.
C.A.rT. PARNELL: To casemated flanks as well. The fourth point is the theory of
the artillery operations in the attack and defence. Colonel Rieb, in his remarks,
states that I wished t.o H resist the first parallel being opened and the first ba.tterie1
"being formed, by bringing upon them an overpowering fire of artillery." Now, I
hardly propose to resist the first parallel being opened, because I think it would be
quite impossible to do so-it would be a waste of am.munition ; but I propose to
resist the first batttwies being formed, and to resist their being opened 1 and to resiet
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lheni throughout the siege from first to last. In fact, I propose to maintain a strong
but judicious artillery fire on the attack from the commencement of the siege to the
end. I would not sacrifice the reserved fire, but would make the utmost of my
artillery, and would set apart a certain number of guns ta fire only o,i tlw approacltes.
The rest of the guns of the defence would be, as it were, in support of these anti•
<1.pproacl1, guns, they would try and silence the besieger'11 batteries which may be considered as supports to the appl'oaches. The besieger's aim is to approach, und the
defender's aim is to prevent him approaching. Wi(h this view the defender should
de,•ote all the artiliery he can spare, after resisting the approaches themselves, to
trying to suppress the supports of the approaches, i.e., the besieger's fll'e. I would
suggest that it would be difficult to lay dowu any exact time which it might be sup•
poeed the besieger would require to subdue the chdending artillery, The Woolwich
theory, which Colonel Hutchinson mentions, is that the artillery fire would be sub•
dued by a.bout the fifth night, but I presume that is not based on any experience of
modern arms or of mo.::!ern improvements in defence.
The fifth point I wish to notice is that stated by Colonel Leahy. He thinks that
the scope of this paper is to impart a retrograde movement t-0 engineering; that
because there would be less ingenuity * in designing fortifications, therefore the
engineer's art is, as it were, discredited. My hope is that it is enlarged and, so to
speak, recredited by the theory now proposed, which is (as mentioned at the beginning) that the art includes not only the application of fortification, but the application
of every other means of defence that can possibly be applied, each in its proper place.
The last point is the armament. This paper was submitted about a month before
the present war broke out, and it is proposed therein to mount heavy naval guns on
the works, at all events much heavier guns than the besieger can possibly bring to
bear against the works. Now, in the Paris forts :it the present moment., that is just
what has actually been done so far as I can see. They have heavy cast iron naval
breech loaders of four descriptions mounted on their forts. They have the G½ inch
guns, weighing five tons, throwing a shell of 70lbs. ; the 7½ inch gun, weighing eight
ton:3, throwing a shell weighing 115lbs. ; the 9~ inch gun, weighing 14 tons, throwing
a shell weighing 2201bs.; :md the 11 inch gun weighing 21·} tons, throwing a shell of
316lbs. Those guns appear to constitute the armament, at all events the principal
part of the armament, of the forts round Pnris.
The Times, of November 15, in an article from its correspondent at Berlin, dated
Nov. 12th, which article gives a succinct account of the different captures of fortresses
that have taken place in France up to the present date ends the article, Ly saying,
"Paris being defended by nava.1 guns of great precision and very large calibre, will
"introduce an entirely novel feature in the history of sieges." As regards the pro•
portion of garrison to armament, the lllustratcd London Ne11:s, of .October 29'. gives
an interesting account from the correspondent of that paper (who it appears 1s shut
up in Paris, and ia constantly sending sketches therefrom) about the fort of Mont
Valerien. It appears that this fort has 76 beM·y guns on the ram~arts, and a ba~tery
of mitrailleuses, and that its garrison consists of 1,500 Gardes Mobile and 700 sailors.
The proportion of the garrison to the heavy guns is thus, 2,200 to 76, as near as
. .
.
possible 30 to one, the proportion I had advocated in my paper_.
LIEUT. G. E. GROVER, R.E. : I wish, Sir, to nlik one questt?n-n.ot lD a. sp~nt of
criticism, but in order to obtain information for my own satisfaction. I wish to
ask how Captain Parnell would propose to apply his projects to the defence of a great
• I eulJmit that ingenuity ls by no meanii au e~entinl ingredient of engineering.
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fortress such as Pn.ri111, for example, whose detached works a1·e after all the only fottl.ficntions from which the pince can expect Ynlid defence. Th e C11('ei1ttc by itself is
of course perfectly useless ; and, as enginee1·s do not u,mally enj oy a l C>vel site to
fortify, it seems to me rntber a waste of Out' time to discuss here what mi ght be don e,
with or without outworks, on a level plain, such as the Sn lum1.1 whilst we know from
experience the true difficulties which sta nd in our way, and that the first step in properly fo1·t ifying a city, or position, is to occupy the commanding heights which
surround it. Only this morning, we read in the Tinws that, according to the eminent
military correspondent known as our "modern Thucyd ides," the German scientific
corps has expressed the opinion thnt the French engineers under M Thicrs mncle an
extreme mishl.ke in occupy ing fo r their detached forts the confi ned positions which
they selected. Yet, we a ll know that those works were built thirty years ago, when
rifled guns were not thought of, a.nd when a.rtill cry fire was comparatively in its
infancy. Of course, if the military engineers of England or France were, in the present dar, called upon to fortify Paris, they would occupy the strong outer line of hills
which the Germ an eng ineers- enjoy ing a thirty ycrtr8' additional experience-very
properly now say should ha Ye been defended by ~l. Thiers. How then, I ask, would
Captain Parnell defend these positions 1 It is of no use, I submit, for us to discuss
abstract theories about systems of fortification upon perfectly level plains.
We never have to fortify positions on perfectly level plains How, I would
ask, would the principle of abolishing redoubts and ravelins. and all outworks
in a fortress, be practicable in the actual defence of any ordinary position which n.
military engineer may be called upon to defend? It seems to me, ~ir, that as we are
assembled here for a practical purpose-not for a discussion of the Wool wich or the
Sanclhurst system of fortification, or of the proper way of teaching cadets, but to
discuss what the engineers of an arm y should do in actual practice-it would be well
if Captain Parnell would explain to us how be would apply his prin ciples to the
defence of such a city as Paris, or to any position which may read ily occur to his
mind as a fit subject for illustration.
CAPT. PARNELL : My intention is not to abolish advanced works or detacltetl works,
but only out1rorks, i.e., what are technically known as 011tn:orb-wol·ks inside the
main glacis.
LIEUT. GROVER: All outworks in a fortress except the glacis.
CAPT. PARNELL : I consider the glacis an outwork, I think it is technica1ly an
outwork. But I do not propose to do away with advanced works, that is works
within musketry range of the enceinte. but outside the glacis; nor, by any means, to
do away with detached works. In fact, I give details for detached forts in my paper.
I show that long fnce of a fortress on one of the plans (Fig. 2, Plate 1) simply as an
i11ustra.tion of what you may do if you have ground that is available for that purpose,
I was obliged to show something or other to illustra.te the principles I was proposing i
but you may have it of sixteen yards in stead of sixteen hundred, it does not affect
the principle, The object is to have as little complication as possible, in fact to
make your fortification as simple as possible. The motto I should suggest in ca;rying out defences would be "Simplicity, Economy, and Sufficiency."
COLONEL RICH : I cannot und erstand long faces not being more subject to enfilade than short faces, and I will try to illustrate what I mean if you will allow
me. Let us suppose that two faces are 600 yards in length, and we put an enfi lading
battery at 1,50? yards from the salient they form. I say if you diTide the length
of 1,200 yards rnto three equal faces, the new face being at right angles to the capi-
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ta.1, that the enfilading battery will come ratberc1oser under fire than it was with the
longer faces, and if you divide it into five there would be still more difficulty as it
would come closer still. 1'hel'l.~fore we do not get the advantage of bringing the battery under the fire of the collateral faces by the Jong faces, and we get the great disadvantage that whilst the battery cannot be enfiladed at all, the enemy enfilades the
whole range of 50 guns instead of only a proportion of that number. It seems to me
that we are getting back to the old thing. Capt. Parnell now resists the attack the
whole way up, that is the old system. I thought his paper certainly started
with a. view of preventing the first parallel and batteries being established by a
1mperabundant and all powel'ful ordnance. 'l'he third point in his paper seemed
to me Gunst•. Forts as being cheaper. Now he gives us no estimates, otherwise I
should be mo.st happy to criticise them, and I think that it would give rather t.he
opposite result, viz., that guns are much the more expensive of tl1e two, especially
at the present day when a gun is hardly invented and brought out before a. better
gun is brought out to supersede it.
TBE CHAIRMAN : There is also the cost of ammunition.
COLONEL RICH: That is only when you come to a siege. We are taking now
the preparation for defence, not the actual defence; but e,·en in this, supposing
we ordered this large amount of ordnance now, instead of building our works
at Portsmouth, proLably long before there is any attack on Portsmouth, the guns
prepared would have become obsolete and worthless guns, because much better guns
would have been discovered; whereas with works, though there may be improYe•
ments and additious, the alterations of the works will cost much less than new guns.
LIEUT. INNES: One principal advantage of a long face is that you thereby economise the flanking defence, and as I understand Captain Parnel1, he would not depend
much upon the flanking defence. He m~ntioned just now, with respect to the
caponiers that he did not think it worth while that they should be made to 1·esist the
direct fire of artillery. I admit that any of the structures you have in the ditch
would not be likely to last very long against direct fire, but the strength given to
cnponiers is r:1ther meant to secure them from vertical fire: and also from dropping
shots from a distance-curved fire over the gla.cis ; of cour;,e, if you do not consider
your caponiers an integral part of t.he defence-if you do not depend upon them to
secure you from assault-you would not attach so much importa,nce to making tl1em
secure. But this, again, is the whole question at issue, for, as I remarked a-t the Jast
meeting, by adopting direct instead of flanking defence for secmity against escalade,
you tlo not economise your force for concentration at the point of formal attack i
in other words you are obliged to keep sufficient force always ready to fully man the
parapet all the way round, in order to be secure against escalade. 'l'he great use of
flanking defence is to avoid having to do this, and to enable you to keep yourself
secure from escalade with a small number of men on a.11 fronts not attacked by
regular approaches. To do this you must make your flanking defences, of wh!ltever
nature, secure from distant fiL-e, whether vertical or otherwise.
COLONEL G.A.LLWEY: He does that by hiding them in the cscarp.
LIEU1'. INNES: He does not propose to put caponiersfor fl:rnkir)g defences upon all
the fronts; he proposes only to provide caponiers for certain portions.
CAPT. PARNELL: I state in my paper "Tho caponiers are not pro,,ided until
"a time of war is likely to necessitate the employment of these works. Rufficient
o m:tterial will be placed in store at a time of c."pectetl ntkwk. to proYide i11 /ort,·esso
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4 cnponiers, viz., 8 for the fronts m.tnckl'd, or collateral thereto1 and 1 in reserre ;
"'and i,i fv.,-ts the numhcr requisite for flo.nking tire n•lwle of the ditches."
LIEUT. INNES : Thus in a fortress you would have a large number of the front&
without flrLDking defence.
CAPT. PARNELL: u In fo,•tresses, the fronts not attacked will depend on their
., direct fire for res-isto.nce to a crmp de 'lnai,i."
LIEUT. INNES: Exactly, and tha.t seems a bad wn.y, because you are obliged to
fully arm and man your parapets throughout, whereas you might secure unattacked
fronts with n small number of guns or mu skets, in a flnuk defence of some kind: n.od
concentrate the bulk of your garrison and roaterin.l where required to resist an
enemy's approaches.
CAPT. PARNELL : ·wm you allow me to add to what I said before about the theory
of caponiers that I advocate, which is, that they :we simply required to prevent no
nccelernted n.tta<'k, what is on.lied a cuu_p de mai,11,; that is my idea of the 'l'ule capo•
niers would play in all works-. If the besieger chooses to try to approach regnlarly,
nnd cn.n manage to bring hi!; batteries to the edge of the ditch, I submit that theeaponiers then become useless.
THE CHAIRMAN : You only provide a proportion of caponiers.
CAPT. PARNELL: In fortresses, tbnt is on account of economy.
COLONEL GALL WEY: That would depend upon the natural features of the ground.
I think you must divide the fire of a place into two classes, viz., offensive :J.nd defen.
give, which ought to be considered as perfectly distinct, I certainly go with Captain
Parnell, that it would be better to have your offensive fire so powerful as to keep
yom enemy at a distance, so that your defensive fire would not be required, Of
course that depends entirely on the fact, whether the ground is properly cleared or
not. This seems to me the very essence of the polygonal system. I have a few
words to say with regard to the artillery. The remarks Captain Parnell made about
the naval artillery in the forts of Paris may have reference to what I stated in the
discussion at the last meeting. I intended to say that we should not use naval guns
for the defence of our own land forts, because we have arti1lery of equal power as
regards firing against earth, which are much lighter and less expensive. I believe
the French are rather backward in the matter of rifled artillery. They are still
using cast-iron guns, hooped with steel or wrought iron. We have now for instance,
as an example, a 7 ~inch gun of seven tons that would pierce a certain class of armour•
sided vessels ; and we haYe a 7 -inch gun of four tons that carries a shell containing
about eight pounds of pounder, which the other gun does not possess at all. The
lighter and cheaper gun is therefore better adapted for the purpose under discussion.
CAPT. MARTIN : It seems to me that Captain Parnell has considerably underrated the ndYantages of outworks; and also in the matter of economy, on l\'hich he
1,0 much insists, that be would find his enormous cscarp 40 feet high, and a counter.
scarp to match, would considerably dip into the saving which he proposes to
obtain by omitting all outworks. .Again, he has, I think, given an outside $Um
as the cost of a ravelin. The object of au escarp revetment is to give security
against surprise and to add to the dead strength of a fortress 1 so that as many men
as possible- as much as possible of the liv!ng strength-mny be nvailable to meet
an enemy when h e attempts to mount the breach Another object of an escarp
r evetment is to force the besieger to use mines or breaching batteries. The revetment
of an outwork only meets this latter object. His unnecessary as a security against
surprise. A besieger could have but a very small object in getting into an outwork.
H
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unless his approaches had reached the covered way, so that he would be able immediately to connect the lodgment which he might form in the outwork with the rest of
his attack, for unless this junction were immediately effected, he would most certainly be driven out again and gain nothing but loss by his adventure. An enemy's
approaches having reached the counterscarp of an outwork, an escarp revetment
merely causes a certain delny in forming a breach, but answers no other purpose,
and, therefore1 a rayelin or other outwork may be made to fulfil near1y all its
objects at a cost very much less than that calculated by Captain Parnell. I object
also to bis utter condemnation of all old idena and systems, because I do not
think that it would enter the head of a clever engineer, if he were going to fortify any large site1 to do it on any one particular plan or according to nny regular
system. Skilful irregularity is what he would aim at. He would try to adapt each
work as carefully as possible to the features and circumstances of the ground on
which it is to stand, and 1 therefore, use outworks at one place and omit them at
another. Hence, also, it seems to me to pit system against system, though a roost
useful lesson for students of Fortification, can be of no further use, and that the
propriety of omitting or using outworks cannot be fixed at a meeting such as this,
for their value can only be decided by the ground and other circumstances of each
particular case.
LIEUT. COLONEL HUTCHINSON: I think we ought to protest against Captain
Parnell's notion that the caponiers and mur des rondes he proposes should be left
for construction after n. siege bas once commenced. It would be very unwise for us
to advocate a system, which would put off till the time of pressure, the construction
of necessary works of this &ind. Some officers who are unable to be present, have
requested that this objection may be brought before the meeting, and that the corps
may not be considered to approve of the idea, I think Captain Parnell bas done
well to call attention to the mode of computing the garrison of works, for there are
very few data which have been published of ]ate years bearing upon this subject,
although I belie,e the War Office bas lately been considering the question,
COLONEL GALLWEY : I will just say one ,Yord with reference to a remark of
Colonel Hutchinson at the last meeting, which struck me as very apposite to the
question, that is- H I suppose that as one great object of all fortresses is to resist
attack for as long a time as possible, if Captain Parnell by this massing of artillery
fire upon the ramparts, and doing away with outworks, can produce equally as long
a siege as will a fortress provided with outworks, and can do it at the same cost, bis
fortress may be assumed to be as good as one constructed with outworks." I believe
that to be the kernel of the whole thing-that if a fort be armed with properly pro~
tected heavy artillery, commanding ground to the extent of 2,000 or 8,000 yards, on
which an enemy cannot obtain cover, outworks will not be required.
THE CH.AIRMAN: In a great measure, I agree with the obsen·ation made by Capta.in
Nartio, that however interesting and useful for education discussions on abstract
systems of fortification may be, such systems, at, all eYents in our case, rarely come
into operation. I know of no place which we haYe been fortifying-and we have
fortified a good number during the last ten or twelve years-to which the principle of faces of J.GOO yards in length could well have been applied; indeed there
is only one place where we have constructed a new continuous Jine of fortifications,
that is nt Rilsea Lines. We have usua.lly employed, and wherever we apply land
fortifications. 15ball probably generally adopt, detached worki::., to occupy the main
pointE of :1. position taken up for the protection of a place. I proceed thrn to whA.t
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nppenr to be some of the more practical considera.tione ,:hich. nro dealt w~th ht
Captain Pnmell's paper. I may make one remark at stnrttng, viz., that th~ title. of
the paper, H Defensive Reform," is rather startling, and it appears worth cons1derahon
whether, supposing it to go beyond these caeunl meetings, the title might not be
altered with ndvanta.ge. The mnjority of the points referred to in the paper have
been, in many cases, actually acted upon. The section of the work proposed is pre•
cisely taken, except in its exaggcration 1 from the ·works at Portsdown Hill, Stad•
don Heights, and elsewhere. The ditch is deeper and wider than nt those places,
but I think the increased width nncl depth unnecessary. Captain Parnell considers his
section an economical one, but, of course, it cannot admit of question, that a ditch
50 feet deep, as he proposes, would be more expensive than one 30 feet deep. Then
as reg::u·ds the mode of mounting the guns upon the works. I believe the plan of
mounting guns on the 'Moncrieff principle, in works of land defence, is a good one ;
it is one which, when lecturing on the subject more than two years ago, at the United
Service Institution, and before the Moncrieff principle was taken up by the War
Office, I proposed as tbe best system that could be adopted for mounting a large
portion of the anm1.ment of land works. This system does not, however, give
security against vertical fire, and I think it would be desirable to supplement it
to some extent with a fe,v guns having bomb-proof cover over head, and iron
shields in front. There would thus be some pieces absolutely secure both against
vertical and against direct fire. I h:we brought this drawing to show the meeting
that it has already been proposed to carry into effect the principle of applying the
Moncrieff system of mounting guns on works intended to resist Jand attack. The
proposal I refer to was made by me nearly three years ago. So far then as regards the
principle of mounting guns on the Moncrieff system, it appears to me to be one that
should Le adopted in lanrl works of defence. As regards the description of caponiers
proposed by Captain Parnell, I confess I entirely agree "ith Colonel Hutchinson and
some other officers who have observed on that head. It does seem that when the
expense bas been incurred, first of buying the land for the position to be fortifiedi and
next for the construction of effective works thereon that it would be a great mistake
and one not really conducive to economy, to omit the capon iers. Our caponiers, as constructed, afford absolute security against assault; being ·well eunk, they cannot be
destroyed by the enemy's fire, There would be a good reason for employing the
moveable ca.ponier in po::~itions where the fixed caponier would be liable to be
destroyed ; but, in the majority of cases in our new works, the fixed caponier cannot
be hit till the enemy arrives at the edge of the ditch. I quite agree with Captain
Parnell that when the besieger does get to the edge of the ditch no caponier will
etand. What you have to do, as Lieutenant Innes remarked, is to protect the
caponier against nrtical fire, and to sink it well, or cover it thoroughly, so as to
protect it against II lobbing" fire. So far as the sides of the caponier are concerned, if
they are well sunk, it is unnecessary to make them of great thickness. The permanent caponier is a habitable casemate which will afford accommodation for part
of the garrison-an ad,•antage which the small moveable caponier would not possess.
Captain Parnell advocates that the designs of our fortification should be as simple
as possible. On this point I entirely agree with him. Our works would be almost
assuredly manned by comparatively undisciplined troops, and the more they are constructed so that men shall fire to their front and not hrwe to consider whether they
are flanking some curiously constructed outwork on the old principle, the more likely
the defence will be vigoron~ nnrl effective. As :t matter of fact we do uot p1•oyitle out-
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work", eo we have already adopted that part of II defensive reform'' which Captain
Parnell advocates. There is a remark which I ought to have made earlier, viz ,
with regard to the opening paragraph of Captain Parnell's paper, where he observes
that it is the engineer's business to consider the professiona.l question8 with which he
has to deal, in connection with the requirements of the other branches of the service
which would have to take part in the defen~e of the fort i he should also carefully
weigh the part which the fort should play in the general defence of the position. It
will often be found that a. project for a fort very admirable in itself, and possessing
most perfect defensive capabilities, is not well adapted and im·olYes unnecessary
expense, for the position it occupies. With reference to the armament of ln.nd forts,
the guns lately mounted in the Paris forts were naval pieces from ships or from sea
defences of maritime fortresses, and I believe the reason such large pieces were used
was because tbPy were the only ones available. I believe it to be unnecessary to go
to the expense of such g1·eat guns for works to resist attack by land ; with a 7-in.
breech-loading gun, with a double shell which holds a large charge, you can produce
a quite sufficient effect on earthworks, and I do not know that it is neces~ary to go
beyond guns of this description. Whether that is the case or not, the expense of
providing guns which, with only 50 rounds of ammunition apiece, would run you
into an expense of at least £1,300 each, would put them out of the question at present
for land forts. Indeed, it is difficult enough to get great iron-clad-piercing guns for
our sea-forts and for the defences of the coast~ ancl you have to consider those before
providing such guns for the armament of land forts. The 9-in. and 10-in. guns which
Captain Parnell refers to, were originally proposed. with a Yiew of piercing iron-clads,
and not with reference to land operations. ·with regard to the garrison, Captain
Parnell's proposal for a garrison of a fort seems reasonable, perhaps rather in excess
for a work of 25 guns. My calculation is that a work of the character Captain
Parnell refers to would take about 600 men, infantry and artillery; I think that
would be sufficient for it.
CAPTAIN PARNELL : I should like to make a few remarks in reply. In the first
place I wish to submit that the length of the faces and the depth of the ditches and
all those details are not pa.rt of any "system" proposed by me ; they are quite
secondary i what I advocate are principles. And in the next place, as regards the
heading of the work, Defensive Reform," I do not intend by that to assert that I
am a reform.er: what I wish to bring to the minds of those who read the paper is
thai the object of it is to consider the effects of certain changes, ioclepenclently of
the question of the innntor or proposer of these changes. For instance, take the
Moncrieff gun-carriage, surely the application of that principle is a "reform" in
fortification. I pl·esume no one will imagine that reform is the same as rernlution.
My idea of reform is that which tends to purge away all the dross and a.buses and
things that are obsolete in a system or institution or anything else, and which tends
to conserve all that is good and sound, That is why a great many of the points
alluded to by me in the paper are not novelties. I take care to state at the end of
the paper "that by no means all the suggestions contained in the foregoing paper
"are set forward as novelties." As regards the use of the word " system," I do not_
propose any Hsystem" ?f fortification at all; what I wis~ t? do, is simply to _a~vocate certain principles, m fact, you may sum up the prmc1ples I advocate m one ,
sentence, or rather question : I, not the sword ef more impo1·tance ia defence tltar1, ,
the ahieltl? The moving caponiers I consider as simply means to carry out certain
ends. I would just as soon have fixed caponier.s if it can be shown that they will
i;
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act a! well•, or ditches thirty feet deep if they do better than those of forty or t'Uty
feet deep.
THE CHAIRMAN: Whatever criticism has been passed with reference to this p::i.per,
it is no fa~o,i de parler to say that we nre much indebted to Captain Parnell for the
troubl e be has tnken in preparing it, and for the attention he bas given to the sub•
ject on which it treats. The discussion of propositions such ns those we ha Ye been
considering, whether we agree or whether we disagree with them, must be o.f use to
us in the conduct of the business with which we are cut.rusted. The more these
things are ,•entilated, the more likely we are to carry on the work we are called on to
perform with advantage to the country and with credit to the Corps.

APPENDIX TO PAPER ON DEFENSIVE REFORM,

I. "The engineer is, or should be, entrusted with the defence of a. place." (See
page 31),
I have been requested to explain this sentence. The fo11owing is my explanation.
I look on defence generally, whether in the field or in previously prepared positions,
as a branch of military engineering. But., inasmuch as all power a11d authority
emanates from the General or Senior Officer, the Engineer beMmes the agent of the
General or Senior Officer, in fact, his Staff Officer, or representative, for conducting
defence, on the same principle that the Quartermaster General is the General's agent
for conducting campaigning movements, encampments, &c.
II. 11 Both in fortresses and detached forts," &c., (see line 5, page 33). By the term
fortresses wherever used in this paper are meant " fronts/' or "enceintes," or II lines"
of fortification. Probably these will not be much constructed in future i still with
the examples of the new Antwerp eneeinte and the new Hilsea Lines before us, it
cannot be said that such works are altogether obsolete.
III. '· Ye1·y heai·y artillery, such as the s.in. and !>-in. muzz]e.}oading rifled guns,
for the armament." (See page 33.)
The term" Artillery tlirowing very lteavy 1/wlls," would be more appropriate.
IV. u The number of heavy guns should equal 7;tr of t.he combined length in feet
"of the three longest adjacent fronts or faces lillely to 1·cccive attack.•" (See page :l2),
By "attack" is meant direct or oblique artillery fire, but not enfilade or reverse
fire; and it is assumed that the work is built on polygonal principles, i.e., that the
sa.lients of its faces form obtuse angles.
V. "The number of rozmds of a11mi,unition furnished will be as follows," &c.
(See page 43).
In this paragraph only projectiles are intended, the arrangements for charges are
specified in the next paragraph,
A.P.
• Have caponiers of any sort ever been tried in war? It not, I .eubmit thnt they nre all equally in

the region of theory,
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